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A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Where it all started

Pictures from the village Domsten, where I grew up. 

In the 1990’s this was a calm village with smaller fishing activity and a 
kiosk. The marine life with sailboats was dominating and its only 
functions was a sailing school for the kids and a boule field.

Revisiting Domsten a summer day 2014 it looks like this (see pictures 
to the right). Old friends avoid the marina in the summer time due to 
the extended tourism with sunbathers. And the youngest are no longer 
allowed to bike to the kiosk by themselves.

Domsten is a popular excursion, both for boat lovers as well as ice cream 
cravers and most importantly for sun bathers. In the marina the large 
spread out parking of 80 places is far from enough on a sunny day in 
July. All roads leading to the marina are filled with cars even though 
there is sufficient public transportation. The waiting time for a mooring 
in Domsten is ten years and “Kristians Kiosk och Fiskaffär” is the only 
existing business. Fishing is active but in small scale. Seven years ago a 
new residential area was added to the northeast corner of Domsten and a 
future development is under consideration, spreading out over the fields 
to the east in the more central parts of the village. Walking paths and 
bicycle lanes lead hikers through the now nature reserve classified area. 
An excursion that hasn’t been able to keep up. Domsten can’t handle any 
more pressure than it already holds today, open surfaces are not enough.

So what could I do about this as a thesis project?
Should I extend Domsten marina and beaches to fit the need or are there 
other options to offload this village of the new pressure?

This is what my thesis is going to be all about!
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So, my thesis project started with plans to rebuild the small 
fishing village Domsten but ended up in planning an entirely new 
marina in Laröd. It is about what can happen to initial thoughts 
along the way if you let it. 

I thought I could solve the overcrowded Domsten by extending the 
marina and parking, to create a more people friendly scale with less 
perceived parking areas. But the further investigations and interviews 
went the idea of extending Domsten made less sense. Would an 
extension of Domsten give me the results I was aiming for? The idea of 
a marina in Laröd was mentioned by the marina host in Domsten and 
the more I thought about it, investigated and compared it, it made more 
sense. 

The investigations started by visiting marinas for inspiration and 
comparing adjacent municipalities to get an overview of interest and 
need. Also my thesis project reflects as well as argues the Helsingborg 
municipality comprehensive plan, future plans for nature reserves, 
accessibility, functions need of space as well as winds and erosions. To 
be able to get the effect with connections and life that I was aiming for 
the thesis also touches the matter of planning for housing. But since this 
project firstly concerns the marina and the coast line, the housing units 
are only studied schematically.

I don’t have any preferences as a boat owner myself. But I grew up in a 
home with previous boat ownership so there has always been a love for 
marinas in my family. We have visited these villages frequently which 
is the reason for my interest in the subject. I have grown up with the 
thought of the marina as a place not only for fishermen and sailors but 
also a place for others, not always with a certain boat interest. The 
marina still remains a strong meeting point in these former fishing 
villages. I have lived in Laröd for many years and comparing the two, the 
strong meeting place does not exist in Laröd, especially along the coast 
line, even though it is situated so close to the water geographically.

People have always headed towards the water and marinas, it is not a 
new phenomenon but we are becoming so many that the visitation has 
gone up remarkably. Helsingborg municipality is proud of its close 

relationship to the water; this can be improved and enjoyed by more, 
especially for the inhabitants of Laröd. This project will be in many scales, 
handling the larger flows to be able to find solutions in the small things 
that need to fit together to create a successful whole. The thesis has 
landed in a marina proposal containing landscaping as well as 
architectural building design. I have made decisions on how to handle the 
nature reserve plans and the different types of nature to see how these 
might strengthen the marina. 

Questions I have looked into in this project are:
- How to bike/walk in safe ways to the marina?
- What functions are needed to be able to spend an entire day out?
- Season based; remember winter, early spring and late fall?
- Giving boat owners in Helsingborg a chance to get a mooring earlier 
  than in 10 years time.
- Giving tourists their needed space alongside the villagers without 
  constantly being in the way.
- Where to hang my bath towel when going for a swim?

Marina surveys started the thesis project with visits and observations. 
They showed the functions in similar villages/marinas and their way of 
handling the daily life, both for inspiration as well as creating an 
understanding for the complexity in developing a fishing village/
marina/beach resort /suburb. Drawings where gathered as well as 
literature along with future plans for the area to make a standpoint in the 
future plans that have been made. After the pre-studies the sketching 
process started to gather impressions and ideas for actual solutions. It 
was these ideas that created the foundation for the development of this 
thesis project. Since structuring a marina is rather complicated I have 
interviewed area specific specialists to test my ideas that of course would 
need to be developed further by engineers.

It has been an exciting journey in marinas!
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Reason:
Marina surveys started the summer of 2014 to be able to visit the 
marinas when they where in full function and service. The visits with 
various observations where made from July until the end of August.

A comparison of the Marinas and a brief summary was made. Please see 
“Appendix 1: marina survey” for the full survey. The investigated 
marinas where chosen due to their geographical position in Öresund. The 
choice to investigate the Swedish as well as the Danish marinas was to 
see the Öresund region as a whole, where boaters visit both countries 
depending on visitation values rather than nationality. The result was 
eighteen visited marinas on the Swedish side along with eleven marinas 
on the Danish side, a total of twenty-nine marinas. All marinas are 
situated north of the biggest cities in the region Malmö and Copenhagen 
in the south and with the northern edges as a visual stop to the north. 
The number of marinas could have been more, or less, but the decided 
visual boundaries where made to investigate the marinas within sailing 
distance to Helsingborg, my starting point, an area where you can make 
day trips, to see the range and offer in the nearby area to make a fair 
comparison. 

Understanding the life and the functions of the marinas in other, similar 
villages give clearer comparisons than randomly investigating marinas in 
other areas of the country. This is why I have chosen to focus on 
marinas in the northern part of the Öresund region, both on the 
Danish and Swedish side to see how marinas in the same context choose 
to handle these common conditions. This has inspired as well as limited 
the work, giving a broader understanding for the complexity in the 
planning and development for these marinas/ fishing villages/ beach 
resorts and residential suburbs.

The prepared questionnaire showed to the right was set up as a base for 
questions that could be useful in the future investigations. This base was 
slightly changed along the way where for e.g. the importance of whether 
the villages had schools or not showed less importance than the 
importance if the marinas had sailing schools or other nautical activities.

How the marina survey was made:

-  Prepared questionnaires where filled out after observations in each 

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

2. M A R I N A   S U R V E Y 

   marina to see how the same functions could be handled in different
   ways.
-  Photographs were taken to both create an overview as well as 
   documenting details on both good and bad solutions to use as 
   reference material.
-  Information was gathered in this document with the same set-up to 
   create an overview of the discoveries made on these surveys.
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The boat country Sweden:
Sweden has a coastal line of 8000 kilometres (similar to a 1/5 th lap 
around the world including bays, capes and islands. The leisure boat 
frequency is one of the highest in the world. The number of adults per 
leisure boat is 8, comparing to 40 in Holland, 130 in England and 185 in 
Germany. The exact number of leisure boats in Sweden is not 
measureable but in 2010 a survey showed a number of 881 000 
seaworthy boats and another 62 000 not seaworthy.

Fun facts regarding the boats in Sweden:

- 32% of the boats are small day cruising motorboats with a minimum 
   of a 10hk motor. 
- 18% of the boats are motorboats with a maximum 10hk motor.
- 18% are dinghies, skiffs and rowing boats.
- 23% have accommodation facilities.
- 60% are less than 5m long.
- 30% are 6-11 meters long.
- 2,5% are 11-15 meters long.
- 13% of the boats have a toilet.
- In 2010 May-September ca 130 000 boats where in use each day.
- In average a boat is used 25 days a year with 2-3 passengers. 
- Day tours and fishing tours are the most common excursions.

Sweden has ca 1500 marinas where 430 are classified as guest marinas. 
The 1000 boat clubs with a total of 250 000 members are managed by 
volunteering. The number of boat nights in the guest marinas in 2013 
where over 500 000 representing 1 100 000 people. Half of these nights 
where made by foreign boats showing the large touristic value and impact 
on tourism to an area that a marina has. But most common of all are the 
nature marinas that are most common in the archipelagos. Scania is the 
third most popular place for marina guest nights after Stockholm and 
Västra Götaland with Gothenburg archipelago and Vänern with over 110 
000 nights.

Since the 1st of April 2015 it is illegal to empty latrines into Swedish wa-
ters (only protected boats can get a free pass) to decrease over 
fertilization of the seas. This makes it even more important for marinas 
to provide possibilities to empty latrines (urine is the most dangerous for 

our waters since the large amount of phosphor from one person during 
one day gives nutrition for one kilo of algae).

The marine boat life in Sweden is increasing. A survey made by Stock-
holmsmässan in 2006 shows that 2,5 million people in Sweden dream of 
becoming a boat owner. These dreamers are between 25-45 years old, 
the majority are women considering the boat life experience to be the 
most important. These 2,5 million people are characterised as 
“adventurous individualists“ with partner and/or children, having an 
average income, living in the medium sized cities, they are the “new 
boat owners“. Along with the “adventurous individualists“ are the “social 
traditionalists“ who already exerts boating. This group is dominated by 
men between 30-45 years old with families with or without children and 
a decent economy. The boat ownership is considered as an identity and 
life style. Also to remember are the children of boat owners. Between 150 
000 - 250 000 of them intend to buy a boat within the coming 2 years
(https://www.havochvatten.se/download/18.276e7ae81443563a7501cc9/1393418095428/fakta-om-bat-

liv-2014.pdf).

Other boat facts:
Right and left - starboard and larboard. Starboard (styrbord) is on the 
right hand side (in the direction of travel) and larboard (babord) is on the 
left hand side (in the direction of travel). Port entry lights are coloured on 
similar ways meaning that when you enter from the sea the green is on 
starboard (styrbord) and the red on larboard (babord). The colours are 
always to resemble the lanterns on the boat, then you know you are on 
the right track.

Boat speed in measured in knots (knop) where one nautical mile is 
internationally defined as 1852 meters making a knot 1,852 km/h (or 
approximately 0,514 m/s). Simplified, one can say that a knot is almost 
double the speed as a km/h (H. Donat 188).

starboardlarboard

direction of 
travel
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Jetty

Bathing
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Ball field / Boule
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Porta Potti

Shopping

P
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2.1 Marina survey:

T H E  S Y M B O L S

Reason:
The purpose of the marina surveys is to document the visited marinas 
according to the 23 areas shown to the left. All with origins from the 
questionnaire that was the supporting material brought along to the sur-
veys. 

The specific areas are used in the survey to create a comparable overview 
of the different marinas in terms of size, dimensioning and functions. The 
symbols as such are created to achieve a more visual overview.

For e.g. a number of moorings in comparison to the number of guest 
toilets and the fact that a marina also might be welcoming sunbathing 
guests has relevance for the usage of the marina and the space needed 
for the different uses.
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2.2 Marina survey:

Ö R E S U N D   M A R I N A   S U R V E Y   P A R T   1 & 2 (see “Appendix 1: marina survey” for full survey)

1. Gilleleje

2. Hornbaek

3. Helsingör/Grönnehave

4. Snekkersten

5. Espergaerde

6a. Humlebaek/Krogerup

6b. Humlebaek/Sletten

7. Nivå

8. Rungsted

9. Vedbaek

10. Taarbaek

1

2

3

4

5

6a
6b

7

8

9

10

1. Mölle

2. Lerhamn

3. Nyhamnsläge

4. Höganäs

5. Lerberget

6. Viken

7. Domsten

8. Helsingborg

9. Råå

11. Sundvik

10. Ålabodarna

12. Borstahusen

13a. Landskrona norra
       /Lindshamn

13b. Landskrona hamn

13c. Landskrona södra
       /Lundåkrahamn

15. Vikhög

14. Barsebäckshamn

16. Bjärred

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13a

14

15

16

13b
13c

Plan over Öresund 1:400 000
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© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2014

From “Appendix 1: marina survey” 2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

D O M S T E N

1 jetty newly renovated on 
the pier

1 beach to the north

(the former sauna has 
burnt down)

At Christians Fiskebod

Walking distance

150 moorings

Christians Fiskebod

2 showers locked

Christians Fiskebod

Dosmtens Båtklubb
By Föreningen
Domstens Idrotts Klubb

-

-

1 boule field -

1 community centre 
“Havsbris“ w facilities

Ca 75 p-spots 
+ 6 larger p-spots

1 BBQ

2 toilets

Reflection:

- Domsten is a small marina.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Parking in the marina.
- The marina has a large mix of different functions which brings life to the area.
Very popular for bathing and swimming, not only by the inhabitants. Sunbathing is possible both 
on the pier as well as on the beach.
- The “masonite village“ to the south of Domsten is built up every spring to be torn down by its 
owners each fall.
- Vegetation; overgrown Rosehip, and pine groves.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses from the 18th and 19th century, typical for the area with new-
er dwellings in the outskirts of the village.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 617 (http://befolkningen.com/sverige/helsingborg/domsten) 
- “Christians fiskebod” functions as port host, restaurant, fish sales etc.
- Marina with fishing activity. Crab “fishing“ is very popular.
- Tourist activity.
- Surrounded by nature reserve on land and at sea.
- Close to Kulla Gunnarstorp castle owned by count Trolle.
- Compounds: Domstens Båtklubb (approx. 14 dinghies, 5 larger dinghies)
  By Föreningen
  Domstens Idrotts Klubb - DIK
  Södra Domstens Badförening - SDB
   
For more information:  www.domstensbåtklubb.se
   www.domsten.nu (village association)
   http://hd.se/helsingborg/2010/08/06/langa-koer-till-batplatser/

1 playground

- Christians Fiskebod
P€

P

€

M

P

-

-
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At Gröningen and Friabad

1 Friabad and Gröningen 
   north
1 Tropical Beach

-

At marina office

Walking distance

300 moorings

1 Espresso House

Several showers at 
Harbour office locked

Fishing huts
1 Fishing activities - “Hels-
ingborgs Båtarna”
1 Roys Fiskhandel

See list above for 
compounds, companies 
and activities.

Dunkers Kulturhus

1 Yogi
+ more kiosks to the north

Skate ramps -

1 HYC
1 H55 - pavillion
1 Parapeten

Ca 120 p-spots(north pier)
Ca 140 p-spots(pier)
Ca 30 p-spots(south pier)
Ca 120 p (east buildings)
Ca 250 p(Dunkers+Pgarage)

1 Gagliano    1 Beach Club
1 RoysFiskhandel PubRo
1 Perssons     1 Originelle
1 YaHa!     1 Dunkers
1 TropicBar

Several toilets at 
Harbour office locked
2 toilets (tropical beach)

Reflection:
- Helsingborg is a large marina placed next to the city center.
- Was built for the H99 home exhibition in 1999.
- Marina activity, both commercial and private with offices and shops.
- Marina for sail and motorboats as well as larger fishing/day tour boats.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- New, wider and accessible wooden bridges along the pier for sunbathing.
- Parking in the marina is possible, no camping allowed.
- Dwelling: Only Apartment buildings from 19th century until today.  Harbour is modern white 
  from the 1999 exhibition.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 132.989 (http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Kommun-och-politik/om-helsingborg/Statistik/)
- 1 port office.
- Large marina with some fishing activity, mostly for tourists.
- Tourist activities with several restaurants.
- Compounds: Helsingborg Yacht Club - HYC
  Båtmännen   Helsingborgs Rodd Klubb - HRK
  Helsingborgs Båtarna  Transwaggon AB  
  Lind Segel AB   + several shops and services
   
For more information:  www.hyc.se
   http://hd.se/helsingborg/2010/08/06/langa-koer-till-batplatser/
   

-

In Helsingborg city Marina office

P

P

P

P

PP

P

P

P

€

M

P

8 shops home decor/
marine/clothing etc.
+ more shops in city

1 filling station
w porta potti

From “Appendix 1: marina survey” 2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

H E L S I N G B O R G
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From “Appendix 1: marina survey” 2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

V E D B A E K 

- only private jetties

1 sand beach (southt)
1 smaller sand beach(north)

-

Cash payment in a box 
at marina office

Yes - walking distance

464 moorings
(growing w 156 spots)

-

2 ladies showers locked
2 mens showers locked

Modern fishing huts/space

1 Vedbaek Sejlklubb
1 Vedbaek Kanot og Kajak 
Klubb
1 Vedbaek Surfing Klubb 
1 Vedbaek Sea Rescue

Havnekontor - marina 
office

-

1 Havne Kiosken

-

-

Several for the private 
clubs

Ca 500 p-spots (total)

1 Nautilus restaurang og 
café
1 First hotel restaurang
1 Indisk take away

3 ladies toilets (locked)
3 mens toilets (locked)
2 toilets north

-

1 First Hotel

Reflection:
- Vedbaek is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Vedbaek Havn is rebuilt, drawn by architect bureau Vandkunsten, 1987-1990.
- The marina is now being enlarged. The eastern/outer pier is moved and reinforced to give room 
for more moorings and to be able to handle future storms.
- The marina is uniform and modern, resembling buildings are dressed in black tarnite plates.
- Uniform buildings are spread out along the harbour, connected with uniform walls and benches 
with integrated lighting and waste bins, hiding messy necessities such as fishing nets etc.
- There area several places to sit outside where you can find shade and windshield.
- The parking is divided to smaller areas, divided by green areas and trees wich gives a nice 
impression. Only narrow columnar shaped Oak trees, Rosehip and Lavender (clematis and field 
bindweed in larger pots)
- All parking is private. Unclear since its the only available parking, it has payment machines.
- There are open spaces for gatherings, especially the beach.
- Dwelling: Impressive danish stone villas typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 7.913 ( www.statistikbanken.dk) (2005)
- Larger marina office
- Large marina with fishing activity.
- Tourist activities.
- Compounds: Vedbaek Sejlklubb og jolle afdelning (approx. 34 dinghies  and 26 larger dinghies)
  Vedbaek Kanot og Kajak Klubb
  Vedbaek Surfing Klubb
  Vedbaek sea rescue society
  Provianten Vedbaek Havn (shop)

For more information:  www.vedbaek-havn.dk
             www.vedbaek-sejlklubb.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk
 http://minbaad.dk/nyhed/archive/2012/27/september/article/vedbaek-havn-udvides-med-160-baadpladser/

P

P

€

€

M

P

1 shop supermarket

1 filling station 
w porta potti
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Thoughts:
This marina survey has been very helpful as a starting point for this 
thesis project in understanding the Öresund region. The investigated 
marinas: the eighteen marinas on the Swedish side of Öresund and the 
eleven marinas on the Danish side, are situated opposite each other and 
show a wide range of marinas in terms of size and functions, all with 
similarities and differences in visual expression and functions, even 
country wise.

The Öresund region, has no archipelago meaning that tourists arriving by 
boats are especially depending on the marinas. The marinas are visited 
by Swedish boat owners as well as Danish, Dutch, Germans and some 
Norwegians. Observations show a difference in handling tourism on the 
different sides of the water.

Similarities and Differences:
The first thing that strikes me is the shape of the piers. There is no doubt 
that the Swedish marinas protect themselves from the northwest winds 
and waves with entries from the south while the Danish marinas need 
more protection from the southeast with openings from the north to have 
safer exits and entries for their sail- and motorboats. 

Both sides of the water have large scale sailing schools, some marinas 
even have kayak and other water sport courses and clubs. Exercising 
clubs are more frequent on the Danish side and for.eg dinghies appear 
newer and are often sponsored by different companies (for e.g. Bodum in 
Humlebaek Sletten). But the interest in nautical sports is large and can 
be a big income generator since this in the long term creates an interest 
for the sea life among the younger inhabitants in the area. 

Both Swedish and Danish marinas are welcoming towards boat tourists 
and most of the marinas provide guest moorings with a smaller marina 
office and various toilet facilities. Differences are the main functions of 
the marinas, commerciality, solutions and the care of the guests. The 
Danish marinas mostly have restaurants and fish sales in combination 
with larger parking areas and public toilets. The Swedish marinas often 
appear more private with locked huts and facilities with pinned up 
telephone numbers. If we compare Gilleleje Havn with its 

2.3 Marina survey:

S U M M A R Y   O F   M A R I N A   S U R V E Y

approximately 250 moorings to Råå hamn with its 1100 moorings the 
differences in commerciality of the marina areas are striking. Both 
marinas have businesses and boat yards but the opportunity for tourists 
to linger on, shop and eat is very well developed in Gilleleje while the 
actual marina in Råå is very industrial and holds only one small 
restaurant. 

Of course very small marinas appear private on both sides of Öresund like 
Vikhög and Lerhamn on the Swedish side as well as Taarbaek and 
Snekkersten on the Danish side. But even though the marina appears 
private with closed huts and low public activities the Danish marinas 
always have at least one Kro/restaurant, a place to gather for 
inhabitants and tourists. Here people make their way to the marinas 
coming both from the sea side as well as by car to experience the 
marinas which brings life to these more public areas. People linger on for 
a while. The Taarbaek marina has a remarkable toilet, shower and 
washing area which is dug down under a school courtyard and the piers 
are covered in wood creating a warm and carefully designed feeling to the 
area.

Marinas with sunbathing beaches and jetties are more common on the 
Danish side as well as winter bathing clubs with saunas and changing 
huts. Snekkersten has a considerably large swimming team. This requires 
extra space for people, bicycles, public transportation and parking. A 
good parking example is found in Rungsted where you meet a large 
parking in the middle of the marina. Walking in Rungsted havn the 
parking is never present since it is placed on the backside of the buildings 
where people do not move. It is never visible, always easily accessible. 

The movement of mooring owners is slow on both sides of the Öresund. 
People tend to hold on to their moorings for a long time and rather rent 
them out second-hand to keep them for children and grand children. This 
adds to the queuing time and complicates the boat ownership in the area 
for interested boaters and new sailors. Queuing for up to ten years is not 
considered the best option.

Nivå: Rowan Rungsted: Whitebeam,Oakleaf Vedbaek: Field Bindweed (Åkervinda)

Vedbaek: Oak and Rosehip

Domsten: Rosehip

Domsten: Rosehip

Humlebaek/Sletten: SejlskoleBjärred: SeglarskolaTaarbaek havn: Barbeque
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Inspiring ideas:
I considered the marinas on the Danish side to have a stronger design 
and solutions in their architectural elements than the Swedish, smaller 
and more traditional marinas with old fishing huts and standard cabins. 
The Danish marinas appear more thought trough and create a surprising 
factor in a more inspiring way, being more unpredictable yet traditional.

There was a certain effect of concentrating the planted areas in the 
marina, using location friendly and specific species. 

This was especially shown in the Danish marinas such as:
 -  Nivå: Rowan and Rosehip
 -  Rungsted: White beam and oak leaf with their significant red berries.
 -  Vedbaek: narrow columnar shaped Oak trees, Rosehip and Lavender     
                 (clematis and Field Bindweed in larger pots)

The Swedish marinas show examples of this in a more overgrown manor:
 -   Domsten: Rosehip
 -   Råå: Rowan and Birch along the water

The plants mark the areas in a very clear way and create an entity, 
independent of being shaped as plantings or as overgrown vegetation. 
The planted areas that are maintained regularly mark a clearer ownership 
of the marinas but it is not necessarily only that method that marks a 
division of the area. Important notion is the use of area specific greenery. 
How the usage of plants that are already thriving in the area are 
helpful for the marinas on different levels of organised plantings to create 
a whole.

Floating bridges are more and more common, especially in the newer 
marinas and the marinas that are renovated after the larger storms like 
Helsingborg, Hornbaek and Höganäs. Moving boulders and renovating 
piers is expensive. The cost of this in Hornbaek marina is 1,5 million DKK. 
They have decided to increase the marina while taking this investment. 
What it shows is that new marinas need to plan for storms and high 
water levels initially to keep rebuilding and repairing costs low.

Industrial marinas are needed along the coastlines and it is important to 
keep them separated from the other functions in the marinas since they 
both create noise as well as litter and dust. But since they are an 
essential function in marinas they need central positions and 
Gilleleje havn in Denmark is a good example on separating functions but 
still creating a feeling of one marina that is walkable and open for the 
visitors, free to explore.

Synopsis:
These observations have shown that the Swedish marinas have 
potential for a higher commerciality. The Danish marinas I have 
investigated in this thesis project have shown a local pride in the Danish 
marinas and even though they are more commercial and appear more 
public. The Danish marinas have captured the feeling of intimacy and 
privacy and are perceived as public and open to be shared not only to 
boaters but to anyone enjoying the sea and sea life. This is a feeling I 
want to proceed with in this thesis investigation, creating a marina. The 
marina should not only be for boat owners, it is a place for all to gather, 
but still with intimate areas that can appear private, but only if needed. 
To achieve this it is important to include other functions to the marina, 
making it the home for more activities than boat owning. Activities such 
as sandy beaches with jetties, kayaks, windsurfing clubs, restaurant, 
fishing, winter bathers, sports fields and crab fishing is especially 
common and a successful combination. These activities can include all 
ages with wider interests bringing additional life and people to the 
marina; people attract people.

Open space is important, both for the additional activities mentioned 
above but also for future interests like fishing net boiler/cleaner and 
smokers like in Humlebaek sletten.

Humlebaek/Sletten havn: functions and benches as design elements are mixed on the pier

Hornbeak: old meets new in a picturesque way

Humlebaek Sletten: Boat club Rungsted havn: Crab race

Gilleleje havn: with large ship yard and several fishing boats
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The Öresund region:
The news agency News Öresund reports a growth for the Öresund region. 
In 2015 the number of inhabitants will reach 3.9 million. Two thirds live 
on the Danish side and one third on the Swedish side. Copenhagen leads 
the growth followed by Malmö and Helsingborg (Lokal Tidningen. w9. 23).

Tourism and work opportunities are helped by the increased infrastructure 
in the region, also the Öresund bridge that opened in 2000, connecting 
Malmö to Copenhagen has had a huge impact. The Öresund Bridge has 
doubled the passenger traffic across the Öresund and in 2010, the 
number was 35 million people. In 2008 over 18 000 people commuted 
from Sweden to Denmark, the opposite direction was 900 people (Å. Anders-

son, D. Andersson, C. Wichmann Matthiessen 47). Research in 2006 show that one reason 
of the large difference in more commuters from Sweden to Denmark is 
due to the 36 % higher salaries in Denmark in combination with lower 
living costs Swedish side (61).

Homes in Öresund
Common for the Öresund region is the importance of home. In both 
countries it is common to spend a fourth of your household income or 
more on your home, not so strange since the home is where you spend 
half your life. 

The regional housing supply also affects the total attractiveness for the 
area along with price trends for potential new residents. Research shows 
that 80 % of the youths in the Öresund region wants to live in a villa. But 
the offer of villas in Scania is 47% of all homes, in Sjaelland, Denmark, 
this number is only 23%. This shows a great need of detached houses in 
the region. The low numbers are because of the high density of 
people in the area, but the Öresund region is not so crowded that it 
should be impossible to increase these percentages. Important factors 
for “the dream of the villa“ does not only involve the actual villa, it also 
concerns child friendly environments, gardens and park areas with limited 
traffic (100). Economical theories show that properties are more expensive 
in larger regions than in smaller regions. Within the region, properties in 
the central parts are more expensive than in the periphery. Reasons for 
this are the increased public transportation and the higher activity offer 
along with closeness to work. But what is interesting is that the same 

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

3. T H E   R E G I O N   O F   N O R T H W E S T   S C A N I A 

surveys show the importance for many families with children to give up 
these benefits to afford a large villa with a large garden, preferably in 
areas with good schools and low criminality, this is also reflected in 
housing prices (139).

Transportation in the region
Looking at flight statistics, Kastrup Copenhagen airport is by far the most 
important hub in Scandinavia when it comes to international flights with 
its 21 530 000 total passengers in 2008 (35).

There are plans for a new speed train corridor between Oslo - 
Gothenburg-Malmö-Copenhagen-Hamburg. Metropolitan regions that are 
situated 400 kilometres or less from each other are very helped by 
effective transportation methods both for private travelling but most 
importantly for commuting and added work opportunities. Economically 
and environmentally flight connections work poorly in these regions. Each 
of the distances along the newly planned train line is 300 kilometres with 
a total population of ca 13 million by 2020. Regions with the world’s 
highest middle income. 

Oslo-Gothenburg        4 h          1-1,6 h         
      
Gothenburg-Copenhagen         3,3 h              1-1,5 h

Copenhagen-Hamburg  4,5h                1,2-2,5 h

Oslo-Hamburg    11,9 h          3,5-5,5 h

Current High speed train

(Å. Andersson , D. Andersson, C. Wichmann Matthiessen 278)

NORWAY

FINLAND

DENMARK

SWEDEN

Malmö

Copenhagen

HelsingborgHelsingoer

Laröd

SKÅNE - SCANIA

SJAELLAND

BORNHOLM
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Öresund facts
In Sweden there are 43 marine nature reserves and one national park 
(Koster havet). Eleven of them are situated in the Öresund region. 
They have prohibitions on exploitation and water expansion, anchoring, 
dredging and boating. The marine nature reserves work as sanctuaries 
for endangered species and eco systems and are separated from nature 
reserves since they are adapted to focus on marine life and values. Most 
of them contain sea as well as beaches and islands.
Going from north to south the Swedish marine nature reserves in 
Öresund are: 

 - Hallands Väderö, Torekov
 - Östra Kullaberg
 - Västra Kullaberg
 - Domsten-Viken 
 - Grollegrund outside Domsten north of Helsingborg
 - Knähaken outside Råå south of Helsingborg, 
 - Södra Bjärekusten/Löddeåns mynnings naturreservat, Bjärred 
 - Lommabukten
 - Bunkeflo strandängars naturreservat south of Malmö
 - Foteviksområdet, Vellinge
 - Falsterbohalvöns havsområdes natur reservat 
 (https://www.havochvatten.se/hav/fiske--fritid/skyddade-omraden/marina-naturreservat.html)

Bunkeflo strandängar

Grollegrund

Östra Kullaberg

Västra Kullaberg

Foteviksområdet, Vellinge

Hallands Väderö, Torekov

Domsten-Viken

Knähaken

Lommabukten

Falsterbohalvöns havsområde

Södra Bjärekusten

3.1 The region of northwest Scania

M A R I N E   N A T U R E   R E S E R V E S 
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Höganäs, Helsingborg & Landskrona municipality:

The diagram gathers information from the three adjacent municipalities 
and is created to get an overview of the compared marine and bathing 
situation in the area. 

This comparison makes it clear that Helsingborg municipality has the 
need and opportunity to invest in more marinas with additional 
moorings. Looking at Höganäs municipality the number of inhabitants is a 
fifth of the inhabitants in Helsingborg. This means that if we look only at 
the west coastal area of Höganäs it has 971 moorings, meaning that 
Helsingborg should have 4850 moorings at least to be comparable. There 
is a large difference in the sizes of the marinas where Helsingborg 

marinas are fewer but larger. Comparing Landskronas inhabitants and 
number of moorings the number would be 3480 pcs for Helsingborg. 
This is a schematic investigation that only gives indications on the need 
of moorings in the area. Looking at the number of moorings Helsingborg 
holds the lead with its almost 2.000 spots but looking at the number of 
inhabitants there is still room to develop this area further for the region 
with at least 1500 new moorings.

The comparison between Landskronas six and Höganäs eleven marinas is 
logic since Höganäs municipality has two coastlines. Comparing 
Helsingborg to Landskrona we see that Helsingborg, which is three times 

3.2 The region of northwest Scania

C O M P A R I N G   A D J A C E N T  M U N I C I P A L I T I E S 

Helsingborg
Inhaitants: 132.989 
www.helsingborg.se/medborgare/kommun-och-poli-
tik/om-helsingborg/statistik

Guest marinas:
Domsten, 150 pcs
Helsingborg, 300 pcs
Råå, 1100 pcs
Total 3 marinas

Marinas:
Utvälinge (private fishing jetties)
(Hittarp- for bathing, only some rowboats)
Hittarp(bryggor för bad och begränsad båttrafik??) 
Total 1 marina gives a total of 4
(http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/
Trafik-och-stadsplanering/Oversiktsplan-och-detal-
jplaner/Naturvard/naturreservat/naturreservat-un-
der-arbete/palsjo/)

Bathing:
Domsten,   Hittarp
Fortuna,   Fria bad, 
Järnvägsmännens bad/Gröningen, 
Knähakenbadet, Larödbaden, 
Örby ängar  Råå vallar, 
Tinkarpsbadet,  Tropical beach, 
Utvälinge,   Vikingstrand, 
Rydebäck (shallow 190m jetty) 
14 totalt
(http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Upple-
va-och-gora/Friluftsliv-och-motion/Badplatser-strand-
er/Dold-nodsida-for-faktasidor-om-strander/)

Höganäs
Inhabitants: 25.203
www.hoganas.se/sv/invanare/nyhetsarkiv/ho-
ganas-vaxer
 
Guest marinas: 
Arild guestmarina, 75 pcs 
Höganäs guestmarina, 440 pcs 
Mölle guestmarina, 105 pcs
Svanshalls guestmarina, 15 pcs
Vikens guestmarina, 210 pcs
Total 5 marinas

Marinas:
Rekekroken, 30 pcs
Skäret, 15 pcs
Jonstorp, 90 pcs
Lerberget, 100 pcs 
Lerhamn, 46 pcs 
Nyhamnsläge, 70pcs 
Total 6 marinas gives a total of 11
(http://www.hoganas.se/sv/Turist/Boende/Kullahal-
vons-hamnar/Ovriga-hamnar/)

Bathing:
Vikens havsbad Svanebäck golfbanegränd
Lerbergsvägen Kvickbadet city beach
Margreteberg Strandbaden
Fågelviken  Solviken
Tussan  Arilds kallbad Klötet
Revet, Jonstorp Farhultsbaden
16 public bathing spots 
(12 are managed by the Park department)
Where no dogs are allowed during the bathing season 
15th of May to 15th of September.
(http://www.hoganas.se/sv/Invanare/Uppleva--gora/
Idrott-motion-och-friluftsliv/Badplatser/)

INHABITANTS  25.203     132.989        43.365

GUEST MARINAS       5            3                5

TOTAL MARINAS      11         4             6

MOORINGS   1196 pcs   1970 pcs     1162 pcs

BATHING       16        14         6 (10)

BATHING+MARINAS       5         3           3

DOG BATHING    other         7           2
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more populated only has half the amount of guest marinas, meaning less 
opportunities for spontaneous visits and tourism.

The bathing number is equal for Helsingborg and Höganäs. But looking 
at bathing spots in combination with marinas we see that all marinas in 
Helsingborg are in connection with beaches, a well known concept.

Important to keep in mind is the long waiting lists for all marinas in the 
area, even the compared numbers in Höganäs are not enough.

Landskrona
Inhabitants: 43.365
www.landskrona.se/om-landskrona/landskrona-i-
siffror-/befolkning.aspx

Guest marinas: 
Ålabodarna guestmarina, 60 pcs
Borstahusen guestmarina, 300 pcs
Lindeshamn guestmarina, 130 pcs
Lundåkra småbåtshamn guestmarina, 450 pcs
Lustbåtshamnen guestmarina, 200 pcs 
Total 5 marinas

Marinas:
Sundvik, 22 pcs
Total 1 marina gives a total of 6
(http://www.landskrona.se/documents/landskrona/
documents/turism/landskrona_karta_2015_low.pdf)

Bathing:
Borstahusen,
Lill-Olas (2 snorkeling paths) 
Cement, 
Ålabodarna, 
Camping, 
City center
6 public bathing spots (+ 4 pool sites)
Where no dogs are allowed during the bathing season 
1st of May to 31st of August.
(http://www.landskrona.se/Invanare/Fritid--kultur/
Bad--straender/Badstraender/Redovisning-skoetsel.
aspx)

Dogbathing - several long beaches:
Domsten beach, Stejlebacken, Laröd beach from 
the crossing of Serpentinvägen-Södra Kustvägen 
100 meters to the north along Södra Kustvägen, 
Rydebäck beach, Råå vallar beach, Vikingstrand 
beach, Örby ängar 
Total 7 st
(http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Upple-
va-och-gora/Friluftsliv-och-motion/Badplatser-strand-
er/Hundbad/)
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Helsingborg

Laröd

Hittarp

Domsten

Helsingör

Sofiero

E4 Helsingborg - Stockholm
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111 Helsingborg - Mölle

Helsingborg/Laröd/Domsten scale 1 : 40 000
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Helsingborg now:
The population of the municipality is constantly growing. In the end of 
December 2014 the population was 135.244 people, making 
Helsingborg the 8th largest municipality in Sweden. Never before have 
so many moved to Helsingborg and the number of newborns and older 
people has increased (Lokal Tidningen. w9. 12). You can see that the number of 
hotel nights was increased in 2014 by 20% in Helsingborg compared to 
the 13,4% increased in Scania and 9,9% in Malmö. Investments have 
successfully been made to bring international tourists to Helsingborg. The 
tourism industry strengthens the economy and creates job opportunities, 
only in 2013 the turnover was 1.3 billions in Helsingborg (24). 

“The city meets the sea in Helsingborg“:
Helsingborg has a unique location placed on the country bail creating the 
hilly city landscape with connected recreational areas along the coastline. 
It is close to the sea, green parks and attractive promenades with 
amazing views. You can shop one moment and take a swim in the ocean 
the next. That’s how Helsingborg municipality promotes the city. 

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

4. H E L S I N G B O R G   M U N I C I P A L I T Y 

Helsingborgs nature reserves:
There are approximately 4000 nature reserves in Sweden and they are 
created by the municipality or the county government. You can read 
about nature reserves in Sweden at www.naturvardsverket.se. In 
Sweden and many other countries this way of protecting the land is the 
most common to preserve valuable nature. 85% of all Swedish land 
surface is protected as a nature reserve, most parts are in the north of 
Sweden, all are protected by the Environmental Code.

Reasons to create nature reserves are to:
-  Conserve biodiversity.
-  Conserve and preserve valuable natural environments.
-  Meet the needs of outdoor recreational areas.
-  Protect, restore or create valuable natural environments.
-  Protect, restore or create habitats for protected species.

Nature reserves are used to protect and nurture special nature 
environments as a legacy for future generations. This concerns areas 

Out by the parapet on the large pier you find Tropical Beach with palm 
trees adding the continental feeling. Following the beach promenade to 
the north you reach the bathing areas Fria bad, Pålsjö bad and 
Vikingstrand where summer restaurants line up along the way.

The coastline off the north-eastern part of Scania has something for all 
bathers according to the Helsingborg municipality. Råå vallar is very child 
friendly with its shallow waters, Larödbaden invites for more private baths 
while Friabad is full of energy and activities (http://www.helsingborg.se/Besokare/gora/

natur/strand-och-bad/). You can also find several snorkelling paths both at Fria-
bad and Råå with marine information signs for all ages (http://www.helsingborg.
se/Medborgare/Uppleva-och-gora/Friluftsliv-och-motion/Badplatser-strander/snorkelled/). 

“The city meets the sea in Helsingborg. The water is 
always present and the sandy beaches begin already in 

the city center. Bathing areas stretch for several 
kilometres to the north and south“

(Own translation http://www.helsingborg.se/Besokare/gora/natur/strand-och-bad/)

Picture 1

such as; forests, pastures, streams, 
archipelagos and other nature 
environments (http://www.naturvardsverket.se/
Var-natur/Skyddad-natur/Naturreservat/). 

Parliamentary decisions give 
government grants to create and drive 
culture reserves which often can be 
combined with nature reserves (Lokal Tidnin-

gen. w36. 23).

Helsingborg municipality has 17 nature 
reserves per January 2015. The next 
additions are Påljsö and Gantofta nature 
reserves that are under investigation. 
Helsingborg has one marine nature 
reserve, Grollegrund outside Domsten 
marina, containing several valuable 
environments. This is because it 
contains 50 different algae’s where 

several fish species thrive and reproduce. You can find both cod and the 
rare spotted dogfish (småfläckig rödhaj). The marine nature reserve 
serves to protect and preserve the valuable environment rich in species 
against illegal fishing, exploitation and extensive sampling. It is allowed 
to fish with rod and yarn but you can not moor, anchor, pick, dig or collect 
animals and plants (http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Trafik-och-stadsplanering/Oversikt-

splan-och-detaljpla ner/Naturvard/naturreservat/naturreservat-/) .

There have been several discussions since 2014 about turning Pålsjö 
forest into a nature reserve. It is the most popular recreational area in 
Helsingborg and is situated in one of the cities three main culture and 
nature passages, an area of 400 hectare  (Helsingborg växer. 24). 
Connecting Pålsjö forest to Sofiero and the country bail will create a 
unique recreational area forming a future tourist attraction. After a sug-
gestion from the city planning office with large housing development in 
the area close to Sofiero castle the inhabitants set a stop. Now in 2015 
the decision will come if Pålsjö will become a nature reserve or not but 
some questions still remain to be solved like where the future tram line 
will go, leading to Höganäs. If it will cross the planned nature reserve 
area or follow the surrounding road 111. Also the future activities of Villa 
Thalassa are to take under consideration. If the decision comes during 
2015 as the municipality hopes for, the inauguration is to take place in 
2016 (http://www.hd.se/kultur/blogg/tag/palsjo-naturreservat/). A management plan is 
compulsory for these types of areas and Statens Naturvårdsverk have 
guide lines for what kind of management will be necessary and how to 
establish it (S. Avén, Fysisk planering 278).

Natural areas
Helsingborg municipality promote their natural areas “naturområden“ as 
an asset for the area. They explain them as flower-rich meadows, thriving 
wetlands, lush green pastures and beautiful forests. In some of them, so 
called “natural points” are found where you can learn about life in the 
water, the trees, birdlife, insects etc. There areas are often connected to 
the nature reserves. In Domsten, these areas are found in Gråläge and 
Kulla Gunnarstorp. In Laröd these areas are Sofiero forest and Pålsjö 
forest (http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Uppleva-och-gora/Friluftsliv-och-motion/Naturomraden/).
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This is a network of protected areas in all of Europe, created by the 
EU with a goal to halt the extinction of certain species and habitats. In 
Sweden there are 4000 Natura2000 areas, many of these areas are also 
nature reserves or national parks. In the long term all of these areas 
should be under the Swedish nature reserve protection. The Natura 2000 
contains areas with valuable natural areas with species or nature types 
that have special protection values from a European perspective, such as 
cork oak groves in Spain and blooming alpine meadows in Austria (http://

www.naturvardsverket.se/natura2000). The Natura2000 is divided into two parts: the 
species and habitat directive (art- och habitatdirektiv) and the bird 
directive (fågeldirektiv). It gives the European countries a long term goal 
to ensure long term existence of endangered species (http://www.skogsstyrelsen.

se/Myndigheten/Skog-och-miljo/Skyddad-skog/Natura-2000/). Examples of this in 
Helsingborg is the coastal area north of Gråläge and Domsten as well as 
Christinelund, both protected by the species and habitat directive 
“Habitatdirektiv SE 043 0151” (http://www.naturvardsverket.se/natura2000).

Blue Flag (Blå Flagg)

This is an environmental award, in Sweden organised by “Håll Sverige 
Rent“, marking marinas and beaches as well as individual boaters. It is 
about fulfilling certain criteria regarding water quality, safety, service and 
environmental information. 

It exists in 35 countries in; Europe, South Africa and the Caribbean. It 
started in Europe in 1985 to protect marine areas from the increasing 

Proposal for route map of new tram line 
Picture 3

littering. Beaches and marinas with 
this award are known to be well 
managed, safe and clean. You apply 
for the award on a three year period 
and random samples are taken 
throughout this time. The cost for 
the blue flag, if awarded, is 9000 kr.

Beaches need to have rescue 
equipment and emergency phones. 
They need to be available for all, no 
entrance fees allowed. Information 
is to be provided on sensitive natural 
areas and they should offer at least 

Options for urban tram line with car roads

7,5 m4 m 4 m

28,5 m

14 m

2 m 3,5 m 4,25 m 4,25 m

five environmental activities. Most importantly the water is to be very 
clean and swimmable.

Marinas, awarded with the blue flag, are well managed with a high safety 
and high service. There is to be no oil spills or litter in the marina and 
waste water is not to be released in the area, neither from boaters or the 
marine activities. Environmental station for oil spills and trash is to be 
regularly emptied. Fire extinguishers are important for safety and 
environmental information is necessary. For individual boaters, the award 
is free (but you can buy a flag for private use). The “Individual Blue Flag“ 
is a statement that you are working for the values the award stands for 
(http://www.blaflagg.org/).

Green restructuring program
The Helsingborg City Council adopted a green restructuring program for 
a greener city in the spring of 2014. It includes surrounding towns and 
describes the future structure of the green development. Helsingborg has 
created this plan to increase the quality and protect existing green areas. 

It involves creating parks and green areas in shortage areas. In 
combination with communication with the residentials these areas help 
overcoming barriers and spread the importance and values of 
experiencing green structures (http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Trafik-och-stadsplaner-

ing/Oversiktsplan-och-detaljplaner/Naturvard/gronplan/).

Reintroducing a tram line
The plan with the tram line is to create a tighter, greener, cleaner and 
more accessible communication between the municipalities Helsingborg 
and Höganäs, to be finished in 2035. The population in the area is by 
2035 expected to be increased by 25%. Today 45% travel by car in 
Helsingborg city and only 13% choose to go by public transportation.
 
The plan is to place the tram line along the larger road 111, connecting Picture 2

Natura2000

“(...) greenery for an attractive, healthy and sustainable 
city.”

“The green restructuring program shall be the guiding 
foundation in planning and the long term development of 

the cities green structure. It contributes to achieve 
national as well as local environmental and public 

health.”
(Own translations http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Trafik-och-stadsplanering/
Oversiktsplan-och-detaljplaner/Naturvard/gronplan/)

“(...) restoring and expanding green structure areas can 
strengthen natural values and increase biodiversity. But 
it also involves increasing accessibility, attract physical 

activities and combining green areas within the city, and 
between the city and rural areas. Actions will eventually 
result in climate improvements, urban community and 

increased health”
(own translations) (Helsingborg växer. 24)
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cial, economical and environmental sustainability is created by an 
improved social, cultural and physical environment for the inhabitants of 
the city. This involves Helsingborg’s connection to the water along with 
more and better bicycle paths, walking routes and increased public 
transportation. Helsingborg can, according to the project, remain an 
important hub in the Öresund region and the city is densified by ena-
bled industrial land (23). There is a strong segregation in these areas and 
H+ is working hard on goals for improvement, especially the separation 
between north and south which is very clear in Helsingborg with few 
connections both mentally and physically (47). The project is depending 
on building Södertunneln, leading trains underground instead of straight 
through the southern areas of Helsingborg. This work is at the moment 
slowed down due to protests from neighbouring inhabitants so the 
finishing date of 2018 is at the moment set on ice (177).

Helsingborg comprehensive plan 2010(ÖP2010)
Research made by Helsingborg municipality show that, overall, the 
inhabitants of Helsingborg are very positive to the city itself but it is also 
clear that the city has many contrasts (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 13). 
The comprehensive plan for Helsingborg municipality was adopted by the 
City Council in May 2010 and has three profile specialisations: meeting 
places, living environments and logistics with visions such as; growth, 
dynamic, countryside, encounter, sea and commerciality (16). The living 
environments shall provide attractive environments with positive 
conditions for children, available with important services, areas for 
recreational and cultural activities within reasonable distances. A variation 
of good, attractive living environments with strong identity is necessary, 
for students, families, couples, singles, and seniors. 

Agriculture, development and 
future transportation
It is important to remember the valuable fields surrounding Helsingborg, 
meaning that densifying already urban areas is to prefer rather than 
using some of Europe’s best farmlands with values of 7-10 where 10 is 
considered the most superb farmland (26). Helsingborg municipality wants 
to highlight the importance of keeping a balance between city and 
country. This goes, not only for its importance for recreational areas, 

with bus traffic in Domsten and in Höganäs. It is not possible, according 
to the pre study, to place the tram line through Laröd and Hittarp since 
the road is too narrow to fit all functions even though a tram road is 
narrower than a regular car road. In Viken the decision is the opposite 
and the tram line is lead through the village to increase public 
transportation and a positive development of the village. Something that 
is quite unfortunate for the inhabitants and commuters and future 
tourists in Hittarp and Laröd. 

The travelling time from Helsingborg to Höganäs goes from 38 to 37 
minutes which is hardly noticeable but the efficiency for travellers is 
increased. One tram can take 130-180 passengers compared to the 65 
seats in a bus. The south connection from Helsingborg to Ramlösa will 
take 10 minutes. Total cost for this tram line is about 5,5 billion 
Swedish kronors, a regional project to be prepared for the future in a 
more sustainable way. The tram line can be assembled in many different 
ways creating various widths for different needs, something to further 
investigate for each placement and purpose  (http://www.helsingborg.se/sparvagn) 
(http://www.helsingborg.se/ImageVaultFiles/id_44220/cf_2/Forstudie_Sparvagstrafik_Rapport.PDF)

Kullaleden:
Is a 70 km long walking path that is a part of the longer Skåneleden SL 5 
and goes from Helsingborg around Kullahalvön/Kulla peninsula via 
Höganäs, Kullaberg and Arild, heading back to Helsingborg municipality 
and Utvälinge. It has a great variety of nature along the path from the 
medieval city center of Helsingborg, the country bail, views over Öresund 
and Denmark, famous castles such as Sofiero, Kulla Gunnarstorp and 
Krapperup, sandy beaches and picturesque coastal villages, dramatic 
cliffs and a rich birdlife (http://kullaleden.se/).

H+ development: 
H+ is the largest city development project in Helsingborg in modern time. 
It overlooks the harbour activities in Helsingborg that has been in use 
since the industrialisation. Helsingborg plans for an urbanisation of these 
areas with changed usage where water connections, decreased 
segregation, increased public transport, more homes and public 
activities and businesses are involved in this project in the southern parts 
of the city to create more sustainable environments (Helsingborgs Stad 9). So-

but also for the use of farmland and developing good infrastructure in 
the area. Villages in Helsingborg are to be developed with more housing 
options where local characteristics are to be kept. Therefore villages with 
good opportunities for public transportation are more suitable for 
expansion in these early stages (33). Every day bus traffic in Helsingborg 
municipality has 30 000 travellers. Also, everyday 30 000 people 
commute to and from Helsingborg (13). Helsingborg wants to increase 
environmental friendly transportations such as walking, biking and public 
transportations to decrease the need of car use. This will improve air 
quality in the city, better sound levels and less congestions which in 
itself will provide for an increased well-being and more space for city life, 
increased safety and an improved public health. Creating good capacity 
in the outer roads of Helsingborg city with improved connections to make 
traffic pass the city center instead of going through it is crucial (37).

In the Comprehensive Plan it is stated to further develop the old and 
create new station communities. There are seven existing villages on the 
countryside in the municipality such as: Kattarp, Ödårka, Mörarp, Påarp, 
Vallåkra, Gantofta and Rydebäck. The four possible additional 
villages are Domsten, Hittarp-Laröd, Vege-Utvälinge and Raus. 
Expansion in these villages is to be further investigated on how to 
integrate apartment buildings in these old and small scale villages in a 
respectful way (50). The new tram line connecting Höganäs to Helsingborg 
will enable the same development for Domsten as well as Hittarp-Laröd. 
The already more urbanised villages can be developed quicker and in 
larger scale than the smaller and older villages that are to keep their 
character to minimise the impact in the surrounding landscape. The 
surrounding area of one kilometre from the station, most importantly the 
area within the radius of 500 meters is the most important area to 
develop and densify for housing and service units (51).

Hittarp/Laröd: adding development to the eastern side of road 111 is only 
possible with the new tram station. Coordinating new development in 
Hittarp, Laröd and Domsten is to be looked over as a total in the 
comprehensive plan. The fields surrounding Hittarp and Laröd are classed 
as 7-8/10 but considering the future tram station this can be run over by 
housing areas with closeness to good public transportation. The national 
interest in the coastal areas will not be endangered by this development. 
Laröd and Hittarp are beeing further investigated in the comprehensive 
plan where local analysis are made and constantly updated on the 
Helsingborg website. 
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these improvements people’s health is improved by the increased 
recreational areas that are created (55).

Landborgen - Skälderviken
The country bail reaches 40 meter above the water at its highest point. 
During the Stone Age a beach terrace was created, today 5-6 meters 
above sea level, and this together with the country bail has been 
described as “Scandinavia’s grandest postglacial beach line“ filled with 
ravines and springs. It holds a rich animal and plant life with threatened 
species that needs to be protected (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP, Riksintressen 9).

Overall the attractive coastal areas can be made more accessible for 
tourism and recreational purposes since they are so valuable for their 
biodiversity and aesthetic qualities. One of the three paths of nature 
that Helsingborg municipality want to keep is Landborgen (country 
bail)-Skälderviken and is placed as a green belt crossing the northern 
part of the municipality. It marks a steep end with the country bail diving 
into Öresund in the west and is remarkable since it includes country 
estates, leave groves, wetlands, parks and castles with high cultural 
values (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 54).

The country bail area in Helsingborg has unique landscape qualities, 
rising over the sea, close to urban areas this recreational area holds 
international standards. It is clear that some areas are urbanised while 
other parts are quite hard to reach. Because of the large value for 
tourism as well as city inhabitants the area is to be developed further. 
Possible future housing units are to be thoroughly investigated along with 
increased nature reserves and planned park areas. All to follow the 
comprehensive plan for the area (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 57).

National interests in Helsingborg
National interest for heritage protection concerns several areas of 
Helsingborg municipality. It exists to protect land and water areas from a 
general point of view, especially green areas close to urban areas (Helsing-

borg Stad. ÖP, Riksintressen 4). Kulla Gunnarstorp - Allerum  M:K 7 is one of them 
including the late medieval castle with moats, English park, dutch mill, 
Domsten fishing village and preserved working buildings along with 
military plants from the second world war. Allerum Kyrkby is also 

Domsten: new development is only possible if the new tram line is built. 
The village is under the conservation program and several houses are 
protected. As long as the potential development is made in the eastern 
part of the village the national interest of the coastal area is not 
endangered. But development will affect the nature reserve and 
Natura2000 as well as beach protection areas (72). 

Landscape
There are three larger green passages in Helsingborg municiplaity: 
Pålsjö-Utvälinge (Landborgen-Skälderviken, involving this project), 
Vasatorpsstråket and Rååns dalgång-Örby ängar. The three areas are 
preserved and developed with safe connections to fulfil the ecological 
services they provide in terms of habitats for animals as well as cleaning 
water and air (33). These strings of nature are valuable and interesting 
natural and cultural environments that hold characterised connections for 
Helsingborg. They should therefore be developed further. The areas are 
connected from three directions into Helsingborg city and are valuable 
biologically, recreationally and for tourism. Planned improvements for 
these areas are to create nature reserves, forestation (skogsplantering), 
wetland formations and making these areas more accessible with bike, 
riding and walking paths (54).

Helsingborg municipality is working towards better accessibility to the 
coastline. Because of this, no new housing units will be allowed in the 
coastal areas. There can be exceptions where buildings are placed within 
existing structures and are extended towards land. The idea is to 
enhance the qualities of the sea and coastline as an integrated picture 
of Helsingborg (33).

Another large part of the Comprehensive Plan is the development of 
landscape characters that define the municipality: the sea and forests, 
the country bail, ravines and farmlands. All characters are to be protected 
and enhanced. The space between the villages is to be preserved 
especially along the coast line where there is a good accessibility to the 
recreational areas with a large mix of different characters and the 
countryside that is connected to the coastline where forests become 
fields and open landscape (53). Coherent green structures enhance 
biodiversity and give recreational purposes. Wetlands will decrease future 
flooding and provide higher water quality for the municipality. Along with 

included to this area. A large part of Kulla Gunnarstorp is protected as 
nature reserve and the village of Domsten is under the conservation 
program where cultural values are to be secured for the future (5).

Domsten-Viken is under Natura2000 Habitatdirektivet SE 043 0151 
because of its flat fields pleading to coastal heaths between the two 
villages. An area with large importance for recreational and outdoor 
purposes. Grollegrund is protected as a marine nature reserve (12). 
Another area with national interest for heritage protection is Pålsjö - 
Domsten N 44, which involves the country bail (Landborgen) from 
Helsingborg city center, passing Sofiero Castle and leading towards Kulla 
Gunnarstorps Castle as a border in the north. The comprehensive plan for 
this area is looked over since the area south of Domsten such as; Hittarp, 
Laröd, Sofiero and Pålsjö forest is not protected by nature reserves at the 
moment even though it is mentioned in the conservation plan (9).

National interests also concerns commercial fishing. The fishing of 
northern Öresund is characterized by small scale fishing and is 
dominated by cod and eel where value related to area is considered high. 
The Öresund region holds important play areas for cod which is not only 
important to the area but for the entire southeast Baltic Sea and 
Kattegatt (14).

There are future proposals to be investigated to see if Helsingborg might 
be a National City park (nationalstadspark) along some parts of the 
country bail. It would be Sweden’s second national city park after the 
large national city park in Stockholm (spreading over three 
municipalities) (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 57).
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3 m waterlevel rise

existing waterlevel

5 m waterlevel rise

existing water level

3 m water level rise

5 m water level rise

Länsstyrelsen, the count government, has created a report for the 
Öresund region in 2011 covering expected changes to the end of the 
century. Facts that are interesting for this project are: 

 - The heavy rains are increasing with larger amount of water in  
 shorter time, a 30% increase for 30 minute rains in a return 
 period of 10 years. 
 
 - Average annual discharge (water flow) is increasing in the 
 wintertime (+5%) and decreasing in the summer time (-30%)
 
 - This also means that the amount of dry days will increase by   
 50-80 days in the end of the century. Creating vigorous change  
 for all vegetation.

 - Sea level calculations for Viken (north of Helsingborg) show 
 that with the average global + of 1 meter in year 2100 the 
 average sea level is +85cm for this area (90cm for Ystad). Since  
 water level on a 100 year return basis today is ~85-90 cm year  
 2100 will have a 100 year return basis sea level changing 
 from ~215-260 cm.

 - The average sea level of year 2100 is estimated to be 20 cm   
 higher than today

 - Annual mean precipitation (average rainfall) decreases with   
 topography, 150mm per 100 meter climb.

 - Average temperatures are higher in the coastal areas than in   
 the higher inland areas.

Current medium sea level

Future medium sea level

Extreme sea water level

Future floor level in new buildings

Picture 4

4.1 Helsingborg Municipality

W E A T H E R ,   S E A   L E V E L   &   E R O S I O N

Weather reports & Sea level rise:
 - Two wind pressure systems over the north Atlantic create the  
 most common winds over Scania from the west and southwest.

 - Average winds for Scania in the 20th century goes from 9-11  
 m/s (http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/skane/SiteCollectionDocuments/Sv/miljo-och-klimat/kli  

 mat-och-energi/klimatanpassning/kunskapsunderlag/SMHI_klimatanalys_2012.pdf).

A report from SMHI (Sveriges Meteorologiska och Hydrologiska Institut) 
from 2014 has gathered information from the fifth United Nations IPCC 
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report AR5, from 2013 
regarding climate change and sea level rise. Depending on emissions 
the global medium sea level rise by 2100 would be 0,52-0,98 meters. 
Scenarios are created to show the human impact on climate change and 
are based on RCP (representative concentration pathways). 0.98m is 
the calculated RCP where the human impact on climate change is at its 
largest (http://www.smhi.se/polopoly_fs/1.81608!/Menu/general/extGroup/attachmentColHold/mainCol1/

file/Klimatologi_9%20.pdf). As an example, Kävlinge municipality is working with 
this survey as a base for building limits height wise. Their working model 
is shown in this diagram where the temporary extreme water level shows 
the sea level rise effected by rough storms in the return period of 100 
years (http://www.kavlinge.se/download/18.f8873cc141a12daff377d6/1385645076879/F%C3%96P+kus-
tzonen+k%C3%A4vlinge+-+Hela+dokumentet.pdf). 

It is important to keep in mind the consequences of raising sea water 
levels with realistic and research-based scenarios to minimise the 
consequences for the Helsingborg coastal line where early actions are 
always more environmental friendly and cost conscious (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 33). 
Helsingborg has made a statement on how to work with sea levels when 
it comes to planning and building in addition to individual studies for 
every case. There is a constant stream of updates on facts and research 
on future sea level rise, but for the comprehensive plan for 2010 
Helsingborg municipality has decided that a building limit with sufficient 
margin is raised from +3,2 meters in RH2000 (the Swedish national 
height system - rikets höjdsystem) to +3,5 meters above current sea 
level as a recommended and dimensioned future sea level (76) (A.Nerhagen). 
Something that goes along with the SMHI report as well as the decisions 
made in Kävlinge municipality. To sum it up average temperatures will be 
higher, amount of yearly average rain will be higher, the dry periods in 
between will be larger and the extreme weather, sea levels will be higher. 
Meaning that storm control, water retention ponds, piers and wave break-
ers are important features to keep in mind in future planning for urban 
and coastal areas.
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Erosion and sand movement
Always when something is placed out into the water erosion is created. At 
least a 50% permeability of a jetty is preferable but if the first fundament 
going out into the water is cast in one piece erosion on the south side is 
inevitable. A compensation for this is not possible; nature has its way of 
wanting to do things. This is caused by the sand movement. Sand always 
moves towards the south due to the rotation of the earth. 

The extreme exposure from the Atlantic of the northwestern Scanian 
coast line is increasing this movement. If erosion is too strong areas can 
be filled out with sand, if sand from for a nearby dredging is used it is 
not that difficult or expensive and solves the issue in a sufficient way. 
By knowing and using these simple laws of erosion and sand movement 
coastal areas can be planned to work with nature rather than against it
(Interview H.Hanson). Please see proposal for further information.

Water currents
Currents in the Öresund are rarely measured. Usually when a project like 
this is made, it is a consultants assignment to make the site typical power 
measurements during a certain period of time to see if you can see a 
possible pattern. 

Basic knowledge on currents show that they are created by the 
movement of the earth (the corioli power) and winds. Winds causes 

waves and currents of different 
force and direction. The currents 
bend of to the right meaning 
that as long as there is wind, the 
direction of the surface water is 
in a 45 degree angle to the right 
from the wind. The force of the 
currents on Swedish latitudes is 
1.35% of the wind force (winds 
of 10m/s gives currents on 0,15 
m/s to the right of the wind 
direction). The direction of the 
current changes by the depth 
of the waters creating a current 

Good option considering currents

Bad option considering currents

Wind direction

Average water movement

45¤Surface currents

spiral, depending on depths this can be in an opposite direction to the 
surface current.

The measurement point is Öresund is no longer active. But measuring 
currents is made by comparing water surface level in the south and in 
the north, this will calculate direction and speed. The main flow in the 
Öresund is the Baltic stream heading out north from Öresund and 
currents only lead into the Öresund a few times a year which is important 
for the oxygen levels of the Östersjö waters (Interview C.Hultcrantz, M.Mohlin).

Piers protect marinas from currents. They keep the waters calm and the 
boats dry from flashover. The height is depending on the currents and 
storms in the area. Many marinas in the Öresund region have suffered 
hard from the storms in the later years where currents have gone over 
the piers and flooded the marinas destroying electricity, built areas and 
boats. 

Of course it is impossible to build every area safe for every extremity. The 
parapet in Helsingborg is 4 meters high but in the Advent storm in 2011 
when winds reached 40 m /s a couple of waves came over and destroyed 
the areas on the other side, moving cars, sinking boats and water levels 
of 163 cm was reported in Viken. For this same reason it is not 
recommended to have openings in piers. The currents and wind forces 
are to strong and the risk for flooding marinas and boats is not worth the 
possible view points.

But the feature of a parapet is very positive in these kind of areas. The 
bent shape and extension of the pier diverts the waves back into the sea 
instead of inviting a movement over the pier and into the marinas. This 
helps to decrease the amount of stones/boulders with an increased effect 
on wave breaking. Letting these up only 1,5 meters above the boulders is 
sufficient. You can then place the walking bridge within the marina on a 
heigt to still get the views over it (Interview H.Hanson).

Winds
Winds affect currents. Winds and currents affect the coastline. To 
understand the area better wind studies with average values are 
valuable.

The tables to the right show the average wind speed and direction in 
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Helsingborg measured by SMHI, the Swedish Meteorological Institute 
between the years 1995-2004, the result is still accurate.

Along with this, “wind roses” are frequently used to show wind patterns. 
The legs of the wind roses show the frequency of the winds while the 
colour shows the force, m/s. Shown is the average wind of each month 
during the measured time. The measurement point for SMHI is in 
Falsterbo in the south of Scania but the coast line of Öresund is in a 
resembling position (Interview T.Axell).

To summarise the wind situation in Öresund the winds from the west 
are the most frequented, with north west elements throughout the year. 
Spring and summer has an equal amount of winds from the east while 
the last months of the year are more influenced by winds from the 
southwest.

Remember that this affects the currents with a 45 degree angle to the 
right. 

Developing the marinas?
Helsingborg municipality only have plans for the different marinas in Hel-
singborg city, mostly involving the H+ city planning. No planning 
concerns the other two marinas in the municipality such as Råå and 
Domsten (Helsingborg Stad. ÖP 80).

Miljöförvaltningen, the environmental administration in Helsingborg 
municipality have made a statement saying that new development is not 
recommended in Rydebäck and other shallow waters in Helsingborg 
because of the already vigorous development, what exists is to be 
protected and new moorings are to be made in the already existing 

marinas (Interview P.Göransson). 

This statement is of course very understandable since it is usable for both 
land and sea. Development is never good from natures perspective. 

But to keep in mind is that the depth of the waters outside Rydebäck is 
approximately half the depth of the waters outside Laröd. Also the 
surrounding developments are to take under consideration.

Wind frequencies (%) for the eight main 
directions (from where the wind blows).

Average wind roses measured in Falsterbo (southwest coast of Scania)

Desprciptive      Jan            Feb       Mar            Apr       May            Jun       Jul             Aug       Sep            Oct       Nov            Dec

Average wind speed m/s, Helsingborg 1995-2004 

Desprciptive      Jan            Feb       Mar            Apr       May            Jun       Jul             Aug       Sep            Oct       Nov            Dec

      4.4 m/s         4.2 m/s      4.5 m/s         4.2 m/s     3.7 m/s          3.3 m/s      3.5 m/s          3.5 m/s     4.1 m/s         3.9 m/s    4.8 m/s         4.6 m/s
Average 4.0 m/s through the year (compared to 
average 7.5m/s on Kullen measured 61-96) 

N 
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Picture 6Picture 5 Picture 7

Pålsjö kallbadhus with the restaurant Pålsjö mat o bar

An historical view of Helsingborg, just reopened after massive renovation.

Friabad

Open space beaches used for beach volley ball tournaments in the 
summer time. A new restaurant has recently been added.

4.2 Helsingborg Municipality

P I C T U R E S :   H E L S I N G B O R G   B E A C H  P R O M E N A D E 
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Strandpromenaden, Gröningen

Wooden elements, jettys, promenades, piers and ramparts at the 
Helsingborg beach promenade designed by Thing & Wainö.

Sillen och Makrillen, Kallis

Jeppe Aagaard Andersen, Danish landscape architect, was involved in this accessible public beach promenade 
creating different options; the landscaped areas for the exhibition Bo01 and the new Kallis in Helsingborg, a 
collaboration with Horisont Arkitekter. A bathing and sauna facility on the Helsingborg beach promenade.

Tropical Beach

At the end of the large pier, palm trees are planted every 
summer and last year a new restaurant opened here 
after being closed for some time.

Picture 8

Picture 9

Picture 13

Picture 14

Picture 12

Picture 11

Picture 10

Picture 15

Picture 16
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färgbeskrivningar

MAIN ROADS

WALKING & BICYCLE PATH
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FOREST

NATURE RESERVE

NATURE RESERVE

The village of Domsten scale 1 : 10 000

DOMSTEN DIAGRAMMET 1:10 000
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DOMSTEN NORRA
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DOMSTEN SÖDRA
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DOMSTENSVÄGEN 1395

KULLA GUNNARSTORP

PLANNED FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
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Project background:

4.3 Helsingborg Municipality

I N V E S T I G A T I N G   D O M S T E N

marina in the 1990’s. Due to the heavy load during the summer months 
by both boaters and swimmers the boat club has thought about 
parking fees but the workload that would bring wouldn’t make it worth it. 
To prevent burglaries and drug dealers arriving by boat at night time each 
mooring owner guards the marina one night each during the 
summertime. Havsbris, compound premises, is lightened up and it is a 
very efficient way to keep the marina safe. 

Of the 150 moorings in Domsten only half of the owners live in the 
village. The queue is 10 years long and costs 100kr a year. Still the 
marina doesn’t want to develop it further. This because of the high 
pressure of visitors today and the trouble that comes along with it like 
parking and traffic invasions in the summer time. Marinas have not been 
built in Helsingborg municipality; Laröd is a large town in the municipality 
that could have had great potential as an additional marina for 
Helsingborg. There is room both on land and at sea with good sea depths 
which could have been a good investment when the former dance 
palace and restaurant Larödbaden was demolished  to be replaced with a 
few row houses i the 1990’s. In Laröd as well as in Viken there has been 
larger development but no adjustments to the marinas which actually is 
quite odd. To not have built a marina considering the large developments 
in Rydebäck is also quite odd but more understandable due to the shallow 
waters.

The southern part of the parking is used for the boat cradles. Preferably 
all boaters should use stackable trestles in steel (so called Seaquipp) 
taking as little room as possible. The asphalted area fits 60 boats for 
winter storage. The grass area behind the fishing huts are for the trailers. 
The marina takes a fee for placing personal trailers there and it is much 
appreciated by the boat owners.

It only takes a day to empty the marina, a rented crane lifts the boats 
from three places in the marina. Twelve cubic meters of water is used 
(200 litres per boat) to clean the boats, only on this day and the higher 
environmental regulations create problems for the smaller marinas like 
Domsten. The municipalities want each marina to invest in a washing 
plate for this one day even tough only environmentally certified 
antifouling paints are allowed. A thought could be to invest in one plate 

for the municipality, since they are both expensive and spacious, where 
boats can sail to be cleaned before they are lifted for winter storage in 
their home marinas.

The boats are getting larger and larger. The marina has 10 pcs of 4-meter 
wide and 3 pcs of 5-meter wide moorings at the moment. There is only 
one floating dock but it works very well during storms since the mooring 
knots don’t need to be moved. The heavy storms nowadays make the 
water level reach over the pier, sending boats to drift and destroys the 
electricity on the firm docks. The floating dock demands a parking with 

DOMSTEN_NATURE RESERVE 1:10 000

Nature and water reserves in Domsten scale 1 : 20 000

To get under the skin of Domsten, to figure out how to handle what I 
considered to be a traffic and tourism invasion problem I met the marina 
host of Domsten on a sunny day in August 2014 to talk about his thoughts 
on the matter. 

Starting with some facts, Domsten is situated on a one hour sailing route 
or a 30 minute speedboat ride north of Helsingborg. The depth of the 
marina is two meters, which is also the depth of the dredger, making it 
suitable for the deeper boats. The depth is 2,5 meters outside the marina. 
There are two ways to enter the marina, circling the Grollegrund, a cay, 
just outside the entrance to the marina. The entire area, including 
Grollegrund is a nature reserve and heavily protected. Previously the 
marina has had a blue flag marking but last year it was not received (the 
blue flag tests the quality of the water on a certain day each year 
according to EU regulations).

In Domsten there are three compounds; Domstens Byförening, 
Domstens Båtklubb and Domstens Idrottsklubb (DIK). In the marina there 
is only one active compound; the boat club (a non-profit compound), 
making operation and maintenance easier. It also contains a sailing 
school. Until 1990 the marina was owned by Helsingborg municipality and 
the marina was leased by the boat club. After finding old letters with deed 
of gift from the Count Trolle the marina was bought by Domstens Båtklubb 
by the municipality for a small amount, making Domsten marina a private 
marina. All jetties are walkable and open to the public and investments 
made in the marina have brought more visitors which is difficult to 
balance. The bathing area belongs to Helsingborg municipality, co - 
operation was created since the pier was undermined and needed to 
strengthen the boulders. Helsingborg wanted to keep promoting Domsten 
as a good beach to visit in the municipality with nice places for bbqs even 
though it is actually private. So by having the bathing sections owned by 
the municipality, they brought the stones while the compounds of 
Domsten placed them out. The municipality makes the seaweed ginning 
to prevent sand migration. But even so the marina is dredged 2000 m3 of 
sand each spring for 150.000 kr. Also the municipality shares the garbage 
fees in the summer months, a cooperation that works well. 

The parking area was created when Domstens Båtklubb bought the 
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DOMSTEN_NEW PARKING AND FLOWS 1:10 000

färgbeskrivningar

EXISTING PARKING

NEW PARKING AREA / SAFE WALKWAYS

MAIN FLOW

SECONDARY FLOW

CURRENT BUS LINE

FUTURE TRAM LINE

BICYCLE PATH

WALKING PATH

FUTURE WALKING ROUTE

New parking and flows in Domsten scale 1 : 20 000

DOMSTEN_BUS WALKING AND BIKING 1:10 000

DOMSTEN NORRA

DOMSTEN BERGHEMSVÄGEN

TURNING / CHANGING SPACE

DOMSTEN SEGLAREVÄGEN

DOMSTEN SUNDSVÄGEN

DOMSTEN FORNMINNET

DOMSTEN VÄG 111

Future development

Bus stops, walking and biking in Domsten scale 1 : 20 000
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the back towards the dock inviting to another type of marine life.

The jet skis/ watercrafts have been a large problem. But the speed 
restrictions in the marine nature reserve of 10 knots apply to even these 
owners. They are not allowed to drive back and forth along the shore line 
but need to go further out. Since the slipway is owned by the boat club 
the fee also applies to these users.

There was a sauna next to the club house that burned down during the 
leasing period to Helsingborg municipality. It was replaced by two toilets 
and two showers. A new sauna is planned by the northern Jetty, close to 
swimming facilities, a calm area with a view and to be easily maintained. 
It will be an electrical sauna and to be reasonable price wise an old 
fishing hut will be used since building it on the jetty, brining out electricity 
and water would be far too expensive. Domstens Idrottsklubb (DIK) will 
operate it (Artman 2014-08-24).

The kiosk in the marina “Christians Fiskebod“ has been open for 22 years 
and is driven by Christian Hrabaciko, fisher man and owner. The kiosk is 
open every year from 1st of April to last September and sells ice cream, 
postcards but most importantly Christians’ self-caught fish such as; eel, 
plaice (rödspätta), cod, catfish, salmon etc. Sold at reasonable prices the 
kiosk is a success and a good summer day has 500 guests with queues 
all over the marina. At Lucia in December the kiosk opens up to sell sea 
delicacies for the Christmas celebrations.

Christian is also the “marina master” (hamnfogde) for Domsten marina, 
meaning that he is also occupied with collecting the boat fees, 
maintaining jetties along with repairing fishing nets. Marine activities 
also influences the daily business in the marina such as windsurfing 
competitions and the annual sailing school activities (Hallå, vecka 23. 11).

Finding a solution for Domsten
The diagram furthest to the right shows my proposal for Domsten. By 
making the main feeder street into the marina a little bit wider to fit 
temporary parking alongside it for the heavily visited day is an option. 
The fields to the east where there today is a playground and plans are 

being investigated to build future housing, there is space for potential 
parking for sunbathers. Also a safe walking/bicycle path can be 
implemented along this road for a safe passage and to connect the two 
parking areas, creating a small scale main road to work as a center point 
for the village summer traffic. 

To improve the flows in this adaption I propose an additional opening to 
the south of the marina leading traffic up towards Bygatan via an empty, 
opened grassed plot. This will not be popular by the residentials but it will 
offload the traffic congestions and give cars an easier exit.

If possible I would propose to have special parking’s in the marina for 
loading boats making all parking spots available for all visitors, depending 
on visitation you might need to re-park your car after loading the boat 
but the distances are not far even if you need to park on the field to the 
east.

XXXXXXXX

Domsten Marina, 21st of July 2014 at 15:20
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Traffic situation in Domsten July 21st 2014 15:20
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Extending or building another marina?

4.4 Helsingborg Municipality

C H A N G I N G   F O C U S

marina in Helsingborg municipality connected to a beach with closeness 
to a kiosk is Domsten this feeds the idea about the need of creating and 
adding something new to the municipality.

Two villages along the coastline are without marinas, Rydebäck and 
Laröd, even though they are beautifully situated along the shore line 
and Helsingborg strongly promote the municipality as being in constant 
contact with the water. I see that Laröd is strongly disconnected from the 
water by the country bail and private housing areas. But since the 
housing units are placed on top of the county bail the disturbance of an 
actual marina here is not so heavy and the impact is not comparable to 
the hoses in Domsten placed right by the coast line.

Looking at the two options Rydebäck is situated by shallow waters while 
the depths of the waters in Laröd are similar to the depths in Domsten. 
Also Laröd inhabitants could enjoy a stronger connection to the water. 
Improved accessibility would enable an extended beach walk only an hour 
walk from Helsingborg city center.

To develop a marina and an extended beach walk to the shore line of 
Laröd is growing more and more interesting to me and might be the 
solution for relieving the overcrowded Domsten. This is to be further 
investigated.

After looking at the prerequisites of Domsten and having talked to Göran 
Artman who is the Marina host of Domsten marina the initial thought of 
developing the marina and increasing it both on land and at sea to create 
more moorings and parking spots make less sense. The nature reserves 
proof the delicate nature in the area and increased traffic on land and sea 
would endanger the qualities of Domsten and according to my opinion 
make the situation even worse than today for the village inhabitants. 
Creating more daily visitors, cars, tourists and boat owners not living in 
the village cannot be the solution for this village.

An article in Helsingborgs Dagblad proves the difficulties of the situation 
in Borstahusen, a marina in the northern parts of Landskrona. A small 
fishing village with high cultural and residential values. The municipality 
wants to develop the marina by adding a new pier for 25-35 million 
kronors doubling the number of moorings to 600 pcs. The rent for the 
new moorings will finance the development of the marina. The fisher-
men and Landskrona sailing society are positive to this initiative. But the 
village has remained the same since the 1920’s and the inhabitans along 
with the village compound are against the development not only 
increasing but creating a larger marina that will change the atmosphere 
of the entire area. The compound is using Råå marina as a bad 
example of the same procedure. They enhance the importance of 
preserving the village feeling. And the villagers having sea view today 
are not at all interested in having it covered by marine buildings and 
activities (Helsingborgs Dagblad, 2014-11-06. A11).

Of course this is to be evaluated. It is a privilege to live so close to the 
sea and these areas are public in Sweden, to be shared with as many as 
possible. The discussion in Borstahusen will not be discussed further in 
this thesis but it proves my hesitation in creating the same for Domsten if 
it is not completely necessary.

What remains is the knowledge that Helsingborg municipality is short on 
1500 moorings compared to Höganäs municipality (which also has the 
need of growing even further). The fact that marinas in Helsingborg has 
long waiting lists of up to 10 years and that the only small and intimate 

Number of inhabitants:
Helsingborg total  ~133 000 inhabitants
Laröd/Hittarp  ~4075 people (www.stadslexikon.helsingborg.se)

Domsten  ~626 inhabitants (www.stadslexikon.helsingborg)se)
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4.5 Helsingborg Municipality

I N V E S T I G A T I N G   L A R Ö D

The development of Laröd
The earliest settlements that have been found in Laröd are from the 
Palaeolithic age (äldre stenåldern). The coastline was much higher at the 
time. In the Bronze Age the area was thriving farmland. The castle of 
Kulla Gunnarstorp north of Laröd is dated 1562. Hittarp, Domsten, Grå 
Läge and Gravarna are originally fishing villages in the 17th century, 
these died of in the 18th century to thrive again in the 19th century (http://

www.svenskakyrkan.se/default.aspx?id=666516).

Sofiero castle was built in 1864 by the crown prince of Sweden Oskar (II) 
and his wife Sophia as their summer paradise. The castle was expanded 
in 1905 and given to King Oskar II’s grandson Gustav VI Adolf and his 
Margareta as a wedding gift. This is when the gardens were extended 
from being only partly fruit gardens to flower gardens, green houses and 
also the first rhododendrons which Sofiero is very famous for are planted 
at this time. Gustav VI by will left Sofiero castle to Helsingborg City at his 
death in 1973. It is a great tourist attraction with flowers, food, flower 
shop, ravines, views, concerts and events throughout the year (http://www.
sofiero.se/om-sofiero/sofieros-historia/).

Since the beginning of the 20th century the inhabitants of Helsingborg 
have been biking to Laröd and Hittarp as a destination for swimming. 
Many, including the royal party stayed over in the farms in Laröd, 
bringing them extra income during the summers. In the 1930’s 
Restaurang Larödbaden was built on the beach line as a swimming and 
entertainment venue, this was torn down in the 1990’s and is today 
replaced by apartments. There is a bunker below the old Restaurang 
Larödbaden which is an old tommy armor (kulsprutevärn), not in use 
anymore. The hostel Nyckelbo in Laröd has been in business, in different 
constellations, since 1927 (http://www.helsingborg.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Bevpro-
gram_Lar-d_2012_sbf.pdf).

In the 1920’s the area grew as a resort where shops and lodging 
houses opened. Summer houses were built on the fields and Laröd, Hit-
tarp and Domsten became the major towns north of Helsingborg along 
with the war revolution in the 1950’s. A bus line made it possible for 
people to settle in their summer houses and commute to work (http://www.
svenskakyrkan.se/default.aspx?id=666516).

Today Laröd is a villa community with catalogue houses and some 

architect designed, white plastered villas from the 1950’s and 60’s, flat 
houses, sometimes with basements, in red or yellow tiles. Group house 
buildings are built from this time until today, Jörn Ützon designed one 
of the larger houses on the country bail in 1961 which goes well along 
with the modernistic design of the buildings along it. Laröd is still under 
development. Some farms are represented within the village. There is 
a conservation program for the many of the houses in Laröd. The food 
shop, library and post office was opened in 1968 and creates a center of 
the village. Laröd school is opened In 1977, land was split from Sofiero 
castle, giving space for a large amount of villas in the old apple garden, 
right to the north of the castle grounds adding another layer to the built 
environment (http://www.helsingborg.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Bevprogram_Lar-d_2012_sbf.

pdf). In Laröd there are two schools 0-9th grade, three active stables, 
football fields with a training hall and a few kindergartens. Development 
continues out towards the ring road 111 and Laröd keeps growing as a 
suburb to Helsingborg with closeness to the forest and detached 
closeness to the sea.

Connections between built & green structures
Laröd’s placement on top of the country bail creates a border line towards 
the sea. Only the larger private villas at the edge of this border have 
visual contact and access to the sea. The pathways leading down to the 
water are poorly made, water floods them each year, earth and steps are 
floating away. The ground is uneven, railings are discontinuous and the 
accessibility for wheelchairs and baby strollers is only possible in two 
connection points, north and south. But these are not connectable if you 
are in a wheelchair, only the coastline to the north, Hittarp, has a road 
that is rollable. If coming from the south the green structure is not 
connected to the water more than by poor forest paths leading to the 
sandy beaches. Sofiero castle is connected to the villas in the south, 
destroying a clear passage from Sofiero/Pålsjö forest and the “landborgs 
promenaden“. 

Bringing more visitors to this specific coastline would be helped by more 
accessible pathways in combination to the already existing ones. Adding 
a quick passage to get up the country bail if you are wheel chair bound 
would be a great service for inhabitants and visitors.

Common green structure in Laröd today 1:20 000

Private built structure in Laröd today 1:20 000

Villas

Row houses

Villas

Sofiero
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LARÖD PARKING AND FLOWS 1:10 000

~80 p-spots
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(Additional 
10 +8)
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Nature: ground, greenery, sand, water and 
seabed quality
The map on the left shows the current depths along the coastline in 
Laröd, numbers taken from the Eniro app “På Sjön“.

Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning - SGU (Swedens Geological Survey) 
have mapped the entire coastline of Scania, investigating soil, sands, 
seabed, sea level rise and erosion. The material can be used for planning 
along the coastline and for the usage of ground and seabed. The 
investigations are made on land and sea. The build-up of the sea bed is 
investigated as well as structure, sediment transport, vegetation, oxygen 
levels and environmental toxins etc. 

Looking at the coastline of Laröd the report from September 2014 show 
results of the seabed samplings, marked out in the map to the right 
which also shows the current nature in Laröd, especially along the coast 
line. The arrows show current streams which are often over flooded 
during spring and warm winters:

 1 fine sand seabed, shell fragments and worm mounds
 
 2 sandy flat seabed with moderate mussel shells and 
  occasional seashells. 
 
 3 smooth soft seabed with occasional shells
 
 4 gravelly rocky seabed possibly with blocks, much 
  gröbslick and broadleaf brown algae
  (http://www.sgu.se/samhallsplanering/risker/skred-och-ras/projekt-skanestrand/).

The same investigation shows soil and ground qualities in Laröd:
 
 A sedimentary bedrock

CURRENT NATURE 1:10 000

40 m

37 m

41 m

Current nature: woods and streams in Laröd scale 1 : 20 000
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A

A
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B
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D

E

E

 B filling on unknown surfaces

 C surge gravel, beach pebbles on sand

 D post glacial sand

 E sandy moraine

In the report it is also marked where in the area you find:
 
 X active erosion with erosion control
  (http://maps-test.sgu.se:8080/TestSguMapViewer2/kartvisare-strandlinjer-sv.htm  
  l?-om=224715.020621,6046198.798919,591956.488977,6293584.081998)

SGU does not report the presence of Eelgrass areas. These are especially 
sensitive algae areas for fish reproduction and need to be looked over. If 
this is situated in the area it is necessary to compensate the loss. 

Different reefs can be created to compensate the loss of coastline, giving 
back to the underwater life. The design of these reefs will attract different 
fish depending on formation. It is not used in this thesis project but can 
be a solution (Interview A.Nerhagen).

Paths in the area
On the next page you find a map with photographs of all paths leading 
from Laröd towards the water. The different characteristics with beech 
and pine forest along with rosehip, grassed areas and deserted open 
areas are shown. 

Especially the long open area between the two jetties appears forgotten 
to me. The only activity is some private gatherings for brännboll games 
and bbq a few times a year; otherwise people just pass this stretch which 
is covered by private villas along the whole side. An area of great 
potential, which already far from wild nature since it is partly urbanized.
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Laröd scale 1 : 20 000
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Initial sketch for Laröd Marina
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Why & how to approach the coast line:
Pålsjö forest is about to become a protected area and the wish is to 
connect it to Larödbaden, the walking path along the sea is shown to the 
right. The purpose of extending the nature reserve is to create 
recreational areas and Helsingborg has stated that urbanizing further 
is only to be allowed in already urbanised areas. At the same time 
Helsingborg promotes itself as a unique tourist attraction with its coun-
try bail and closeness to water all the way to Sofiero castle, so why not 
make it a proper walk with a goal and meeting point by reconnecting it 
to the water? The municipality is already extending the beach walk along 
the road leading up to Sofiero from the city center and this thesis project 
could appear as a natural further extension along the route.

I see the Laröd beach walk as a no man’s land. It is walkable with 
beautiful views but it is often partly flooded and the connections are poor. 
Only reachable if passing the housing areas and walking on hidden paths. 
I want to strengthen the connections and bring more life to the Laröd 
beach stroke by opening up paths to attract visitors all year round. 

The new path I propose for the increased contact is shown below. Sofiero 
was a gift to Helsingborg from the former king so why not use some of its 
corner to promote the beach and coast line for more people? The grass 
areas above are already used as parking at Sofiero events. 

My idea with Laröd Marina is to enhance the qualities of this land stretch 
of the coast line, making the sea an accessible and integrated part in the 

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

5. P R O J E C T :   L A R Ö D   M A R I N A 

Helsingborg recreational area, for more people to enjoy.

When walking from Helsingborg city you will in the Laröd Marina proposal 
be able to stroll on a downhill slope past sheep pastures by Sofiero on an 
asphalted road (which can handle one car in width, like an ambulance if 
needed) with indirect lighting leading you straight down towards the sea. 
When continuing north the landscape slightly changes and you will enter 
an area of wetland. This is the area that is often flooded today. By 
creating ponds and adding different reed plants and wooden foot-bridges 
this area will indicate a change and a rhythm to the promenade with a 
different character. The created marsh land will also help the dryer 
periods that are assumed to come. Root systems will prevent sand drift 
and the water will help to keep vegetation alive even during these 
periods.  

From the marsh land you are swept into the southern beach area that 
lead to the play jetty with a pool for the youngest kids and jumping jetty 
on the pier for the oldest. The marsh land disappears and you enter the 
Marina after first passing the sports area with basketball field/ice skating 
rink with possible beach volley ball area and kiosk.

The entire marina is placed on +3,5 level to be adapted to the 
recommended level for new built structure by Länsstyrelesen and 
Helsingborg municipality It is the ground/walking level on the piers and 
on land and it is filled with the land masses dug out to get the depth in 

Closed area, separating Sofiero and Pålsjö forest from the coast line View from the sea. If this land is taken from Sofiero gardens a passage can be created with a valid slope. Views from walking along the Laröd coast line today w  some of the floodings along the way
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the marina. The height is also useful to prevent damage in the marina at 
stormy weather. The boulders on the pier go up to this level just as in the 
newly renovated Hornbaek marina. By adding a parapet reaching 1,20m 
above the ground level of + 5,5 meters the marina has extra protection 
against waves. The measurements are hearty at start since rebuilding 
piers and boulders takes time and is very expensive. The marina hosts in 
Domsten and Hornbaek have confirmed my proposed heights for a new 
marina in this region. The jetties within the marina are floating pontoons 
to protect installations from damaging when the marina is flooded. There 
are three walkable levels in the marina 3,5m/ground level, 2m deck level 
added onto the inside of the pier construction and 0,5m on the floating 
pontoons. The different levels makes it possible for different experiences 
while walking out onto the piers with sea views and then returning back 
on the other level, closer to the boats and protected by winds.

The private gardens have fences leading all the way down to the walk 
able area and this adds some urban character. The distance to the houses 
creates a feeling of being in-between private and public. In my proposal I 
add housing units as fingers reaching down towards the water along the 
edges of the built structure to improve the connections from Laröd and to 
more clearly create a border between the wild and urban areas. The 
addition of housing units will secure planned walkways and water 
handling systems along the country bail towards the water and give 
more people the opportunity to live closer to the water.

The Helsingborg municipality plan is to extend Laröd over the highly 
classified fields, something that is actually not allowed but considered 
ok since it will be within the one kilometre circle of the new tram stop 
outside Laröd. I know it has been investigated but I would like to argue 
the importance of bringing the tram stop/s into Laröd instead. There are 
parallel roads and parting traffic directions or means of transport to 
different roads has been done before. This would increase the usage of 
the public transportation and Vikens decision to do this is a winning 
concept according to my opinion. At least a circulating bus would be 
helpful, which should go down towards the beaches of Laröd to make it 
more accessible for more visits, local or tourists. Of course my 
development will harm the national interest in the coastal areas to 
ome extent. No new housing areas are allowed in the coastal areas 

since it is supposed to be an area for all. But the area is already built and 
I use the concept of densifying already built areas, the left over 
structures and I extend towards land. The idea of this project is to 
increase the accessibility for all by adding a more open built and 
organised structure rather than making it more private which seems to 
be the fear of the municipality. I consider this project to be possible even 
according to the Helsingborg municipality plans for the area. At the same 
time, valuable farmland is being preserved. In my opinion that is also 
quite important.

I presume the private villas will be against development right next to 
their private gardens, but in time it will be clear that the height difference 
of 20-40 meter down to the new structures will not be too disturbing to 
their private lives above the country bail, except by sound and light levels 
in dark hours. I wish that in the long run they will consider selling off 
their unused plots climbing down hill to give space for even more 
additional housing opportunities. But that is a later discussion.

Comparing marinas 1:5000

Domsten marina 
150 pcs

Helsingborg marina 
300 pcs

Vedbaek marina 
460 pcs 
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Shapes and forms were investigated along with measurement recom-
mendations from “Handboken bygg” gathered in “Appendix 2: planning 
facts”. The combinations of the different functions are tested in different 
ways and my assumed wave breakers are designed and prepared for the 
upcoming meeting with specialists.

5.1 Project: Laröd Marina

I N I T I A L   S K E T C H E S
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Initial sketches for Laröd Marina
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Mirroring the proposal to see what happens. This decreases the material 
in the piers which becomes more and more important. This raises 
questions such as; will the piers help or provide larger problems around 
the swimming and bathing areas. Here I also started to look into the 
main wind and water flows.
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Erosion & sand movement analysis
Jetty will need to be open to let water and sand through.

By doing the opposite; closing the L-Jetty and creating an enclosed 
construction and removing the initial “wave and sand protecting“ pier 
the sand will place itself in the initiated way all by itself. If a swimming 
jetty is placed on the initial placement of the pier it needs to be at least 
50% permeable to keep the fresh water flowing in the swimming bay. 
There will be erosion to the south of the L-jetty but this can be filled out 
from time to time with the dredging sand from the marina entrance. This 
solution is more optimal the purposes of the new beach areas. Also the 
amount of boulders and built structures is decreased which is positive for 
the investments of the project (Interview H.Hanson).

Re-using dredging masses in the Öresund area is made all the time. An 
example is Pepparholmen, the new island created to bring the Öresund 
bridge under water (Interview P.Gustafsson). In Laröd Marina the present shore 
line is being used as the initial point for moving landmasses. The area 
that needs to be dredged to a two-meter depth is larger than the area 
that needs to be filled to a 3,2 m height. This in combination with the 
filling of sandy beaches will make good use of the masses. 

The dredging made when building new marinas creates a unique 
opportunity to improve the ecological values of the surroundings. 

By using the slag masses to create fillings, beaches or even smaller 
islands one can compensate for the impact made on nature. Actually this 
can create higher natural values than the once existing before if carefully 
planned and organized.

Pier heights
The Hornbaek marina is under expansion. The recent storms destroyed 
the entire marina which was flooded completely. All electricity was 
destroyed on the jetties that where not floating (most of them) and boats 
were destroyed since water levels raised by 2 meters. Due to this 
investments the piers are not only amplified but also the entire marina is 
being increased. The new heights are:

 - New height West pier 3,7 m over 0 sea level (comparable to   
 north pier in Laröd Marina)

 - New height East pier 2,7 m  over 0 sea level (comparable to   
 south pier in Laröd Marina)

 - Depth inside the marina 2,5 m  

 - Depth marina entrance min 2,5 m (at the moment 3,1 m) 
 (Interview A.Vodder). 

In Domsten the heights are rather different.
 
 - The Warf edge (kajen) is ~1 meter above 0 sea level. 
 The concrete wall an additional 2 meters so 3,5 m above 0 sea  
 level in total. North and south pier are equal.
 
 - The depths in the marina is 1,8-2 meters

This is sufficient today since the sand erosion has made it only 1 meter 
deep outside the pier. This makes the waves break before they hit the 
pier. If the waves where to meet the pier with full force the wish would be 
to have the pier 1 meter higher (4,5 above sea level.)

Own sketches from meeting with professor at TVRL at LTH

The sand movement to the 
south is in these drawings 
shown towards the right. The 
erosion created to the south 
of the existing Larödbaden 
jetty will eventually be filled 
out according to the drawings 
to the right. The pier creates 
a filling point for the sand 
and extends the sandy beach 
where it is meant to be. To 
speed up the process, sand 
from the dredging can be filled 
during the building period.

The initial proposal has an 
effect on the erosion that was 
not wished for. Also the design 
of the L-jetty to the south 
plays an important role to the 
shape of the pier to the north. 

This design of the pier/con-
nection to land will create a 
dead angle where sea waste 
will pile up, creating bad 
smells and messy areas. The 
pier will in a way decrease 
sand movement but fresh 
water will not be able to clean 
out the bay. In a similar way 
the sand movement is 
hindered by the pier. Sand 
movement, if the pier is in this 
position, will decrease into the 
bay and increase towards the 
L-Jetty. To not fill this out with 
sand completely the southern 

N 

Moving landmasses, excavating, dredging and filling.

5.2 Project: Laröd Marina

F I N E T U N I N G
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 - The jetty is ~2 meters above 0 sea level.

 - The depth is at a constant ~1,5 meters.

In the northern marina in Helsingborg the depth is 3 meters. Viken has a 
depth of 2-2,5 m and the depth of Höganäs marina is 2,3 m (Interview G.

Artman).

By experience the jetty in Domsten is excellent for jumping into the 
water, but deeper water would of course strengthen the experience. 
Diving for example is not possible.

The idea of adding a parapet to the pier is useful since it decreases the 
amount of filling material and boulders. Letting it up only 1,5 meter 
above the boulders makes it possible to place the walking path on a 
height where it is possible to look over it but still having enough height 
within the marina (Interview H.Hanson).

Taking this under considerations along with the Helsingborg municipality 
building height of 3,5 meters above sea level (0) the recommendations 
from the two marinas along with the parapet is used for the design of the 
new piers.

Construction wise there are two types of breakwaters. The vertical break-
water is most common in industrial marinas. Erosion is created at the 
bottom of the breakwater and needs to be covered with stones to create 
an angle, avoiding erosion by breaking the wave. The force of the wave is 
not affected by this. Waves break hard against the vertical surface 
making this solution non suitable for smaller marinas.

The slope breakwater is more suitable for marinas. The angle of the pier 
breaks the wave, making it loose energy, force and speed. It avoids a 
restless surface and increases the comfort for the boat owners. The 
irregular surface created by boulders and sometimes also concrete 
elements spread the reflections which take out each other. The angle also 
decreases the stress on the construction.  Wooden decks and jetties are 
often added to the construction for comfort, esthetical values and 

function.

An example of the pier used in the Laröd Marina is a combination of 
the two principles since waters are calm inside the marina and floating 
bridges are used which also work as breakwaters for the water within the 
marina. The principle with larger blocks the higher you go in the 
construction is used here as well as for the slope breakwater (S.Avén Väg och 

vatten byggnader 470) (Interview H.Hanson).

Slope breakwater

Vertical breakwater

Principle breakwater Laröd Marina

Quarried block 0,1-1 ton

Concrete elements

Boulders 1-4 tons

Concrete blocks 
/Boulders
4,5x2x2m

Boulders/Concrete blocks 
6x3x3m

Possible parapet to be added

First wave 
breaker

wave dir.

wave dir.

deflection

deflection
wave 
reflection

wave 
reflection

erosion protection

strong waves

creates erosion

strong waves break here 
and loose energy
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View over Laröd Marina from the existing lookout

5.3 Project: Laröd Marina

D E S I G N   P R O P O S A L
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Future view over Laröd Marina from the existing lookout 53



Final sketches Laröd Marina
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Entering Hornbaek, 45 min sailing 
distance from Laröd Marina 58



View from jetty towards restaurant, kiosk and boat pool 59
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The buildings facing the beach to the north aligns with the existing 
buildings of Larödbaden to break the pattern and open up the built 
structure to be able let service vehicles reach the restaurant, café and 
kiosk, toilets, showers etc. The beach area is increased due to the new 
shape of the sand as the pier stretches out into the water. The water is 
shallow near the beaches but the long Jetty takes you out to swimmable 
waters. This Jetty is the original one, keeping character and creating 
contrast to the new and larger pier constructions.

To the north a small stripe of marshland reappears and after this you 
enter Hittarp and the road beneath the existing houses, leaving Laröd 
Marina behind you.

The marina is inspired by the Danish marinas that are uniform in design 
and architectural elements. The idea with the mixed functions and 
activities are also inspired by the Danish marinas. The vegetated areas 
are inspired by the Swedish wild and slightly overgrown manor, mostly 
containing rosehip bushes, white beam and ramparts to create space. The 
open areas are meant to create an overview and invite to share space an 
invite to play. Still it is spacious enough to have private gatherings and 
meetings. The built structures use trellises/spaljeer and pergolas to 
create more intimate spaces alongside the more spacious areas.

The marina does not fulfil the lack of 1500 moorings since that scale 
would be unrealistic for this site. The number of moorings is 320 pcs, 
with a need of a minimum of 220 parking spots for cars in the summer 
and boat storage in the winter. To fulfil parking for the beaches and kids 
activities 200 parking spots are added, making it a marina and beach 
facility with a total of 420 parking spots. These are spread out to not be 
perceived as so many, some hidden in greenery, and also to decrease 
walking distances to reach the different functions. I have not added 
additional parking since my plan is to have fewer cars here in the long 
run since most boat owners should be living in Laröd and the public 
transportation should increase. This would create more green areas than 
in my proposal. An option to cars could be electrical flatbed mopeds with 
certain loading stations around the boat club for the boat owners’ quick 
route from their homes. Some of them could be rentable at loading 
stations along with bikes. A more sustainable option.

Something to keep in mind to improve safety further is to bring campers 
to the area. It does make the compound profitable which would lead to 

From the southern pier you can reach the cold bath building with 
separate jetty, sauna, showers and changing rooms. In this point I have 
placed floating studios which can be rented for spending the night all year 
round. This could be a natural stop for people hiking the “Kullaleden“ and 
also it is a way to be part of the boat life even though you do not have 
the opportunity to own a boat. It is on this pier you find the PortaPotti 
and filling station for the boats as well as a view point at the end, on the 
outer side of the pier. The Jetty to the south is perfect for jumping and 
running into the waves.

Laröd Marina is divided into three parts with green areas and parking 
in-between to create space for various activities to be an inviting space. 
The compounds with activity areas become the central part of the 
marina with boat club, fisherman’s center, buildings for storage of props 
and mast shed. Also this, the heart of marina has guest toilets, showers 
and a club house for events. This is the main placement for the guest 
moorings.

In the central part of the marina there is space for cleaning/wash plate if 
needed and it is by the two parking areas that a crane can take the boats 
up for the winter. For the winter boats can spread out over the parking 
and the reinforced grass areas if needed. Additional buildings are added 
with unknown purposes. It could be private businesses, small art gallery 
or shops.

The northern part of the marina is dominated by the club house of the 
boat pool. An interesting way for the members to have a full access to 
boats but not to stand alone with all the costs. By sharing boats more 
people can be able to consider themselves boat owners, it is more 
affordable and because they are shared less moorings are needed for the 
same amount of “boat owners“. The adjacent bunker becomes an outlook 
with benches and bbq possibilities, a common area with a view. 

The northern pier has one look out towards the sunset. This is not 
optimal since waves break through in this hole and can create floodings 
on boats behind the opening. This is the reason why the levelled deck is 
wider in this spot and since it can be considered a guest mooring this will 
not be in use during storms. Some damage to the deck in this area will be 
worth the maintenance comparing it to the beach view you gain from this 
opening, and yes, you can jump into the water from here if you wish to.

Descriptive
other tax obligations. But an option could be to have “guest nights” where 
people can stay over very spontaneously. It brings life to the marina and 
prevents burglaries without being a secondary business to the marina. 
But that is also difficult to regulate.

The northern set of stairs on the country bail will be improved and 
integrated with the marsh land. It will be a lifted wooden construction to 
be set free of the water movement flooding the material away today. It 
will give the climber a floating feeling above ground with dams and reed 
plants along the way between the highest point and the water. Along the 
side there are two lookouts with seating, shadowed by trees and on one 
side an elevator runs along for the inhabitants, elderly, disabled or to 
carry baby strollers. The same set of stairs, minus the elevator is used in 
the new added passage connecting to the youth activities in the southern 
parts of the marina. To buy this set of land is probably too expensive but 
it would add to the connection with Laröd and simplify movement.
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Section A:A 1:1000 after
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64Close-up section A:A after
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Section C:C 1:1000 after
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Close-up section B:B after
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Section D:D 1:1000 after
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Initial detail sketches for housing units
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Spring view from sail boat towards the boat club 74



Summer view from swimming / jumping jetty towards the sauna
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Fall view when walking into the northern parts of the marina 76



Winter view of ice skating on the basketball court 77



Summer view from swimming / jumping jetty towards the sauna 78



DETAILING - Laröd Marina

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

6. M A T E R I A L I T Y 

Black concrete...

Concrete is possible to colour, In the 
marina’s built environment it is 
coloured black for its aesthetic values. 
Black gathers warmth/sunlight which 
creates warm walls for comfort all year 
round (http://polishedconcretebenchtop.com.au/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2013/10/black-concrete.jpg 2015-05-05 
22:23).

meets tjärvitriol treated wood...

on all surfaces in the Laröd Marina 
project which is similar to the 
pigmentation of Järnvitriol (copperas) 
but has stronger protection for extreme 
weathers with strong winds and salty 
waters. The colouring effect is the same.

meets concrete...

Is very useable in marinas because of its 
long-lasting abilities and resistance to 
different environmental stresses. It has a 
life span of 100 years and is 100% 
reusable, created by rock and stone. It 
has a high energy effiency which creates 
low energy consumption.

meets stones and boulders...

The jetties on the sides of the marina 
are firm constructions to guaranty a 
smooth flow between the higher walking 
heights on the outer piers and the lower 
water level. To these higher and firm 
constructions the boats can dock on the 
side or by the boat front.

meets the sea...

In this project I have focused on the meetings between different 
materials. Below is the order in which coulours and materials meet. 
I have found different solutions that could be proposed or added to the 
marina in the future. You can find more information on these materials, 
grass protection, LED lighting and floating piers on the following pages.
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Lighting

To create a warm, smooth and welcoming light the indirect lighting works 
in the best way. Of course in combination with functional lighting, but 
only where it is absolutely needed. Walking paths are all in favour of the 
indirect lighting, both on land and at sea. LED-light has a long life span 
and can create an atmospheric environment when assembled like in the 
example from Hudiksvall above. 

LED lights will also be used along the walking paths and on the piers and 
floating pontoons, coordinated light levels will make a feeling of whole 
and make sure the light is useful but never blinding.

Wood
Treatment of all wooden surfaces in the Laröd Marina project is made by 
Tjärvitriol. This type of colouring is similar to the pigmentation of 
Järnvitriol (copperas) but has some stronger qualities. Since this marina 
area is exposed to strong winds, salty water and other extreme weathers 
this is preferable to using Järnvitriol but has the same colouring effect.  

Järnvitriol does not protect the wood from biological attacks and has no 
moisture protection. It is a pigment that helps the wood to a maturing 
shade of grey. The pigments of tjärvitriol works in the same type of way 
but is a natural product created by real wood tar. This means that it is 
created by natural substances already used by the trees for their own 
protection, such as; pine tar, gum turpentine (balsamterpentine) and a 
gray pigment. It makes the wood resistant to moisture and rain but lets 
it breath. Facades placed in direct sunlight will be more light grey since 
it helps continuing the graying process. The smell of tar when painting is 
a plus, escpecially since it is used in a marina, but it only lasts for about 
a month (http://www.auson.se/sv/traskydd/tratjara/tjarvitriol) (http://www.traguiden.se/TGtemplates/
popup1spalt.aspx?id=6577).

Concrete
Is usable in marinas because of its long-lasting abilities, resistance to dif-
ferent environmental stresses. Its properties resembles the natural stone 
and has different compositions depending on purpose. Concrete is mois-
ture resistant and cannot become mouldy. It handles warmth and cold, 
but many changes around zero degrees in combination with moist and 
salt can create frost damage. Therefore it is important to use the right 
composition to avoid this in a marine environment. It is 100% reusable. 
Since it is created by rock and stone it is easily reused as a filler. 
Concrete creates a low energy need and the lifespan is 100 years. 
Residual or grated concrete  can be recycled as new ballast which 
creates a more environmental friendly process (http://www.svenskbetong.se/). 

The Belatchew Arkitekter AB have made a proposal with floating student 
housings in Stockholm, created by reused concrete. They talk about the 
possibility to 3D print concrete buildings and its favourable low impact 
on the environment both economically and environmentally. It shortens 
the building process and is more efficient. This could be an option for the 
construction of the Laröd marina if further studied (http://belatchew.com/media/

pressmeddelanden/swimcity/). 

Concrete is possible to colour, In the marina’s built environment it is 
coloured black for its aesthetic values. Black gathers warmth/sunlight 
which creates warm sunny walls to relax all year round.
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Floating pontoons
Pontoons work well in the calm waters of marinas. Since they float they 
fully adapt to the current sea levels and electrical installations are not 
harmed if water levels rice by a couple of meters in rough storms.

Pontoons are constructed by reinforced concrete filled with foam, making 
them unsinkable. A wooden shell of pressure-treated wood is placed on 
top. Electricity and fresh water can be installed in the floats. Anchoring is 
made by chains, ropes, wire leash, rubber buffers or sea flex.

A concrete pontoon has a strong stability and buoyancy. It is durable and 
has a wave attenuating effect, the wider the pontoon, the higher is the 
anti-wave effect. They are also flexible to a future changing need in the 
marina. Adding lengths is possible without visible joints and widths are 
easily adapted. The top edge of the pontoons is often ~0,4 m above sea 
level. Dockings can be made by reversing the boats. (http://www.flytpontoner.se/
se/wood.asp). 

The jetties on the sides of the marina are firm constructions to guaranty 
a smooth flow between the higher walking heights on the outer piers and 
the lower water level. To these higher and firm constructions the boats 
can dock on the side or by the boat front.

The floating pontoons create a more social space along the walkable area 
while the outer piers have the more social areas towards the waterside.

Picture 22 Picture 23

Floating studios
Pictures are from the five guest ateliers next to the aquarelle museum in 
Skärhamn on the island Tjörn in the Gothenburg archipelago. Firstly they 
work as studios for scholarship artists but if available they can be rented 
by anyone. A beautiful way to experience the water without being on a 
boat (http://akvarellmuseet.org/en/guest-studios).

Trellis/Spaljé, pergola, and outdoor showers
Inspirational pictures on how to create outdoor rooms, hiding surprises 
for both frequent users as well as visitors.

Seaquip - boat cradles
For a clean and organised marina it is important to have functional 
equipment that is easy to store and use operationally. An example is the 
Swedish brand Seaquip, recommended by the Marina host in Domsten. 

The struts are easy to line upp for summer storage making the areas 
organised and tidy. Since storage is effective, lines for ca 450 boats in 
Västerås marina with 2800 struts only take 6-7 25 meter rows. 100 boats 
in Djurö only need 20 m2 ground space. They can also be put on top of 
each other to save even more ground space with support every 5th 
meter. A special pallet (110x110cm) can be used for easy storage, 
arrying 50 pcs of motorboat struts and additional pallet with collar is 
recommended to keep the endplates organised. All equipment is even 
easier to move around if hydraulic wagons or forklifts are used with an 
additional stick to easily move around the lines of struts. Struts for 
sailboats are higher and canted while the motor boat struts are lower and 
straight. The struts work for all kind of boats, independent on hull form. 
(Interview S.Fogelström) (http://www.seaquip.se/)

70 pcs of 122-165cm struts for sailboats up to 35 feet take 6,5m x 0,8m. 
If two levels are used the ground space fits 140 struts meaning storage 
for 25 boats. In Laröd Marina with 320 boats x 6 struts = 1920 struts 
to store. Meaning 3 rows that are 20 meters long, placed on top of each 
other, with additional pallets for endplates.

Hamnföreningen investerade
i enhetligt vintersystem och

fick plats för husbilsparkering!

I Göteborgs skärgård finns Hönö Röds Hamnförening med 120 båtar uppställda vintertid. Hamnens
kran lyfter 6 ton och varje båtägare var tidigare tvungna att hålla med en egen vagn. Vagnarna var av

skiftande kvalitet och säkerheten var ibland tveksam. På sommaren var hamnplanen belamrad av
otympliga vagnar. Vid upptagning var tidsåtgången stor för att få fram rätt vagn ur havet av vagnar.

På sommaren är Hönö ett mycket populärt resmål för husbilar med stora möjligheter att hyra ut
nattplats. Efter investeringen frigjordes 90% av markytorna och intäkter från sommarturister ökar.

Hamnföreningen äger idag alla stöttor, vid båtupptagning använder man bara de stöttor som
står längst fram i passande modellrad, vilket gör arbetet mycket rationellt. Arbetsbesparingen att

använda stöttorna tillsammans med den införskaffade hydraulvagnen blev enligt hamnchefen
Bengt Edwardsson enorm.

Djurö Båtvarv  ·  www.seaquip.se  ·  +46 8 571 504 28

Hamnföreningen investerade
i enhetligt vintersystem och

fick plats för husbilsparkering!

Föreningen sökte ett rationellt system med högsta kvalitet och funktion.
De kontaktade oss då de väl kände till Seaquip efter 25 år på marknaden.

Vi hjälpte dem att göra ett urval av stöttor efter deras båtmodeller.
Rationell hantering då stöttor väljs efter skrovform och inte enskild båt.

Frigjorda sommarytor möjliggör intäkter från parkering/camping.

CE-märkta • Tidsbesparande • Säkrar arbetsmiljön • Frigör markytor
Mycket kostnadseffektivt • Rationelliserar båthanteringen

Kontakta gärna oss för en offert till er båtklubb!
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Porta Potti and filling station
A latrine, used to empty the boat toilets, is advantageously placed on 
either a pier or a floating pontoon. It is important to have it as close to 
the water level as possible for the best pump effect. It needs electricity 
and a connection to the municipal sewage system. If this is not possible a 
tank can be filled up and emptied by a sludge vehicle.

Placement is best if on the edge of a jetty so two boats van be parked for  
clearance at the same time. This is taken under consideration in Laröd 
Marina (http://www.latrina.se/installation/placering/).

Having a filling station is a good service, especially for guest marinas. 
It is considered a big plus if emptying the boat toilets and filling up gas 
is possible to do at the same time. It is more efficient time wise and is 
easier if you only need to maneuver the boat to one place in the marina 
before you leave for new adventures (Interview A.Johansson).

Geoflor - vegetated car flooring
The Italian brand Geoplast have a solution for parking areas with several 
advantages, useful for the green areas of the project Laröd Marina. The 
material is used for the green areas surrounding the leaning tower in Pisa 
as well as a football field stadium in Verona and a green area for surfers 
in Brescia and other different parking areas around the world.
What is preferable with this solution is that it is:

- An eco-friendly solution (Green Building Council Italia).
- It is made by re-used plastic materials.
- It is resistant to hot/cold cycles. 
- Protects the lawn and root system (root systems bind earth and sand 
which prevents drifts).
- Is applicable to existing green areas.
- It is elastic and can instantly hold vehicles without re-shaping.
- Has a 95% guaranteed draining function.
- Works well for sporting events or concerts.
- It is removable, the ground can then be restored without difficulty.
(http://www.geoplast.it/en/products/green/geoflor) 

This makes it a very useful material for the multifunctional green areas 
surrounding the marina and beach areas. Areas that can change from 
sports to parking line up. See proposal for further information.
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Sweden, Domsten marina:
Jetty which you enter from the pier, ramps and boulders. 

Denmark, Hornbaek marina:
Boulders in the marina with ramps and strolling possibilities along the 
water on several levels.

Sweden, Höganäs marina:
Boulders within the marina with ramps and strolling possibilities along the 
water on several levels.

Sweden, Skanör marina:
Building clusters, highly frequented fish shop open all year, kite surfing.

Sweden, Ystad marina:
Jetty, ramps and future winter bath.

Referenced marinas
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Picture 28

Picture 31Picture 30

Seasons
I want to share some examples I have found on public spaces that 
change according to season. Lefrak Lakeside Prospect Park in Brooklyn 
changes from a cooling water park to large ice skating areas in the winter 
just like Kongens Nytorv in Copenhagen changes from park to an ice 
skating circle.

Jane’s Carousel in Brooklyn Bridge Park is not actually a reference in my 
marina but the idea of bringing something unexpected to an unexpected 
area is something to develop further. If it is exiting and different enough 
people will always come to experience it, this is a good example of that.

The skateboard park in Faelledparken in Copenhagen shows the benefit 
of an outdoor area for kids of all ages to test, challenge themselves and 
play. 

The same goes for the Parkour Park in Örestad, also in Copenhagen. They 
also have a BMX-track. Unfortunately it is placed a bit to far from the 
built areas but people still go here from time to time, again showing the 
need for areas promoting exercise in different ways.

Kite surfing and kayaking are water sports that can be executed from 

Picture 34

early spring to late fall, maybe not so frequented, but in the right 
weather and with the right clothes it can be provided for.

And BBQs together with friends and colleagues can be just as cosy on a 
warm summer evening as on a winter afternoon if you find wind 
protection and maintained facilities.

Picture 35 Picture 36

Picture 33Picture 32
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cold swims, sauna  swimming (school), sunbathing  
ice skating    basket ball
play, boule   play, boule   
hiking - bare nature  hiking - green nature
guest nights   guest nights + boat guest nights
    sailing, surfing, kite surfing, kajaking

Seasonal diagram - activities
Seasonal activities are important for this project since the area should be 
accessible for activities all year round. They can be of different 
intensities, but there should always be something that can bring you 
down to the water no matter temperature, weather or winds. 

Activities that can change during the year are extra helpful for these mat-

ters and can help businesses to keep open, not only during the 
summertime.

Colder half   Warmer half
restaurant, grill   restaurant, grill, fishing
hot chocolate, coffee    lemonade and cocktails

Activity

Spring Summer Fall Winter Seasons

Hot-chocolate Summer kiosk Drinks & lemonade Coffee Winter kiosk

Play

Fall grill Winter grillSummer grillSpring grill

Cold swim Jumps Swimming school Cold swim

Basket ball Parkour Water play Basket ball Ice skating

Ice skating

Rural HikingUrban hiking

Restaurant

Green areas

Kite surfing Surfing Sailing school

Beach life
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Species

Vitsippa

Rhododendron

Syrén

Bok

Nypon

Fläder

Vildhallon

Björnbär

Tistel

Smörblomma

Gräslök

Vit- & Rödklöver

Fjärilsbuske

Oxel träd & buske

Rönn

Lönn

Kaveldun

Elefantgräs

Tall

Avenbok

Vass

Sandstarr

Strandgräs

Knylhavre

Strandråg

Sandrör

Spring Summer Fall Winter Seasons

all round green or with strong personality in different seasons to create 
an impact in the planned areas creating a season based impact where 
possible. Ramparts will be created by the dredging masses to create 
privacy and some partition. Especially surrounding ball fields where 
rosehip would be a rather painful ball catcher.

Seasonal diagram - vegetation
Greenery, trees, shrubs, vegetation, flowers, grass and fruit bushes play 
a big role in defining areas and to create certain atmospheres in both 
urban as well as rural areas. The forest surrounding Laröd Marina is 
dominated by beech and pine trees as well as wild raspberries and 
blackberries. Also Elderflower grows wild in the area. Rhododendron is 
famous in the neighbouring Sofiero Castle and has a well known 
appearance in the area. The coastal open areas are dominated by 

different grass, tall oat grass, rosehip, white and red clover, chives and 
smaller trees. Additions for the planned areas are oak leaf with its 
characteristic green berries, resistant to salty waters, and butterfly 
bushes for their colour and appearance. The wetlands are to be planted 
with different elephant grass and reeds to keep the retention ponds and 
paths wet but not flooded. The idea is to enhance the vegetated 
characteristics that already exists on the site and to use plants that are 
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A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

7. M O D E L S  &  P R E S E N T A T I O N

Arkitektskolan, LTH, Lund University 
For the presentations I had prepared three models. Two in size 1:2000 
showing the Laröd Marina area before and after my addition to the site.

The third model was in scale 1:200, showing the detailed area of the 
restaurant, kiosk and boat pool are with the different walking heights in 
the marina and the floating pontoons and crab fishing unit for the kids.

The boards presenting my Master Thesis project are, as well as the 
physical models made by X-board which is made by recycled cardboard 
and is 100 % reusable since it has no glue etc. The same material is used 
for the cross braces holing the models.

The project was presented on Thursday the 21st of May 2015 at 14:30 
in the exhibition hall of the Lund School of Architecture. Moderator was 
Andreas Olsson, Architect, SUDes LTH and the jury consisted of:

 -Examiner Peter Siöström Assoc. Professor, Director of SUDes,   
 Architect, Arkitektskolan LTH Lund University

 - Harrison Fraker, Professor of Architecture and Urban Design, 
 UC Berkley.

 - Jenny B. Osuldsen, Partner and Senior Landscape Architect at  
 Snöhetta and Professor in Landscape Architecture at the 
 University of Life Sciences Ås, Norway.

Supervisor Pär “Pinge“ Gustafsson could not attend this day. 

It has been exhibited in the Lund School of Architecture for the Spring 
exhibition in 2015.
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Spring view from sail boat towards the boat club 92



A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

8. T H A N K S   T O 

I want to send a big and heartly thank you to my supervisor Pär “Pinge“ 
Gustafsson for ongoing support throughout this semester. Thank you for 
guidance, inspiration, interesting fika conversations and calming words 
throughout this entire project. It has truly been a great adventure and 
this is much because of you.

Also I want to send my biggest thanks to my examiner Peter Siöström 
and professor Harrison Fraker for supporting me and opening my eyes to 
new input during our check-ups. 

Annica Johansson, is a sailor since over 40 years who has given me 
wonderful support and knowledge on how to simplify the marina life for 
sailors. Their needs and wishes. Thank you for teaching me how to place 
the functions in the right spots.

Ian Todd, architect, and his wife Paula I want to thank for the warm 
welcome I received when visiting their home in Eyemouth close to 
Edinburgh. Thank you for rewarding discussions helping me to 
understand the difference in low and high water tides, learning about 
small communities and the importance of water and boat life as natural 
meeting places in small industrial marinas where focus and activities are 
under change and development.

Mediagården in Höganäs did a wonderful job with my presentation, thank 
you for saving me with your quick and professional help when all cutting 
machines in school where completely overbooked.

Last but not least I want to thank Göran Artman and Allan Vodder, two 
extremely experienced marina hosts who have provided me with 
knowledge, thoughts, facts and ideas. Their input is what made this 
project real to me, thank you for all your time and quick support.
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A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

9. W O R K S   C I T E D 

http://www.kavlinge.se/download/18.f8873cc141a12daff377d6/1385645076879/F%C3%96P+kustzonen+k%C3%A4vlinge+-+Hela+dokumentet.pdf   page 46-48 

                  2015-02-21. 16:36
http://www.smhi.se/polopoly_fs/1.81608!/Menu/general/extGroup/attachmentColHold/mainCol1/file/Klimatologi_9%20.pdf  page 38     2015-02-21, 17:24
http://kullaleden.se/                 2015-03-14, 12:28
http://www.hd.se/kultur/blogg/tag/palsjo-naturreservat/           2015-03-14, 13:00
https://www.havochvatten.se/download/18.276e7ae81443563a7501cc9/1393418095428/fakta-om-batliv-2014.pdf             2015-03-22, 10:37
    (Fakta om båtlivet i Sverige 2014)

http://maps-test.sgu.se:8080/TestSguMapViewer2/kartvisare-strandlinjer-sv.html?-oom=224715.020621,6046198.           2015-03-29, 17:00
   798919,591956.488977,6293584.081998)

http://www.sgu.se/samhallsplanering/risker/skred-och-ras/projekt-skanestrand/        2015-03-29, 18:27
https://www.havochvatten.se/hav/fiske--fritid/skyddade-omraden/marina-naturreservat.html       2015-03-29, 19:33
http://www.svenskakyrkan.se/default.aspx?id=666516            2015-03-31, 18:06
http://www.sofiero.se/om-sofiero/sofieros-historia/            2015-03-31, 18:28
http://www.helsingborg.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Bevprogram_Lar-d_2012_sbf.pdf       2015-03-31, 19:16
http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/skane/SiteCollectionDocuments/Sv/miljo-och-klimat/klimat-och-energi/klimatanpassning/kunskapsunderlag/SMHI_klimatanalys_2012.
pdf       2015-04-18 kl 11:23

http://www.geoplast.it/en/products/green/geoflor            2015-04-18, 19:12
http://www.seaquip.se/                2015-04-18, 20:00
http://www.latrina.se/installation/placering/             2015-04-18, 20:05
http://www.auson.se/sv/traskydd/tratjara/tjarvitriol            2015-04-19, 10:10
http://www.traguiden.se/TGtemplates/popup1spalt.aspx?id=6577          2015-04-19, 10:10 
http://www.flytpontoner.se/se/wood.asp             2015-04-22, 21:02
http://belatchew.com/media/pressmeddelanden/swimcity/               2015-05-05, 22:41
http://www.svenskbetong.se/                 2015-05-05, 22:43
http://akvarellmuseet.org/en/guest-studios             2015-05-06, 12:40
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A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

A P P E N D I X  1 : m a r i n a   s u r v e y

Reason:
Marina surveys started the summer of 2014 to be able to visit the 
marinas when they where in full function and service. The visits with 
various observations where made from July until the end of August.

A comparison of the Marinas and a brief summary was made. Please see 
“Appendix 1: marina survey” for the full survey. The investigated 
marinas where chosen due to their geographical position in Öresund. The 
choice to investigate the Swedish as well as the Danish marinas was to 
see the Öresund region as a whole, where boaters visit both countries 
depending on visitation values rather than nationality. The result was 
eighteen visited marinas on the Swedish side along with eleven marinas 
on the Danish side, a total of twenty-nine marinas. All marinas are 
situated north of the biggest cities in the region Malmö and Copenhagen 
in the south and with the northern edges as a visual stop to the north. 
The number of marinas could have been more, or less, but the decided 
visual boundaries where made to investigate the marinas within sailing 
distance to Helsingborg, my starting point, an area where you can make 
day trips, to see the range and offer in the nearby area to make a fair 
comparison. 

Understanding the life and the functions of the marinas in other, similar 
villages give clearer comparisons than randomly investigating marinas in 
other areas of the country. This is why I have chosen to focus on 
marinas in the northern part of the Öresund region, both on the 
Danish and Swedish side to see how marinas in the same context choose 
to handle these common conditions. This has inspired as well as limited 
the work, giving a broader understanding for the complexity in the 
planning and development for these marinas/ fishing villages/ beach 
resorts and residential suburbs.

The prepared questionnaire showed to the right was set up as a base for 
questions that could be useful in the future investigations. This base was 
slightly changed along the way where for e.g. the importance of whether 
the villages had schools or not showed less importance than the 
importance if the marinas had sailing schools or other nautical activities.

How the marina survey was made:

-  Prepared questionnaires where filled out after observations in each 

   marina to see how the same functions could be handled in different
   ways.
-  Photographs were taken to both create an overview as well as 
   documenting details on both good and bad solutions to use as 
   reference material.
-  Information was gathered in this document with the same set-up to 
   create an overview of the discoveries made on these surveys.

1:1



Jetty

Bathing

Sauna

Payment station

Bus stop

Mooring

Café

Shower

Fishing hut / Fish 
sales

Compound

Marina office

Gallery

Kiosk

Playground

Museum

Compound 
premises

Parking

Restaurant / BBQ

Toilet Hotel / Hostel

Ball field / Boule

Filling station / 
Porta Potti

Shopping

P €

M

Appendix 1: marina survey:

1. T H E  S Y M B O L S

Reason:
The purpose of the marina surveys is to document the visited marinas 
according to the 23 areas shown to the left. All with origins from the 
questionnaire that was the supporting material brought along to the sur-
veys. 

The specific areas are used in the survey to create a comparable overview 
of the different marinas in terms of size, dimensioning and functions. The 
symbols as such are created to achieve a more visual overview.

For e.g. a number of moorings in comparison to the number of guest 
toilets and the fact that a marina also might be welcoming sunbathing 
guests has relevance for the usage of the marina and the space needed 
for the different uses.
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Appendix 1: marina survey:

2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

1. Gilleleje

2. Hornbaek

3. Helsingör/Grönnehave

4. Snekkersten

5. Espergaerde

6a. Humlebaek/Krogerup

6b. Humlebaek/Sletten

7. Nivå

8. Rungsted

9. Vedbaek

10. Taarbaek

1

2

3

4

5

6a
6b

7

8

9

10

Plan over Öresund 1:400 000
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

G I L L E L E J E 

2 jetties (pier)

€

M

P

2 sand beach (east+west)

-

Automatic - marina 
office

Yes - walking distance

220 moorings

1 Café Havnehuset
1 Speedys Pölsebar

4 ladies showers locked
4 mens showers locked

1 Gilleleje Fiskeförening 
1 Fish auction
1 Rögeriet
1 Fiskehallen
1 Fish sales
+ fishing huts

1 Gilleleje Sejlklubb
1 Gilleleje Bådevarv and 
reparations
1 Maskin Fabrik
1 Snedkeriet

Havnekontor - marina 
office

1 Gilleleje Museum 
“Konst i Filet’en“
2 Snedkeriet - 
portable art booths

1 Kanal Kiosken

-

-

1 community centre 
“Sejlklubben“ w pri-
vate bar and facilities

Ca 20 p-spots (marina)
Ca 75 p-spots (canal)
Ca 200 p-spots (nearby)
+ p-spots in village

1 Adamsens Fisk & Sushi
1 Brasseriet Gilleleje
Restaurant Gilleleje Havn
2 Far till Fire, Kanal Kroen
2 Fisk Fast Food, Pizzeria

5 ladies toilets 
2 mens toilets
2 urinals
2 toilets locked sejlklubb
6 toilets by restaurants

P

-

Hotell Strand Badehotell
+ more in village

Reflection:
- Gilleleje is a large harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Larger industrial areas, spread out in the marina gives a somewhat messy impression.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly on larger areas surrounding the marina.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings, especially on the centered green.
- Marina is divided in two, one harbour for industrial and fishing activities and one marina for pri-
vate sailboats and tourists. 
- 2 movable booths for various art exhibitions.
- Organised crab fishing for the kids with crabslide etc.
- Several restaurants and fish sales together with the large amount of parking invites tourists and 
nourishes the lively marina.
- Gilleleje is parted by a canal wich ebbs out in the marina.
- Gilleje is a sand exporter w industry in northern parts of the marina.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area. Narrow alleys with half timbered houses 
  with thatched roofs together with new three-level appartment buildings.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 6.558 (http://sogn.dk/gilleleje/fakta_om_sognet)
- Larger marina office, open 7.00-8.00 + 16.30-17.30 (+20-22 in season).
- Large marina with fishing activity and larger boat yard.
- Several tourist activities.
- Erhvershavn - Fiskerihamn - fishingboat mooring to be used by tourist sailors when available.
- Compounds: Gilleleje Sejlklubb (approx. 20 dinghies  and 15 larger dinghies)
  Gilleleje Bådevarv
  Maskin Fabriken
  Snedkeriet

For more information:  http://www.gillelejehavn.com/index.html
   www.sejlnet.dk
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

H O R N B A E K 

1 jetty (pier) “Hornbaek 
Vinterbadelaug“

€

2 sand beach (seast and 
west
1 “Kurbadet by Ilse 
Jacobsen” village

1 sauna with windows 
over the beach and ocean 
locked  (Hornbaek Vinter-
badelaug)

Automatic and manual 
in marina office

Yes - walking distance

197 moorings 
(growing w 70 spots)

-

3 ladies showers locked
3 mens showers locked

1 Fiskhuset Hornbaek
fishing huts + fishing 
activity

1 Havneforening
1 Hornbaek Bådeklubb
1 Canoe and Surfing Club

-

1 Havnekiosken
1 Iskagehuset 
1 Happy Cup Kaffe to Go

-

1 community centre 
“Havneforening“ w 
private bar + facilities

Ca 30 p-spots (marina)
Ca 120 p-spots (beach)
Ca 70 p-spots (by road)
+ p-spots in village

1 Hornbaek Havnegrill
1 Sostrene Olsen
1 Hansens Café & Restaurant
1 Restaurant Olivia
1 Café Hornbaek Strand
2 SunspotCafé+Bru nch

8 ladies + 1 hdc locked
8 mens + 1 hdc locked
3 ladies toilets
2 mens toilets + urinal
3 toilets(Fikshuset)locked

Reflection:
- Hornbaek Havn is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly on larger areas and along the main road.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings, the beach.
- The marina is being enlarged with additional 70 moorings and the piers are rebuilt and enlarged 
to handle future storms.
- The Hornbaek Vinterbadelaug - bathing club appears very active with a new sauna with facilities 
and a new jetty.
- Large hospital for people recovering from spinal cord injuries. Boat activitiesin the marina is 
organised by voluntary workers
- Hornbaek is a center for the danish designer Ilse Jacobsen with several shps and a Spa center 
with restaurant.
- 2 movable booths are added this summer for local sales of vegetables and knittings.
- Large amout of kids activities such as information on sealife from the “Öreseundsakvariet” as 
well as organised crab fishing in the marina.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area. Narrow alleys with half timbered houses 
  with thatched roofs. It appears very picturesque.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 3.494 (http://www.ne.se/hornbaek Nationalencyklopedin) (2013)
- Larger marina office, always open, manned 8.30-9.30.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Several ourist activities.
- Large hospital in marina “Glostrups Hospital for Ryggmarvsskader“ for spinal cord injuries.
- Compounds: Hornbaek Bådeklubb (approx. 8 larger dinghies)
  Havneforening
  Hornbaek Vinterbadelaug
  Canoe and Surfing Club

For more information:  www.hornbaekhavn.dk
   hornbaekhavn@mail.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk

1 large on the beach 
by marina

Camping to the east
Hotels etc. in village

Marina office - Havne 
Fogde - Havneklubb

P
P

P

P

€

M

P

3 shops marine/clothing/ 
home decor
+ more shops in village

-

Scale 1:2000
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1 jetty (pier) 
“Vintebadelaug“ w 
outdoor shower and 
changing booth

2 sand beaches 
(east and west)

-

Automatic - marina 
office

Yes - walking distance

1000 moorings

1 Café Kronborg

2 showers middle
2 showers east locked

Fishing huts 

See list above for com-
pounds, companies and 
activities.

1 Kronborg Castle

1 Iskagehuset 

-
1 Öresund Aquarium
1 Söfartsmuseet

2 Community centre 
w private bar and 
facilities

Ca 225 p-spots (marina)
Ca 200 p-spots (beach) w 
camping possibilities
Ca 150 p-spots (by road)
+ p-spots in village

1 Restaurant Kronborg 
Havbad
1 Havnegrill
3 BBQ

1 toilet west 
1 toilets middle + urinal
1 hdk middle
4 ladies toilets east locked
4 mens toilets east locked

Reflection:
- Helsingoer Groennehave is a large harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- All parking is in the marina. + extra in Helsingoer city.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- 2 large scale sailing schools, appears very organised.
- There is a “snokelstig“ /route marked in the bathing areas.
- The Helsingoer Vinterbadelaug - has a shower next to the jetty on the pier adna  changing 
booth, great views of Kronborg Castle.
- Dwelling: City dwellings with 2-4 storey apartment buildings. From the 19th century until today.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 46.407 (http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helsing%C3%B8r)
- Larger marina office, open 8.00-15.00, closed on weekends. Hvne fogde untill 21.00 
phone number for other hours.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Some tourist activities.
- Large beaches with views of the Kronborg Castle
- Close to the new Soefartsmuseet in Helsingoer by BIG architects
- Compounds: Helsingoer-Nordhavn Öresundsakvariet
  Vinterabadelaug Marina University
  Erhvervsskibene Strandjagtforeningen
  Fritidsfiskerne  HAS, sejler afd.
  HAS, motor afd. Søspejderne
  Nordh. virksomheder Fiskelaug
  Dansk Søredning Aquanaut Dykkerklub
  Kajakklubben Krogen Strandhave jolleanlæg
  Ålsgårde jolleanlæg Marinbiologisk Laboratorium Köbenhavn Univesitet

For more information:  http://www.helsingor-havne.helsingor.dk/da/Helsingor-Nordhavn/
   www.sejlnet.dk

1 playground

Camping on parking east
Hotels etc. in city

Marina office

P

P

P P

M €

€

M

P

1 shop marine/clothing 
/supermarket
+ more shops in city

1 filling station 
w porta potti

M

2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

H E L S I N G Ö R / G R Ö N N E H A V E 
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

S N E K K E R S T E N 

1 jetty (pier)

1 sand beach (south)
stones to the north

1 sauna with windows 
over the beach and ocean 
locked  “Snekkersten 
Badelaug”

-

Yes - walking distance

137 moorings

-

+ showers in sauna locked

Fishing huts + fishing 
activity

1 Snekkersten Skotterup 
Sejlklubb
1 Boat Yard
1 Snekkersten Badelaug

-

1 L‘arte - icecream 

- -

1 community centre 
“Snekkersten 
Skotterup Sejlklubb“ w 
facilities

Ca 25 p-spots (marina)
Ca 20 p-spots (by road)
+ p-spots along road

1 Café Vitus - restaurant
1 BBQ (pier)

2 toilets (marina)
+ toilets in sauna locked

Reflection:
- Sekkersten Havn is a small harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly along the main road.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings, the beach.
- The entire harbour is black and white with black painted and wood covered piers and jetties. 
- Large scale sailing school appears very organised.
- The Snekkersten Badelaug - bathing club appears very active with a new sauna with facilities 
and a renovated jetty.
- Dwelling:  a variety of 18th-19th century villas with thatched roofs and modern villas, all de-
signed with a similar, historical, architectural aspect.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 5.700 (http://snekkerstenborgerforening.dk/9528/HD%20sandfanger%20artikel)
- No opening hours, only phone number.
- Small marina with fishing activity and a small boat yard.
- Tourist activity.
- Helsingoers Kommun - “30 km kust” (30 kilometer of coastline)
- Compounds: Snekkersten Skotterup Sejlklubb (approx. 27 dinghies and 10 larger dinghies)
  Snekkersten Badelaug
  Snekkersten Boat Yard

For more information: http://www.snekkerstenhavn.dk/Snekkersten_Havn/Om_havnen.html  
   http://snekkerstenbadelaug.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk
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- Marina office - Havne 
FogdeP
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K 

E S P E R G A E R D E

1 jetty (beach)

1 sand beach (south)
private to the north

-

-

Yes - walking distance

100 moorings

1 Café Restaurant Havnen
1 Café Divino

1 shower locked (marina)

1 Fiskeboden Espergaerde 
Havn (fish sales)

1 Espergaerde Ludfiske - 
Fiskelaug w smoker
1 Espergaerde Sejlklubb
1 SOS - beach booth

1 small art gallery

1 Sundkiosken
1 Big Bens Semifreddo

- -

1 community centre 
“Espergaerde Ludfiske 
- Fiskelaug“ w facilities

ca 12 p-spots
+ ca 30 in the village

1 Fiskeboden Espergaerde 
Havn
1 Marco Polo - pizza
1 Wang Fu (Chinese)
1 BBQ (beach)

1 toilet locked (marina)
3 ladies’ toilet 
2 mens’ toilet + urinal
1 hdc toilet

Reflection:

- Espergaerde Havn is a small harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly opposite the main road.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings, the beach.
- Large scale sailing school appears very organised.
- The beach appears as a main tourist attraction for the village and its inhabitants with a newly 
renovated jetty and a SOS lifeguard booth, operated during the summer.
- Dwelling:  a variety of 19th century villas, apartment houses from the 1960’s and buildings from 
today.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: see Helsingoer
- No opening hours, only phone number.
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- Tourist activity mostly the beach but also restaurant and fish sales.
- Compounds: Espergaerde Sejlklubb (approx. 20 dinghies and 23 larger dinghies)
  Espergaerde Ludfiske - Fiskelaug

For more information:  www.espergaerdehavn.dk/gaest.htm
   www.sejlnet.dk

-

2 Rum - room rental
Marina office - Havne 
Fogde

P

P

€

M
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-

-
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

H U M L E B A E K / K R O G E R U P 

1 jetty (pier)

1 stone beach (south)

-

At marina office

Yes - walking distance

100 moorings

-

1 ladies’ shower
1 mens’ shower

fishing huts

1 Humlebaek Bådevaerft
1 Elinstallationer - elec-
trical assistance center

Lousiana - museum of 
modern art

-

- -

- has closed down

ca 16 p-spots

1 Bakkehuset - Bo-
lettes Gaestebud
2 BBQ (pier + parking)

3 ladies’ toilet
3 mens’ toilet

Reflection:
- Humlebaek Krogerup is a small harbour. 
- Marina activity appears private.
- There are open spaces for gatherings.
- The harbour office has several bikes, free to lend. They are handpainted orange to be recognised 
- no locks needed.
- The small camping site is occupied but appears empty.
- Closeness to Lousiana - museum of modern art and the restaurant Bakkehuset is not present.
- The industry of the yard has grown the last ten years and the marina no longer appears inviting.
- Dwelling: just one in the marina. The rest of Humlebaek Krogerup contains “fishing village” 
houses, typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 9.273 (www.befolkningen.com/danmark)
- Harbour office is a new small building.
- Small marina with boat yard.
- No tourist activity.
- Close to Lousiana - museum of modern art.
- Compounds: Humlebaek Havn Stötteförening
  Humlebaek Bådevaerft (small scale boat yard for reparations etc)

For more information:  http://www.sejlnet.dk/havneguide/humlebaek-havn
   www.sejlnet.dk

-

Small camping with ca 
10 campers Marina office
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€

M

P

-

1 filling station 
w porta potti
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

H U M L E B A E K / S L E T T E N 

1 jetty (beach)

1 sand and grass beach 
(south)
(north - private)

-

At marina office

Yes - walking distance

100 moorings

-

2 showers locked

1 Sletten Fisk (fish sales) 
w storage room
+ fishing huts

1 Sletten Bådeklubb
1 Kajak & dhingies 
club house
1 Sletten Båtvarv

-

1 Ishuset ice cream shop

- -

1 community centre 
“Sletten Bådeklubb“ w 
facilities

ca 45 p-spots

1 Restaurang Sletten

2 ladies’ toilet
2 mens’ toilet
1 hdc toilet
2 toilets (beach)

Reflection:
- Humlebaek Sletten is a small harbour. 
- Some harbour activity which is enabled by parking.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings, the beach.
- Large scale sailing school appears very organised.
- Sletten Bådeklubb has a building on the pier, lenaing out over the water on stilts. This works as a 
  community center with “private bar“ for the members.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area. Narrow alleys with half timbered houses 
  with thatched roofs. It appears very picturesque.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: see Humlebaek Krogerup
- No opening hours, only phone number.
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- Some tourist activity w beaches, fish sales, kiosk and restaurant.
- Compounds: Sletten Bådeklubb (approx. 23 dinghies and 10 larger dinghies + kayaks)
  Sletten Bådevaerft (small scale boat yard for reparations etc)

For more information: http://www.sejlnet.dk/havneguide/sletten-havn

-

- Marina office
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

N I V Å 

1 jetty (beach)
1 jetty (pier) 
“Vandskiklubben“ + 
“Nivå Pingvinerne“

1 sand beach (south)

1 ? locked container for 
Nivå Pingvinerne

At marina office

Walking distance

400 moorings

-

2 showers locked
1 shower outdoor (beach)
+ washing facilities locked

Several fishing huts + 
fishing activity

See list above for 
compounds and activities.

-

1 Nivå Havn Is og Grill

- -

1 community centre 
“Nivå Tursejlere“ w 
facilities

Ca 90 p-spots (marina)
Ca 35 p-spots (beach)
Ca 40 p-spots (by pier)
Ca 20 p-spots (roddklubb)

1 Restaurang Trekosten
1 Restaurang Lagunen

2 ladies + 1 hdc (beach)
1 mens (beach) 
2 toilets + 1 hdc (marina) 
locked

Reflection:
- Nivå Havn is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Parking divided in the marina area to suit the different activities.
- The many fishinghuts of “Nivå Fritidsfiskare” are in two lines next to the fishing boat area. They 
have private BBQs and the area is well loocked after and a place for their social gatherings.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Buildings in the marina are red, appear newly renovated and looked after.
- The marina has floating docks.
- Rowan and Rosehip are the dominating vegetation in Niva Havn.
- Signs with information of the nature reserve.
- Dwelling: There are no dwellings in Nivå havn. Nivå is a danich village with stone houses, 
typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 7.821 (http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niv%C3%A5) 
- Payment at harbour office, if locked, go to “Nivå Havn Is og Grill”.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Several tourist activities.
- Nature reserve to the south.
- Compounds: Nivå Bådelaug NB (approx. 32 dinghies and 2  very large dinghies)
  Nivå Tursejlere
  Nivå Kajak Klubb
  Nivå Rodd Klubb
  Nivå Fritidsfiskare
  Vandskiklubben
  Nivaa Pingvinerne

For more information:  www.nivaahavn.dk
   www.nivaapingvinerne.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk

1 playground w field

- Marina office
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P
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-
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

R U N G S T E D 

1 jetty on the pier “Hör-
sholm Rungsted Vikinge-
laug”
3 jetties on the beach

1 beach to the south

- changing room for 
winter swimmers

At marina office

Walking distance

750 moorings

1 The Bagel Shop
1 Café Valentin

2 showers locked

1 Fiskerikajen (fishsales)
+ fishing huts and services

See list above for 
compounds, companies 
and activities.

1 museum “Karen 
Blixens home “ 

1 Havnekiosken grill og is

- -

-

Ca 500 p-spots (marina)
Ca 150 p-spots (nearby)

1 Rungsted Havn Brasseriet
1 Club Riva, grill&steak 
1 Restaurant Il Gabbiano
1 Restaurant Nokken
1 Fiskerikajen     1 No 22
1 CaféClubRoyal  1 Sushi
1 The Captain     2 BBQ

1 ladies toilet locked
1 mens toilet locked
1 hdc toilet locked  
+ in all restaurants etc

Reflection:
- Rungsted is a very large marina divided on two sides with fishing activities ans smaller sailboats 
to the north and yachts and larger sailboats to the south.
- Harbour and tourist activity is very commercial with many restaurants, shops and bike rental.
- There are several private with clubs.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Large parking is gathered and in the center of the marina but appears to be on the backside, not 
visible from the marina activities.
- Heavy floating docks made in concrete.
- The author Karen Blixen museum is situated right next to the marina.
- Only whitebeam and Oakleaf hurdles with their significant red berries in the marina area (oxel-
träd och oxelhäckar)
- Dwelling: There are apartmentbuildings and a large hotel in Rungsted havn. Other Rungsted 
dwellings are danish village with stone houses, typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 6.403 (http://sogn.dk/rungsted/fakta-om-sognet/)
- 1 port office.
- Very large marina with fishing activity and an industry harbour.
- Several tourist activities.
- Compounds: Rungsted Havn A/S (120 dinghies + 20 larger)  Shops:  Rungsted Fiskehus 
  Turist Information     RungstedMarine-yachtsales
  Kongelig Dansk Yacht Klubb    Provianten (all day)
  Rungsted Kyst Vandskiklubb    Sct Thomas (clothing)
  Rungsted Roklubb     Sct Thomas (shoes)
  Rungsted Kajakklubb     Frisör (hairdresser)
  Hörsholm Rungsted Vikingelaug - vinterbadere  Sea Ray (boat sales)
  Rungsted Bådvaerft (reparations)   RungstedMarine/boat sales
  Köbenhavns Marineservice (engine reparations) Sunseeker (boat sales)
  UK sales (sail maker)
   
For more information:  www.rungsted-havn.dk
   info@rungsted-havn.dk 
   http://kdy.dk/run_havn.php4
   www.sejlnet.dk
 

1 organised dock for 
crab fishing

1 Rungstedgaard Hotel Marina office
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

V E D B A E K 

- only private jetties

1 sand beach (southt)
1 smaller sand beach(north)

-

Cash payment in a box 
at marina office

Yes - walking distance

464 moorings
(growing w 156 spots)

-

2 ladies showers locked
2 mens showers locked

Modern fishing huts/space

1 Vedbaek Sejlklubb
1 Vedbaek Kanot og Kajak 
Klubb
1 Vedbaek Surfing Klubb 
1 Vedbaek Sea Rescue

Havnekontor - marina 
office

-

1 Havne Kiosken

-

-

Several for the private 
clubs

Ca 500 p-spots (total)

1 Nautilus restaurang og 
café
1 First hotel restaurang
1 Indisk take away

3 ladies toilets (locked)
3 mens toilets (locked)
2 toilets north

-

1 First Hotel

Reflection:
- Vedbaek is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Vedbaek Havn is rebuilt, drawn by architect bureau Vandkunsten, 1987-1990.
- The marina is now being enlarged. The eastern/outer pier is moved and reinforced to give room 
for more moorings and to be able to handle future storms.
- The marina is uniform and modern, resembling buildings are dressed in black tarnite plates.
- Uniform buildings are spread out along the harbour, connected with uniform walls and benches 
with integrated lighting and waste bins, hiding messy necessities such as fishing nets etc.
- There area several places to sit outside where you can find shade and windshield.
- The parking is divided to smaller areas, divided by green areas and trees wich gives a nice 
impression. Only narrow columnar shaped Oak trees, Rosehip and Lavender (clematis and field 
bindweed in larger pots)
- All parking is private. Unclear since its the only available parking, it has payment machines.
- There are open spaces for gatherings, especially the beach.
- Dwelling: Impressive danish stone villas typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 7.913 ( www.statistikbanken.dk) (2005)
- Larger marina office
- Large marina with fishing activity.
- Tourist activities.
- Compounds: Vedbaek Sejlklubb og jolle afdelning (approx. 34 dinghies  and 26 larger dinghies)
  Vedbaek Kanot og Kajak Klubb
  Vedbaek Surfing Klubb
  Vedbaek sea rescue society
  Provianten Vedbaek Havn (shop)

For more information:  www.vedbaek-havn.dk
             www.vedbaek-sejlklubb.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk
 http://minbaad.dk/nyhed/archive/2012/27/september/article/vedbaek-havn-udvides-med-160-baadpladser/
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2.1 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: D E N M A R K

T A A R B A E K 

1 jetty on pier
Others are private

-

-

At marina office

Walking distance

100 moorings

-

-

Fishing huts

1 Taarbaek Sejlklubb

-

-

- -

-

Ca 6 p-spots (restaurant)
+ p-spots along main road

1 Restaurant Taarbaek/
Taarbaek Kro
2 BBQ on piers

Ca X ladies’ toilets locked
Ca X ladies’ toilets locked
+ washing
1 hdc toilet ( ho, open)

Reflection:
- Taarbaek is a small harbour.
- Harbour activity is private.
- There are no spaces for gatherings, only smaller on the piers for BBQ.
- There is no parking in the harbour only p-spots along the main road in Taarbaek.
- Piers are dressed in wood which makes them appear softer and warmer.
- The marina is for sailboats with a large crane and organised boat dock storage (in the northern 
corner).
- Taarbaek marina is under renovation and appears in very good shape.
- The Taarbaek school is situated between the main road in Taarbaek and the harbour where a 
height difference tilts towards the water. The school is newly renovated mixing old with new in a 
fun way. From the harbour the toiletpackage is nicely dug down a few steps, sharing the footprint 
of the schoolyard and separating the schoolkids from the marina groundlevel, giving them an 
overlook of the marina and the ocean.
- Dwelling: White larger summer villas in stone in combination with tiled appartment buildings.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 1.591 (http://sogn.dk/taarbaek/fakta-om-sognet/)
- 1 port office which is locked, no information.
- Marina with small fishing activity.
- Mairna appears private. 
- No tourist activity, no parking. 
- Compounds: Taarbaek Havn
  Taarbaek Sejlklubb
  
For more information:  www.taarbaek-havn.dk
   www.sejlnet.dk

1 playground of Taarbaek 
Skole, open to public after 
opening hours

- Marina office 
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1. Mölle

2. Lerhamn

3. Nyhamnsläge

4. Höganäs

5. Lerberget

6. Viken

7. Domsten

8. Helsingborg

9. Råå

11. Sundvik

10. Ålabodarna

12. Borstahusen

13a. Landskrona norra/Lindshamn

13b. Landskrona hamn

13c. Landskrona södra/Lundåkrahamn

15. Vikhög

14. Barsebäckshamn

16. Bjärred

Appendix 1: marina survey:

2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

1
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13a
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15

16

13b
13c

Plan over Öresund 1:400 000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

M Ö L L E

1 jetty to south, appears 
private

-

-

Automatic payment

Walking distance

105 moorings

Surf In - café and shop
Våffel café

1 ladies’ shower (locked)
1 mens’ shower (locked)
+ open dish washing
+ washing room

1 fish sales “Feskeboa“
fishing huts

KSS-Kullens Segelssällskap
Kayak rental
Special Sports Club

-

1 Mölles Hamnkiosk 
& kök

-
1 “Olympe Kuyper” 
historical room/
museum

-

Ca 36 p-spots (marina)
Ca 15 p-spots (near mari-
na w reserved p-spots)
3 bus parking
3 by KSS

1 Hotell Kullaberg
1 Knafres Café Mölle
1 Systrarna på piren
1 Mölle Thai Take Away
3 BBQ to south

3 ladies’ toilets
2 mens’ toilets
2 urinals
1 toilets (harbour office)
1 hdc toilet(harbour office)

Reflection:
- Mölle is a medium harbour.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Parking in the marina divided in two parts.
- Camping prohibited.
- There is no swimming facilities near the marina, for this you need to go west of Mölle to the clas-
sical “Ramsvik” where you can jump from cliffs just lika back in the 1920’s.
- The marina has a large mix of different funtcions which brings life to the area.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses and wooden villas, typical for the area with newer dwellings in 
the ouskirts of the village.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 715 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B6lle) (2010)
- 1 port office.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Lively marina with mixed functions such as fishing, restaurant, guest boats, water sports.
- Tourist activity.
- Mölle is surrounded by  nature reserve
- Marina with a history of sin, concerning the same sex bathing in the 1920’s.
- Compounds: KSS - Kullens Segelsällskap (approx. 11 dinghies, 3 larger dinghies, 8 kayaks)
  Mölle Kayjk Center 
  Kayak School
  Special Sports Club
  RS Mölle (Svenska Sjöräddningssällskapet- SRSS)
   
For more information:  www.molle.se
   www.mollehamn.se
   www.mollekajakcenter.se

-

Hotell Kullaberg
(Grand Hôtel Mölle, north)
(Turisthotellet, north)
(Strandgården B&B)

Feskeboa - marina 
office 

PP
M

€

M

P

2 shops books/home 
decor etc

1 filling station 
w porta potti

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

L E R H A M N

2 jetties 
(one with a trampoline)

1 beach

1 small

Payment - in a jar

-

46 moorings

-

-

-

1 compound

-

-

1 small

1 boule field -

1 small

ca 40 p-spots, not 
located in the harbour

-

1 hdc toilet

Reflection:
- Lerhamn is a very small harbour that appears private. 
- Low harbour activity.
- The marina is circled by a reef. 
- Cars are to be parked away from the marina where they are not perceived.
- The bridge is tarred, black, a nice impression.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 70 (http://lokaltidningen.se/lerhamn--ett-vintersvalt-turistmaal-/20120302/artikler/120309949/)
- No opening hours.
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- No camping allowed.
- No tourist activity.
- Compounds: Lerhamns Byförening

For more information: http://hd.se/hoganas/2007/05/14/muddring-faar-vaenta-i-lerhamn/

P

-

-

€

€

M

P

-

-

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

N Y H A M N S L Ä G E

1 jetty

2 sand beach (north)
1 stone beach (south)

-

Payment - in a jar

Yes - walking distance

70 moorings

-

-

-

2 compound

-

-

1 small

- -

1 small w facilities

ca 20 p-spots

1 BBQ

2 toilets

Reflection:

- Nyhamnsläge is a very small harbour. 
- Some harbour activity.
- Cars are to be parked next to the marina.
- There is a larger open space for gatherings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 1.500 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyhamnsl%C3%A4ge)
- No opening hours.
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- Some tourist activity.
- Compounds: Nyhamnsläges Byförening with BBQ
  Sailing school (approx. 16 dinghies)

For more information: www.nyhamnsbyalag

-

-

P

€

€

M

P

-

-

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

H Ö G A N Ä S

1 wide, long and accessible 
jetty on the pier.

Beach to the east

Saunas in the cold 
bath “kvickbadhuset“ 

Automatic - at 
marina office

Walking distance

440 moorings

-

4 showers open air(beach)
2+2 showers locker room
Ca 2+2 showers locked - 
for harbour guests

Fishing huts
and services

See list above for com-
pounds, companies and 
activities.

-

1 Kvick Kiosken

1 land hockey field
1 mini golf 

-

-

Ca 150 p-spots (marina)
Ca 50 p-spots private 
(marina)
Several p-spots along 
beach (30 min weekdays)

1 Restaurang Bryggan

2 toilets (beach)
1 handicap toilet (beach) 
Ca 2+2 toilets locked + 
urinal for harbour guests

Reflection:
- Höganäs is a large marina placed next to the city center.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private with offices.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- New changing rooms, shower and toilet package next to the beach.
- New, wider and accessible wooden bridges along the pier for sunbathing.
- Parking in the marina is possible, no camping allowed.
- Dwelling: a mix of villas and apartmeen buildings from 19th century until today. 
   Brick houses are common.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 25.215 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%B6gan%C3%A4s_kommun)
- 1 port office.
- Large marina with fishing activity and an industry harbour.
- Tourist activities.
- Compounds: Höganäs Båtsällskap - HBS
  Bryggan Hotell & Konferens
  Höganäs Roddförening
  Kullens Skutseglare - klubblokal
  Kvickbadhuset
  Svenska Sjöräddningssällskapet SSRS
  Höganäs Tullhus/Höganäs shipping
  Tillberg Design
  RS Höganäs (Svenska Sjöräddningssällskapet- SRSS)
   
For more information:  www.hbs.se
   www.kvickbadhuset.se
   http://hd.se/hoganas/2007/05/13/ny-baathall-oeppnar-foer-i-hamnen/ 
   

2 playgrounds
1 exercise field

1 Bryggan Hotell & 
Konferens

Marina office

P

P

€

€

M

P

1 shop marine/clothing

1 filling station
w porta potti

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

L E R B E R G E T

1 Jetty 
(w smart double ladder)

1 sand beach (north)
(south - only stones)

Portable

Payment - in a jar

Yes - walking distance

100 moorings

-

-

-

2 compounds

-

-

1 boule field

Small harbour 
museum and 
gathering point.

-

ca 7 p-spots

-

1 ladies’ toilet
1 mens’ toilet

Reflection:
- Lerberget is a small harbour. 
- Some harbour activity.
- There is hardly any parking in the marina.
- There is a larger open space for gatherings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.
- The “double jetty“ is very smart for crowded summerdays, jump opportunity.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 2.700 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lerberget)
- No opening hours, only phone number.
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- Camping site to the north with restaurant and kiosk.
- Some tourist activity.
- Compounds: Village association
  Lerbergets segelsällskap (approx. 13 dinghies and 28 larger dinghies)

For more information:  www.lerberget.se
   http://lerberget.se/?page_id=57

1 playground

camping in village
B&B in village

M

P Small marina 
museum and 
gathering point.

€

€

M

P

-

-

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

V I K E N

1 wide, long and accessible 
jetty on the pier.

1 beach to the west (and 
further to the west )

Saunas in the cold bath 
“Vikens Bastubadare”

In the restaurant 
“Galejan”

Walking distance

210 moorings

-

1 ladies shower locked
1 mens shower locked
+ by the sauna

Fishing huts
and services

Vikens Båtsällskap - WBS
Vikens Seglasskola

1 “Galleri Hamnen“

1 Hamn Kiosken

1 land hockey field
1 mini golf 

“Vikens Sjöfartsmu-
seum” + Eriksborg 
(wheelhouse)

-

Ca 35 p-spots (marina)
Ca 37 p (west marina)
Ca 16 p-spots private 
(sauna)

1 Galejan-restaurang&bar
1 Hamnkrogen
1 Babord

2 toilets (beach)
1 handicap toilet (beach) 
Ca 2+2 toilets locked + 
urinal for harbour guests

Reflection:
- Viken is a medium marina.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private with offices.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Parking in the marina is possible, no camping allowed.
- The marina has a large mix of different funtcions which brings life to the area.
- The flowershaped bridge in the ceter of the marina is an interesting placement of the moorings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses from the 18th and 19th century, typical for the area.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 4.227 (http://befolkningen.com/sverige/hoganashelsingborg/viken)
- No open port office, but a port host.
- Marina with fishing activity and businesses.
- Tourist activities.
- Compounds: Vikens Båtsällskap - WBS
  Wikens Seglasskola (approx. 26 dinghies, 2 larger dinghies)
  ndprod.se
  Nordicare
   
For more information:  www.vikensbs.se
   www.vikenbastubadare.se
   www.vikenshamn.se

2 playgrounds
1 exercise field

1 Bryggan Hotell & 
Konferens

-

P

P
P

M

€

€

M
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-

-
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

D O M S T E N

1 jetty newly renovated on 
the pier

1 beach to the north

(the former sauna has 
burnt down)

At Christians Fiskebod

Walking distance

150 moorings

Christians Fiskebod

2 showers locked

Christians Fiskebod

Dosmtens Båtklubb
By Föreningen
Domstens Idrotts Klubb

-

-

1 boule field -

1 community centre 
“Havsbris“ w facilities

Ca 75 p-spots 
+ 6 larger p-spots

1 BBQ

2 toilets

Reflection:

- Domsten is a small marina.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Parking in the marina.
- The marina has a large mix of different functions which brings life to the area.
Very popular for bathing and swimming, not only by the inhabitants. Sunbathing is possible both 
on the pier as well as on the beach.
- The “masonite village“ to the south of Domsten is built up every spring to be torn down by its 
owners each fall.
- Vegetation; overgrown Rosehip, and pine groves.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses from the 18th and 19th century, typical for the area with new-
er dwellings in the outskirts of the village.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 617 (http://befolkningen.com/sverige/helsingborg/domsten) 
- “Christians fiskebod” functions as port host, restaurant, fish sales etc.
- Marina with fishing activity. Crab “fishing“ is very popular.
- Tourist activity.
- Surrounded by nature reserve on land and at sea.
- Close to Kulla Gunnarstorp castle owned by count Trolle.
- Compounds: Domstens Båtklubb (approx. 14 dinghies, 5 larger dinghies)
  By Föreningen
  Domstens Idrotts Klubb - DIK
  Södra Domstens Badförening - SDB
   
For more information:  www.domstensbåtklubb.se
   www.domsten.nu (village association)
   http://hd.se/helsingborg/2010/08/06/langa-koer-till-batplatser/

1 playground

- Christians Fiskebod
P€

P

€

M

P

-

-
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At Gröningen and Friabad

1 Friabad and Gröningen 
   north
1 Tropical Beach

-

At marina office

Walking distance

300 moorings

1 Espresso House

Several showers at 
Harbour office locked

Fishing huts
1 Fishing activities - “Hels-
ingborgs Båtarna”
1 Roys Fiskhandel

See list above for 
compounds, companies 
and activities.

Dunkers Kulturhus

1 Yogi
+ more kiosks to the north

Skate ramps -

1 HYC
1 H55 - pavillion
1 Parapeten

Ca 120 p-spots(north pier)
Ca 140 p-spots(pier)
Ca 30 p-spots(south pier)
Ca 120 p (east buildings)
Ca 250 p(Dunkers+Pgarage)

1 Gagliano    1 Beach Club
1 RoysFiskhandel PubRo
1 Perssons     1 Originelle
1 YaHa!     1 Dunkers
1 TropicBar

Several toilets at 
Harbour office locked
2 toilets (tropical beach)

Reflection:
- Helsingborg is a large marina placed next to the city center.
- Was built for the H99 home exhibition in 1999.
- Marina activity, both commercial and private with offices and shops.
- Marina for sail and motorboats as well as larger fishing/daytour boats.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- New, wider and accessible wooden bridges along the pier for sunbathing.
- Parking in the marina is possible, no camping allowed.
- Dwelling: Only Apartment buildings from 19th century until today.  Harbour is modern white 
  from the 1999 exhibition.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 132.989 (http://www.helsingborg.se/Medborgare/Kommun-och-politik/om-helsingborg/Statistik/)
- 1 port office.
- Large marina with some fishing activity, mostly for tourists.
- Tourist activities with several restaurants.
- Compounds: Helsingborg Yacht Club - HYC
  Båtmännen   Helsingborgs Rodd Klubb - HRK
  Helsingborgs Båtarna  Transwaggon AB  
  Lind Segel AB   + several shops and services
   
For more information:  www.hyc.se
   http://hd.se/helsingborg/2010/08/06/langa-koer-till-batplatser/
   

-

In Helsingborg city Marina office

P

P

P

P

PP

P

P

P

€

M

P

8 shops home decor/
marine/clothing etc.
+ more shops in city

1 filling station
w porta potti

2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

H E L S I N G B O R G

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

R Å Å

1 jetty newly renovated on 
the pier

Beach to the south and 
further to the north. 
Only rocks north of the 
harbour

(the former sauna has 
burnt down)

1 north marina office
1 south automatic

Walking distance

1100 moorings

-

2 showers locked
+ washing facilities
x 2 - north and south

fishing huts

See list above for com-
pounds, repairs and ac-
tivities.

-

1 Ven Kiosken (by boats)
1 Dansbanans Kiosk

1 boule field 1 Marina museum

1 Community centre 
“Råånocken“ at RHSS 
south

Ca 300 p-spots (marina)
Ca 150 p (near marina)
Ca 200 p (nature reserve)
Ca200 p-spots (Ven boats)
Ca 80 p(m.office north) mm

1 Råå Wärdshus
1 Restaurang Ankaret - 
Råå småbåtshamn

3 ladies toilet locked
3 mens toilet locked
1 handicap toilet locked
x 2 - north and south

Reflection:
- Råå is a large marina.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Changing booths along the beach.
- Footbridges along the Råå river to reach the sail boats.
- Next to the museum is a dance-floor with small kiosk.
- Parking in the marina can only be reached by passing Råå on the outer ring road. “Vehicular 
traffis prohibited” through the entire village impossible to reach the harbour by car if comming 
along the waterside from the north.
- The north of Råå river has a mix of different funtcions, especially the passenger boats to/from 
Ven island. The marina has few functions and no tourist activities except for moorings.
- Only birch and rowan along the water in the marina area to the south.
- Dwelling:“fishing village” houses from the 18th and 19th century, typical for the area. Both villas 
and rowhouses built densely together.
- To the north of the mairna is a nude cold bath and a new preschool made by Dorte Mandrup 
Architechts.

Noted:
- Inhabitants: 3047 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%A5%C3%A5)
- 2 port office open 9-10 and 18-19 (Restaurang Ankaret for other hours, south)
- A split marina with fishing activity.
- Tourist activity to the north side of the Råå river.
- Nature reserve to the south “Råånocken“ with walking paths: Örby Ängar and Fortuna Strand 
  leading towards Rydebäcksbadet.
- Compounds: Råå Hamn Segelsällskap - RHSS (south marina)
  Råå Hamn Segelsällskap - RHSS Åkroken (north marina)
  RS Råå (Svenska Sjöräddningssällskapet- SRSS)  
  Råå Båtklubb    Rååbadarna (naked bath to north)
  Råå Köpmannaförening   Råå Jolleklubb
  Råå Marina (boatyard)   Hjertmans Båttillbehör
  Råå Sjöscoutkår (approx. 6 dinghies) Träbåtsföreningen
  Råå gymnastikförening    Råå stenhuggeri
   
For more information:  www.visit-råå.nu
   www.rååbadarna.se (naked bath to north)
http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/skane/SiteCollectionDocuments/sv/publikationer/pluskatalogen/sammanfattningkustzonen.pdf

1 playground

1 nature reserve w camper 
possibilities
(Råå Vallar - Camping to 
north w restaurant, kiosk 
and mini-golf.)

2 marina offices

M

P

P

€

P

P
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M

P

1 shop marine/clothing
+ more in village

1 filling station 
w porta potti

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

Å L A B O D A R N A

3 small jetties

-

1 Sauna (club)

Automatic payment

-

60 moorings

-

2 showers, locked

fishing huts
fish sales (order all year)

-

-

1 Kiosk “Hamnkiosken 
i Ålabodarna“

1 boule field -

1 community center

ca 50 p-spots prepaid
ca 50 p-spots by kiosk
+ ca 100 p-spots north of 
village (outside)

1 Restaurant 
“Helgas Hamnkrog“
1 BBQ

2 toilets,
1 handicap toilet
1 toilet locked
1 portable toilet in the north

Reflection:

- Ålabodarna is a small harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly outside the village (traffic cited to stay here).
- There is a larger open space for gatherings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.
- Toilets and showers with windows for daylight.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 105 (http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%85labodarna)
- 1 port office
- Small marina and fishing boat harbor.
- Next to Örenäs castle.
- Tourist activity.
- Compounds: Ålabodarna Hamn AB
  

1 playground

1 hotel “Örenäs castle” Marina office

P
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-
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

S U N D V I K

1 Jetty
1 small ladder (south)

Beaches to the south.
Only rock s to the north.

-

-

-

ca 20 small moorings

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

ca 70 p-spots north of 
village (outside)

-

1 outhouse, open

Reflection:

- Sundvik is a very small harbour. 
- The small village and its harbour activity is private.
- “Vehicular traffis prohibited” through the entire village. Small parking further outside the village 
(traffic cited to stay here).
- There are smaller open space for gatherings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.

Noted:

- 1 small harbour house “Hamnhuset“
- Small marina with some private fishing activity.
- No tourist activity.
- Close to Ålabodarna and Örenäs castle.
- Compounds: - Small/local harbour building
 
For more information: -

-

-
Small/local 
“marina office”
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-
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

B O R S T A H U S E N

1 large jetty on pier
5 smaller jetties on pier
4 smaller jetties by beach 

Sand beaches to the 
north and south

-

At marina office

Walking distance

300 moorings

-

4 shower booths 
+ washing room

1 fish sales “Fiskrökeri“
1 fish sales “Sundsill“
Yrkesfiskarna-fishing huts

Borstahusen Segelsällskap
Bath club, changing hut.

1 gallery “Pumphuset”

-

1 football field
1 historical museum, 
“Pumphuset”

1 community center w 
facilities

Ca 10 p-spots (along road)
Ca 60 p-spots (in village)
Ca 12 p-spots (Pumphu-
set)

1 Pumphuset, restaurant
1 Borstahusens Hamnkrog
1 Hamnens Hörna w fisch 
sales

6 toilets (north beach)
1 hdc toilet (north beach)
1 toilets (harbour office)
1 hdc toilet(harbour office)

Reflection:

- Borstahusen is a medium harbour.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly in the village (traffic cited to stay here).
- Unidirectional roads with low guideance aggravates smooth traffic flows for tourists.
- The total of 10 jetties facilitates bathing for a alrger amount of people .
- Pier is newly widened wich makes it easier for bathers and others to linger.
- The marina has a large mix of different funtcions which brings life to the area.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” row houses, typical for the area with newer dwellings in the ouskirta of 
the village.
- Public toilets by the north beach invite to stay longer, open 06-22.

Noted:

- 1 port office.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Lively mairna with mixed functions such as fishing, restaurant, guest boats, bathers.
- Tourist activity with several fish sales.
- 
- Compounds: Borstahusens Segelsällskap
  Pumphuset restaurant, gallery and museum.

1 playground

Camping “Mötesplats 
Borstahusen“ north of 
the village w kiosk and 
restaurant

Marina office 
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NORTHERN LANDSKRONA LINDESHAMN

-

No, rocks to the north.
Reed fields to the south

-

-

-

130 moorings

-

1 shower locked

ca 40 fishing huts (west) 
+ ca 20 (east)

-

-

-

- -

Lindeshamn Båtklubb

No public parking.
Ca 50 p-spots east of 
village (outside)

2 BBQ w fish cleaning 
and smokers

1 urinal open
1 toilet locked

Reflection:

- Lindeshamn is a small harbour. 
- The small village and its harbour activity is private.
- “Vehicular traffis prohibited” through the village. Small parking further outside the village (traffic 
cited to stay here).
- Some parking in the marina (private).
- There are several spaces for private gatherings.
- Dwelling: large stone villas from the early 1900’s.

Noted:

- Small marina with large private fishing activity.
- The northern harbour of Landskrona.
- No tourist activity.
- Compounds: Lindeshamn Båtklubb
  

-

- Lindeshamn Båtklubb - 
marina office
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-
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

LANDSKRONA HARBOUR

Kallbadhuset (destroyed 
in the storm)

Beaches (north)
Industrial areas (south)
Citadellbadet

2 Citadellbadet
2 Kallbadhuset 
(destroyed in the storm)

Payment - 
in “Seglarpaviljongen“

In Landskrona city

200 moorings
+ moorings east (smaller 
motorboats)

In Landskrona city

Showers locked for LSS

-

Roddklubben
Kanotklubben
Bangolfklubben

-

1 Bangolfkiosken

Fotball fields -

LSS - Landskrona 
Segel Sällskap

Ca 85 p-spots.
Ca 10 p-spots (north east)
+ Private p-garage under 
ground.

1 “Seglarpaviljongen - 
Krog och Hygge”
1 BBQ

4 ladies’ toilets
4 mens’ toilets
+ Toilets locked for LSS

Reflection:
- Landskrona harbour is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Larger parking in the marina (public and private).
- There are spaces for gatherings.
- The new Citadellbadet is made by Gert Wingård Architechts.
- Dwelling: large stone villas from the early 1900’s.
- Larger toilet package.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 32800 (http://www.landskrona.se/Om-Landskrona/Landskrona-i-siffror-/Befolkning.aspx)
- Marina with with no fishing activity.
- The central harbour of Landskrona, divided into two.
- Tourist activity.
- Compounds: LSS - Landskrona Segel Sällskap
  Roddklubben
  Kanotklubben
  Citadellbadet
  Bangolfklubben
  Kallbadhuset (destroyed in the storm)
  
For more information: http://sejlnet.dk/havneguide/landskrona-lustb%C3%A5thamn

1 Playground (private)
1 Playground (open)

In Landskrona city

LSS - Landskrona 
Segel Sällskap  
marina office

P

P

€

€

M

P

-

-

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

SOUTHERN LANDSKRONA LUNDÅKRAHAMN

-

-

-

At marina office

-

450 moorings

-

1 Shower locked

-

1 “Ostpirens båtklubb 
Landskrona”
1 Industry- “La Boat Care” 
(boat reparations)

-

-

- -

-

Ca 50+45 p-spots.
Ca 80 p-spots (along 
camping)
+ bicycle parking at every 
landing bridge

1 “Idas Restaurang”
1 BBQ (harbour office)

4 toilets (locked)
2 toilets (locked)

Reflection:

- Lundåkra harbour is a medium harbour. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- Larger parking spread out in the marina.
- There are spaces for gatherings.
- Dwelling: industrial area with allotments and camping.

Noted:

- Marina with with no fishing activity.
- Filling station
- The southern harbour of Landskrona.
- Tourist activity but appears private.
- Larger camping site with many allotments
- Compounds: Båtsällskapet “Ostpirens Båtklubb Landskrona”
    

-

ca 30 Camping spots Marina office

P

P

P

P

€

€

M

P

-

1 filling station
w porta potti

Scale 1:2000
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B A R S E B Ä C K S H A M N 

2 jetties on pier (one by 
the sauna)

1 sand beach north

1 sauna on pier

At marina office

Walking distance by the 
parking to the east, out-
side the village

ca 200 moorings

Bjerreds Saltsjöbad - 
Kallbadhus, café with 
wine and coctails.

2 ladies’ showers (locked)
2 mens’ showers (locked)
+ washing room

fishing huts

Pinhattan Segel Sällskap
Jolleskola

-

1 Barsebäckshamns 
Kiosk

1 football field -

-

Ca 24 p-spots  (marina)
Ca 100 p-spots (east, 
outisde village)

1 Barsebäckshamn 
Café & Restaurang
1 BBQ

2 ladies’ toilets (locked)
2 mens’ toilets (locked)
1 handicap toilet
1 toilet locked (restaurant)

Reflection:

- Barsebäckshamn is a medium harbour.
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings and lokal festivities for eg by the “Lions club”.
- Some parking in the marina but mostly outside the village (traffic cited to stay here).
- Areas appear newly renovated, is nicely done and neatly taken care of.
- The marina has a large mix of different funtcions which brings life to the area.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.

Noted:

- 1 port office.
- Marina with fishing activity.
- Lively mairna with mixed functions such as fishing, restaurant, guest boats, bathers.
- Tourist activity.
- Compounds: RS Barsebäck (Svenska Sjöräddningssällskapet- SRSS)
  Pinhättan Segels Sällskapet (approx. 40 dinghies, 13 larger dinghies)
   
For more information:  www.barsebäckshamn.eu 
   www.pinhattan.se (Segel Sällskapet)

-

- Marina office 

P

€

P

€

M

P

-

1 filling station 
w porta potti

Scale 1:2000
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V I K H Ö G

2 jetties on pier (one w 
trampoline)
2 smaller jetties (east) 

1 beach west
1 grass beaches east

-

-

-

2 fishingboat moorings
ca 90 moorings 
(the deepest are placed 
furthest in to the harbour)

-

-

fishing huts
fishing activity (a couple 
of fishing boats)

Vikhögs Byalag

-

-

1 boule field
1 fotball field

-

1 w facilities (Vikhögs 
Båtklubb)

Ca 40 p-spots  (private)
Ca 25 p-spots north of 
village (outside)

1 BBQ

2 toilets
1 handicap toilet

Reflection:

- Vikhög is a small harbour. 
- The small village and its harbour activity is private.
- “Vehicular traffis prohibited” through the entire village. Small parking further outside the village 
(traffic cited to stay here). Parking in harbour is private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- Dwelling: “fishing village” houses, typical for the area.

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 104 (http://www.kavlinge.se/kommunochpolitik/kommunfakta/statistik/befolkning.4.733c4d9113d1ef-
c66f1888.html)
- No opening hours.
- Small marina with small private fishing activity.
- No tourist activity.
- Harbour is rebuilt with added moorings to the south. Old harbour is the deepest and for the 
   larger boats.
- Compounds: Vikhögs Båtklubb (approx. 5 dinghies)
  Vikhögs Byalag
  

-

- Vikhögs Båtklubb

P

€

M

P

-

-

P

Scale 1:2000
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2.2 ÖRESUND MARINA SURVEY: S W E D E N

B J Ä R R E D

1 jetty on pier for all
“Långa Bryggan“
2 in Bjerreds Saltsjöbad

Sand beaches to the 
north and south

Several in Bjerreds 
Saltsjöbad

-

Walking distance in 
Bjärred 

121 moorings

Bjerreds Saltsjöbad - 
Kallbadhus, café with 
wine and coctails.

1 outdoor shower
Several in Bjerreds 
Saltsjöbad

-

Bjärreds Optimist Jolle 
Klubb (BOJK)

-

1 Strandbaden Kiosk

2 tennis fields -

-

Ca 4 p-spots  (beach)
Ca 70 p-spots (parking)
ca 16 p-spots (kiosk)
Ca 15 p-spots (marina)

2 BBQ (marina)

1 toilet + 1 urinal
1 hdc toilet (open winter)
1 toilet locked (BOJK)
Several in Bjerreds 
Saltsjöbad

Reflection:
- Bjärred is a very small harbour with locked gates. 
- Harbour activity, both commercial and private.
- There are larger open spaces for gatherings.
- The waters are very shallow w 600 m to the “Bjerreds Saltsjöbad“.
- Dwelling: new villas mixed with wooden houses from the early 1900’s typical for the area.
- Public toilets invite to stay longer

Noted:

- Inhabitants: 9800 (http://www.lomma.se/huvudmeny/kommunochpolitik/omlommakommun.4.7a48a90b12c665d-
edb480008581.html)
- No opening hours, private activity.
- Small marina, no fishing activity.
- Tourist activity by the beaches. No tourist activity by the marina.
- Harbour exists of only one private bridge.
- Swimming at Bjerreds Saltsjöbad is only possible when the café is open. Yearly memberships 
possible for inhabitants, from october only opened on weekends.
- Compounds: Bjärreds Optimist Jolle Klubb “BOJK” (approx. 40 dinghies, 9 smaller catamarans)
  Bjärreds Båtklubb “BBK”
  
For more information: http://bjarredsbatklubb.dinstudio.se/1/2/klubben/

1 playground

- - 

P

P

P

€

M

P

-

-

Scale 1:2000
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Thoughts:
This marina survey has been very helpful as a starting point for this 
thesis project in understanding the Öresund region. The investigated 
marinas: the eighteen marinas on the Swedish side of Öresund and the 
eleven marinas on the Danish side, are situated opposite each other and 
show a wide range of marinas in terms of size and functions, all with 
similarities and differences in visual expression and functions, even 
country wise.

The Öresund region, has no archipelago meaning that tourists arriving by 
boats are especially depending on the marinas. The marinas are visited 
by Swedish boat owners as well as Danish, Dutch, Germans and some 
Norwegians. Observations show a difference in handling tourism on the 
different sides of the water.

Similarities and Differences:
The first thing that strikes me is the shape of the piers. There is no doubt 
that the Swedish marinas protect themselves from the northwest winds 
and waves with entries from the south while the Danish marinas need 
more protection from the southeast with openings from the north to have 
safer exits and entries for their sail- and motorboats. 

Both sides of the water have large scale sailing schools, some marinas 
even have kayak and other water sport courses and clubs. Exercising 
clubs are more frequent on the Danish side and for.eg dinghies appear 
newer and are often sponsored by different companies (for e.g. Bodum in 
Humlebaek Sletten). But the interest in nautical sports is large and can 
be a big income generator since this in the long term creates an interest 
for the sea life among the younger inhabitants in the area. 

Both Swedish and Danish marinas are welcoming towards boat tourists 
and most of the marinas provide guest moorings with a smaller marina 
office and various toilet facilities. Differences are the main functions of 
the marinas, commerciality, solutions and the care of the guests. The 
Danish marinas mostly have restaurants and fish sales in combination 
with larger parking areas and public toilets. The Swedish marinas often 
appear more private with locked huts and facilities with pinned up 
telephone numbers. If we compare Gilleleje Havn with its 

Appendix 1: marina survey:

3. S U M M A R Y   O F   M A R I N A   S U R V E Y

approximately 250 moorings to Råå hamn with its 1100 moorings the 
differences in commerciality of the marina areas are striking. Both 
marinas have businesses and boat yards but the opportunity for tourists 
to linger on, shop and eat is very well developed in Gilleleje while the 
actual marina in Råå is very industrial and holds only one small 
restaurant. 

Of course very small marinas appear private on both sides of Öresund like 
Vikhög and Lerhamn on the Swedish side as well as Taarbaek and 
Snekkersten on the Danish side. But even though the marina appears 
private with closed huts and low public activities the Danish marinas 
always have at least one Kro/restaurant, a place to gather for 
inhabitants and tourists. Here people make their way to the marinas 
coming both from the sea side as well as by car to experience the 
marinas which brings life to these more public areas. People linger on for 
a while. The Taarbaek marina has a remarkable toilet, shower and 
washing area which is dug down under a school courtyard and the piers 
are covered in wood creating a warm and carefully designed feeling to the 
area.

Marinas with sunbathing beaches and jetties are more common on the 
Danish side as well as winter bathing clubs with saunas and changing 
huts. Snekkersten has a considerably large swimming team. This requires 
extra space for people, bicycles, public transportation and parking. A 
good parking example is found in Rungsted where you meet a large 
parking in the middle of the marina. Walking in Rungsted havn the 
parking is never present since it is placed on the backside of the buildings 
where people do not move. It is never visible, always easily accessible. 

The movement of mooring owners is slow on both sides of the Öresund. 
People tend to hold on to their moorings for a long time and rather rent 
them out second-hand to keep them for children and grand children. This 
adds to the queuing time and complicates the boat ownership in the area 
for interested boaters and new sailors. Queuing for up to ten years is not 
considered the best option.

Nivå: Rowan Rungsted: Whitebeam,Oakleaf Vedbaek: Field Bindweed (Åkervinda)

Vedbaek: Oak and Rosehip

Domsten: Rosehip

Domsten: Rosehip

Humlebaek/Sletten: SejlskoleBjärred: SeglarskolaTaarbaek havn: Barbeque
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Inspiring ideas:
I considered the marinas on the Danish side to have a stronger design 
and solutions in their architectural elements than the Swedish, smaller 
and more traditional marinas with old fishing huts and standard cabins. 
The Danish marinas appear more thought trough and create a surprising 
factor in a more inspiring way, being more unpredictable yet traditional.

There was a certain effect of concentrating the planted areas in the 
marina, using location friendly and specific species. 

This was especially shown in the Danish marinas such as:
 -  Nivå: Rowan and Rosehip
 -  Rungsted: White beam and oak leaf with their significant red berries.
 -  Vedbaek: narrow columnar shaped Oak trees, Rosehip and Lavender     
                 (clematis and Field Bindweed in larger pots)

The Swedish marinas show examples of this in a more overgrown manor:
 -   Domsten: Rosehip
 -   Råå: Rowan and Birch along the water

The plants mark the areas in a very clear way and create an entity, 
independent of being shaped as plantings or as overgrown vegetation. 
The planted areas that are maintained regularly mark a clearer ownership 
of the marinas but it is not necessarily only that method that marks a 
division of the area. Important notion is the use of area specific greenery. 
How the usage of plants that are already thriving in the area are 
helpful for the marinas on different levels of organised plantings to create 
a whole.

Floating bridges are more and more common, especially in the newer 
marinas and the marinas that are renovated after the larger storms like 
Helsingborg, Hornbaek and Höganäs. Moving boulders and renovating 
piers is expensive. The cost of this in Hornbaek marina is 1,5 million DKK. 
They have decided to increase the marina while taking this investment. 
What it shows is that new marinas need to plan for storms and high 
water levels initially to keep rebuilding and repairing costs low.

Industrial marinas are needed along the coastlines and it is important to 
keep them separated from the other functions in the marinas since they 
both create noise as well as litter and dust. But since they are an 
essential function in marinas they need central positions and 
Gilleleje havn in Denmark is a good example on separating functions but 
still creating a feeling of one marina that is walkable and open for the 
visitors, free to explore.

Synopsis:
These observations have shown that the Swedish marinas have 
potential for a higher commerciality. The Danish marinas I have 
investigated in this thesis project have shown a local pride in the Danish 
marinas and even though they are more commercial and appear more 
public. The Danish marinas have captured the feeling of intimacy and 
privacy and are perceived as public and open to be shared not only to 
boaters but to anyone enjoying the sea and sea life. This is a feeling I 
want to proceed with in this thesis investigation, creating a marina. The 
marina should not only be for boat owners, it is a place for all to gather, 
but still with intimate areas that can appear private, but only if needed. 
To achieve this it is important to include other functions to the marina, 
making it the home for more activities than boat owning. Activities such 
as sandy beaches with jetties, kayaks, windsurfing clubs, restaurant, 
fishing, winter bathers, sports fields and crab fishing is especially 
common and a successful combination. These activities can include all 
ages with wider interests bringing additional life and people to the 
marina; people attract people.

Open space is important, both for the additional activities mentioned 
above but also for future interests like fishing net boiler/cleaner and 
smokers like in Humlebaek sletten.

Humlebaek/Sletten havn: functions and benches as design elements are mixed on the pier

Hornbeak: old meets new in a picturesque way

Humlebaek Sletten: Boat club Rungsted havn: Crab race

Gilleleje havn: with large ship yard and several fishing boats
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The land areas of harbours/ports are divided into different types: cargo 
ports (styckegodshamnar), bulk cargo ports (bulkgodshamnar) and fishing 
ports (fiskehamnar) which are more industrial handling the movement of 
goods between ships and land transportation methods such as trucks and 
railway. Other ports are not so common anymore since passenger traffic is 
often connected to the goods and passenger ships that are docking in to 
larger ports. Marinas (småbåtshamnar) are in smaller scale and created 
for amusement uses where there is no loading or large vehicles present (S. 
Avén 209). What defines the fishing ports are that they are home ports / 
support ports for fishing boats. They can also be ports for landing fish, often 
it is a combination of the two. Important ingredients to these ports are boat 
houses/ fishing huts, ice houses, storage facilities and provisioning 
opportunities. Even a smaller boat yard and a facility for diesel oil is useful. 
To be able to unload fish in the best way the speed is important, achieved 
by winches and trucks along with auction halls and cooling equipment, 
offices and packaging facilities (223).

Looking at marinas uptake and launching of boats is often made by a 
boat crane, lifting the boat directly between the water and the trailer. This 
demands a secured ground to handle the heavy loads, preferably paved 
with asphalt. This surface is also the best since it doesn’t create dust or 
dirt to flow in the area destroying paint and surface jobs on the small boats 
(224). A launching ramp is very useful if the seabed conditions allow it. A 
grinding carriage pulls the boats out from the water on tracks with a width 
of two (cross-grinding, sloping 1:10) or three meters (long grinding, sloping 
1:7). The necessary depth for the grinding carriage should be at least 2,5 m 
for sail boats and at least 1,5 meters for motor boats (224).

Winter storage of boats is handled in blocks of maximum 500 m2 
surrounded by a 5 meter wide fire street. Fire posts and equipment to put 
out oil fires are to be situated in the area according to local fire regulations 
(224). A harbour entrance needs to be designed so ships and boats can 
enter without risk. Currents occur perpendicular to the fairway which needs 
to be taken under consideration in the harbour/marina design. There are no 
certain rules for the width of the entrance but in marinas with low currents 
the width is dimensioned to a satisfying width linking to the length of the 
ship/boat. The most important factor is to have a safe approach along with 
a protected basin. The wider the opening is the worse are the wave 
conditions within the basin. Model tests with physical and mathematical 
methods show good means when it comes to designing these harbour/mari-
na entrances (454).

It is important for the basin to have measurements which facilitates the 
manoeuvring of boats in the marina. For a harbour with loading functions it 
is important to measure the following factors:

- wave characteristic - height and length
- wave direction
- ship characteristics
- fenders and mooring systems

Of course these are most important in industrial harbours but consider-
ing these criteria in the planning of marinas is also important. An example 
when unloading a cargo vessel is to have waves no larger than 0,5-1 m, the 
larger the ships the larger waves are manageable, but when handling 
private boats the waves must be much smaller meaning that the marina 
need even more protection (455).

When designing a large harbour it is important to make models that are 
tested with wind and current simulations. Mathematical models are 
cheaper to help designing the specific harbour. A rule of thumb is that a cir-
cle corresponding to the length of a ship is applicable in the basin. 
Different propellers and methods can of course make this measurement 
smaller. The depth can be less than in the fairway since speed is lower and 
waves are less troublesome. But at least 1.05 times the draft of the vessel, 
never under 0,5 meters between keel and bottom. There is always some 
erosion due to propeller movement. It is also important to think about the 
risk of resonance in a marina if the basin is not shaped correctly. It can be-
come a problem even though the waves are not that high (455).

Wave resonance: Waves are both long and short term and can be equally 
troublesome if enhanced, which is what happens with resonance, mostly in 
larger harbours. These can be eliminated by:

- The harbour entrance is provided with resonance pockets.
- The basin is provided with wave attenuation surfaces.
- The marina is given the right design (456).

A breakwater is a construction designed to defeat wave energy, to 
eliminate, reduce and prevent within a designated area. They create a safe 
and protected area in marinas. There are two versions of breakwaters; 
breakwaters with slopes and breakwaters with vertical sides.

The breakwaters with slopes: the sloping windward side is energy 
consuming and therefore wave breaking. These are built with rock fill in 
three different manors :

- A rock fill breakwater, where the section is mostly created by rock fill.
- A rock fill breakwater, where the upper part is created by concrete, 
a parapet.
- A rock fill breakwater, where the core is compact and made from concrete

The breakwaters with vertical sides: works in a different way where a wave 
reflection is created on the windward side (469).

There are mathematical calculations regarding the necessary block weight 
in the construction but shortly the Hedars formulas that are used calcu-
late the waves and currents forces onto a specific breakwater and how the 
slope is attacked by upward and downward wave phases (471). The stone 
blocks therefore need to be placed so they support and lock each other. 
If the breakwater has a low permeability the bigger is the need of a high 
block weight. Rock fill breakwaters are used where dimensions are to han-
dle waves up to 5-5.5 meters (472). When building breakwaters with slopes 
the angle of repose depends on the shape or roundness of the stones. The 
rounder the stones the lower the angle due to vibrations and increased risk 
for unwanted movement (473).

Other types of breakwaters that can be used for more short term usage 
breaking waves of a limited height.  Floating breakwaters can be concrete 
pontoons, the heavier they are, the higher is the wave attenuation. 
Pneumatic breakwaters are created via a discharge of compressed air from 
the seabed creating a short term break in the wave movement that helps to 
disturb and suppress its forces. But it is a very energy consuming method 
that is also very uneconomical (481).

MARINAS
Marinas are usually managed by local boat clubs and municipalities in a co-
operation. The boat owners are connected to the clubs which are connected 
to regional federations which are connected to Svenska Seglar förbundet or 
Svenska Båtunionen (S. Avén, Fysisk planering 287). Marinas should be easily acces-

DIFFERENT MARINAS AND PORTS

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:
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sible by cars, trucks and public transportations and contain parts that are 
available to the public. Keep in mind:

- Nature of the bottom.
- Water depth.
- Current conditions.
- How ice and wind conditions affect the choice of jetties, breakwaters and 
mooring means. Fixed breakwaters are to prefer if you choose to use 
floating jetties.
- Parking needed is 0,7-1 pcs / mooring. 
- A couple of moorings for disabled is a plus (287).

Needed functions for a marina with 500 moorings:
- Toilets      - Space to empty latrines
- Hydrant on the quay (on jetty if possible) - Waste handling
- Flusher at the uptake    - Fire/life saving equipment
- Light on boat storage area   - Light on jetties 
- Closeness to public transportation  - Club/community hall
- Storage area for marine activity.  - Space for boat reparations 
- Storage possibilities for the boat owners (288).

Guideline for mooring measurement, since boat sizes are crucial, is that 
the width of the manoeuvring area is 20-35 meters while the length of the 
mooring is 7-22 meters long and 3-5 meters wide (288).

Water area/ mooring     110 m2       100 m2         95 m2
          
      
Land area/ mooring           95 m2            85 m2         80 m2

100 moorings 500 moorings

(S. Avén, Fysisk planering 288)

1000 moorings

breakwaters: built or natural breakwaters: built or natural

jetties

moorings

bus stop

P

vegetation

vegetation

mast 
sheds

boat 
crane

derrick
mast 
crane

latrine lifesaving
equipment

boatyard in winter
parking in summer

storage

(S. Avén, Fysisk planering 288

revetment along coast

dinghies Play facilities:
Play areas are to be accessible within the neighbourhood, there should be 
enough room for both children’s play as well as space for the grownups. 
The area should, if possible, contain hilly terrain and wild nature along with 
hard surfaces for ball games, biking and grass areas for picnics, games and 
sunbathing. Cultivable land and common buildings is a plus. Sunny places 
with benches creates spontaneous meeting points where arbours (bersåer) 
creates more private and green public rooms than the open spaces (268). 
The outdoor environment can be developed and changeable, especially with 
greenery. Plants are to change by season since different species create 
different environments (268). Starting with vegetation in any building project 
is a great advantage. Projects take several years from start to finish so if 
you plant trees as a first starting point, having planned them along with the 
buildings, they will have reached a good size when the buildings are taken 
into use (Gustavsson, ongoing discussions). The most important thing when it comes 

to play is to create environments with possibilities for great experiences. 
This is easily created by using the assets that already exists in an area 
like climbing rocks, marshland, shrubbery, fallen trees and climbing trees. 
It is all about keeping nature rich and worth exploring. This proves that 
the actual playground is only a complement to the free way of playing 
which is even more important for the development of children (S. Avén, Fysisk 

planering 268). When planning for children’s play it is not only about creating 
physical play facilities but to enable play throughout, not always spoken 
but still inviting. It can be the shape of the planting beds, making them 
places to practise balance. The same source of inspiration can be used for 
planning fences, railings and curb stones (Gustavsson, ongoing discussions).

 When planning for play, you need to consider the different ages of 
children along with their needs and capabilities. The initial planning for 
play is a question for city planning, creating space along with buildings. 
It is important to remember that children understand traffic first around 
the age of 11-12, it is first by then they can bike alone in traffic. This is 
to keep in mind when planning playgrounds, to create places secluded 
from traffic for all ages of play. Children tend to move along places where 
grownups are from time to time but their movement is very unpredict-
able, creating many risks. But planning for this can stil decrease many 
risks. By entering play areas from building entrances rather than in 
trafficked areas is good way to handle these issues (S. Avén, Fysisk planering 269). 
Nature has the best conditions for all these types of play, something to 
consider in new development. Stones, fallen trees, sticks, leaves, insects 
and animals give diversity, education and endless play opportunities. The 
planned playgrounds are only to be additions or compensation for lack of 
nature (270).

Guidelines:
- Play areas with south facing slopes are play friendly around the year. 
- Play areas with north facing slopes are perfect for sledge riding and 
skiing.
- Parts of the play areas should be shaded.
- Wind protection is necessary.
- Some kind of rain protection like a small roof is needed.
- Remember; paddling pool, swings, stage, building opportunities, 
different materials. 
- Adding facilities for grownups is a plus, like badminton, tennis, mini 
golf, volleyball etc. 
- Indoor facilities are important. If it holds a workshop this can be used 
by both children and grownups.
- Closeness to wild nature, ball fields, hilly terrain and gravel fields is a 
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0-2 YEARS  parents          crawling, experiencing,
             walking, watching

2-4 YEARS       observing parents     movement, water, sand         
              playing with kids       climbing, building,  
   (100m from home)   biking on 3 wheels, swing

5-6 YEARS  other kids,          playing shop, roles 
   team feeling         hide&seek, climb
   (300-500m)         bike on 2 wheels
 
7-11 YEARS   independence         ballgames, competition   
    friends                 outer premises, nature
             seclusion from adults

11-15 YEARS  friends,          “gangs“, music, dance        
   greater individual      competiton, games, out-/
   differences         indoor meeting places, 
             facilities+fixed activities   
             are more important than 
             the design of playgrounds.

COMPANY ACTIVITY
CHILDREN 
AND PLAY

(S. Avén, Fysisk planering 268)

plus. 
- The sandbox is the most important feature, minimum 0,4 m deep. With 
buildable sand and closeness to some kind of water. The sand used by 
swings etc is not formable and is only used as fall damping. 
- Presence of animals if possible, wild or tamed and privately owned.
- Also cultivation in combination with playgrounds and schools is positive 
for education.
- Remember seasonal activities; football, ice skating, swimming, sledge 
riding etc (271).

Advice on playground equipment:
- Swings last for a long time, connected tire seats invite to interaction. 

- Fences prevent accidents and 10m free space is a safety distance.
- Slides are fun and are extra sufficient when in combination with climb-
ing possibilities. Making them in sheet metal lasts longer than fibreglass 
plastic but needs to be placed facing north to not be overheated by the 
sun. 30 degree angle is recommended. The wider the slide, the more it 
invites to interaction.
- Observation towers are considered exiting, giving overview.
- More dangerous but very popular play facilities are seesaw, carrousels 
and cable way (273).

So to recap the different ages of children invite to different types of play. 
The more livelier games can disturb the calmer. Creating space is an ad-
vantage when it comes to play. Many plays are to be able to exist at the 
same time, not too physically separated. The younger children want to 
observe and imitate the older children, it is a way of learning. Grownups 
nearby creates an even better environment (272).

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Nearby recreational areas are for daily spontaneous and unplanned visits 
and activities. These areas are to be a mixed of more planned areas clos-
er to housing areas to pass over to a more wild walking area. The need 
and the possibilities with the configuration on these areas depend on 
where in the landscape the urbanised area is situated (273). When design-
ing recreational areas recommendations are to especially include:

- Walk able smaller paths.
- Accessible walk and bike paths.
- Entrance areas with parking.
- Information board with area map, information on nature, paths etc.
- Cabin for rest, weather protection.
- Public transportation.

Also important but not as necessary are:
- Recreational center with eating possibilities + different exercise options.
- Light tracks for running and skiing.
- Ball fields.
- Slopes for sledge riding and skiing.
- Orientation controls.
- Special facilities such as; place for bathing, camping, holiday cottages, 
horseback riding, allotments or organizational activities (278).
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SPORT FACILITIES
When planning sport facilities the most important thing is to keep them 
nearby and easy to access from homes in the area. Many sports can be 
exerted on the same fields. A size of 40x60m (even 25x40m) is good. 
Changing rooms are to be in a nearby area to fulfill the local needs. 
Sport facilities are best placed in calm areas, along parks. Combined with 
schools/other facilities they can be shared in a very effective way (278).

SWIMMING FACILITIES
To have the best solar radiation a placement to the south and/or west is 
the most efficient to heat the water. While winds have a strong cooling 
effect wind shelters are needed. Water quality is tested frequently, the 
ground is to be even; covered in sand or made by rocks. Vegetation is to 
vary from trees to bushes to create privacy and shade in various combi-
nations. Even here a co-usage is preferable due to the short swimming 
season in Sweden. Adding camping, sports and boat sports on a small 
distance can help to reach public transportations and functions as good 
complements to the bathing area. Also important to keep in mind is to 
make the bathing area accessible for different handicaps. Water activi-
ties are among the best outdoor activities for disabled (282). Dividing the 
swimming and sun bathing area into zones is very helpful in understand-
ing each areas different needs and functions:

Zone 1:  concerns the actual swimming and bathing.
Zone 2:  facilities creating pedestrian traffic and should therefore 
  be placed outside the bathing zone.
Zone 3:  other facilities not directly concerning the bathing 
  functions.
Zone 4:  peripheral facilities such as parking and possible 
  connecting businesses (283).

Guidelines if a bathing/ beach/ swimming area is considered large, mean-
ing over 100 meters of beach length:

- Minimum width of sand/beach is 5 meters.
- Sunbathing areas of more than 3000m2.
- Drinkable water fountain 2 pcs.
- Showers 2pcs.



- Toilets 9-16pcs + urinals.
- Trash cans 1 per 3000m2.
- Bike parking 200 pcs.
- Car parking 200 pcs.
- Facilities in this large area should provide: changing huts, playground, 
jetties, water jumps, paved walkways, lifesaving equipment, kiosk, ball 
fields and even more sports facilities if possible.

TOTAL AREA excluding parking should be around 20 000m2 with a capaci-
ty of 1000-3000 visitors. Water depths:

Small children:   0,5 meters
Swimming school:  0,9 meters maximum

Adult swimming: 1,2 meters minimum
1 meter water jumps:  3,4 meters minimum.

Jetties:
- Minimum width 1,2 meters.
- Small edge.
- Lines in contrast colour for the sight impaired.
- Ladder with railings and level fitted ramp to unify jetty and ground.
- For swimming schools: jetty at least 10 meters long, but rather 
20-25meters create space for 10-15 kids at the same time.
- Water jumps with non-slip treatment and solid construction (283).

CAMPING FACILITIES
When it comes to camping sites about 90 % arrive by own car with an 
average of 3 people per tent/caravan. Staying for an average of 2,7 days. 
During the most intense summer months 60-70% of the camping con-
sists of caravans and campers, July is the most popular month. In the 
early and later parts of the season this number increases to 90%. When 
planning for a camping it is important to solve issues like water, hygiene, 
traffic and fire. The building plan should consist of the number of camping 
plots, sizes of service buildings and their placement. What defines a good 
camping site is the closeness to attractive recreational areas, good con-
tact with nature and places for swimming on walking. Closeness to sports 
facilities and amusement parks enhances the attraction of the camping 
site but these areas can also be disturbing (284). 

Functions needed for a camping:
- Reception with suspension.
- Parking for late arriving guests.
- Groups with plots for tents/ caravans and cars.
- Groups with plots for caravans/ campers. 
- Space for tents, no cars.
- Space for camping cabins (not necessarily with water and drain but if 
insulated the season is extended).
- Hygiene/service buildings (close to entrance maximum 150 meters 
   from each camping spot). Toilets 1/20 campers, washbasin 1/10 
   campers, showers 1/15 campers, outdoor dishes 1/20 campers, waste 
   1/6 campers, place for cooking 1/75 .

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4
ZONE 2 ZONE 3

swimming 
school

jumping
tower

sand
grass area
sunbathing

play
shower

changing huts

games
play

games
play administration

kiosk

ball field

tennis

mini golf

P
P

camping

services
buildings

- Kiosk (close to entrance).
- Free space in a central point as a meeting place and for activities.
- Space to empty and clean the caravan latrines.
- Saunas, washrooms, common indoor rooms, store and sickrooms are 
functions considered as a plus.

Remember to separate traffic from most functions but still keeping 
accessible camping plots to create safe and calm areas for families and 
children’s play (285). Spacious camping spots are around 13x8 meters to 
fit a caravan with additional tent and parking spot. To fit only a tent 7x7 
meters can be sufficient as a starting point. If a camping spot for a tent 
also is to fit a car 10x8 meters is the recommended size. The camping 
spots are preferably grouped into villages of 10-20 campers. A 4 meter 
fire safety distances between the tents and caravans is to take seriously. 
(286). When planning a camping the existing nature is of great priority, 
keeping existing vegetation as much as possible to create a durable and 
weather protected camping area with a variation of openness and close-
ness. The most preferred camping sites are sunny and dry. The gradient 
of the ground should not exceed 1:25 (286).

Bastu:
The Sauna is the perfect spot for philosophising, alone or with like-mind-
ed. A place where you are completely naked and free from civilisation 
where the only thing to meet you are the elements air, fire and water. A 
wood fired sauna is the most time consuming since you need to start the 
firing several hours before, therefore it can also appear more ceremo-
nial. There should be a distance between the sauna and the water since 
the cooling shouldn’t be too quick, the same goes for the time after the 
cooling, that can be a dip in the ocean or a roll around in the snow (L. Hallén 

63). It is important to drink to keep the right fluid levels in the body. The 
routine with “bath brooms“ in birch help the circulation and stimulates 
the skin and blood vessels. The final wash with soap can be made with 
water heated by the warmth of the sauna. But if you use the method with 
the birch brooms you might not even need soap since birch leaves are 
contain the dirt release substance saponin, a substance which is already 
used in shampoo. The heat in the sauna appears most aggressive the first 
hours. After some time the heat evens out and appears softer (64).
This is due to the fact that after a few hours even the walls have ab-
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sorbed the heat, meaning that the radiation heat is even from the sauna 
oven as well as the walls and surrounding environment (68).

The sauna ritual is strongly connected to Finland where it developed 
during the Finish nationalism in the 19th century. Designing a sauna can 
in some ways be compared to drawing a church. In both cases the de-
sign is for soul and ritual. The fact that the sauna also gives you a clean 
and fresh body is only a bonus. The beach sauna is the easiest one to 
place with an ideal placement since you often sauna in the afternoon or 
evening. The best placement is a protected cove facing southwest. It is a 
matter of taste if the sauna is to be placed on cliffs, on the beach or on a 
jetty but it is also good to have a ladder to enter the water and to make 
sure this is placed at least three meters from the sauna to not tempt 
swimmers to make dangerous jumps too quick (65). There are five types 
of sauna ovens, two types of electricity generated sets and three types of 
wood-fired sets. All with different conditions, advantages and disadvan-
tages to take into consideration for each project depending on location 
and main purpose of the sauna (66).

Interesting facts:
Good ventilation is key to avert sweat vapour. A grown man sweats ap-
proximately 1 litre per hour, this means the same amount of vapour in 20 
minutes for three men. To create this a good roof height is needed. An-
other factor to decide on the roof height is the placement of the benches. 
The sauna oven is at least 70 cm high and a normal seating height is 
approximately 44 cm. For a proper sauna experience a person should not 
have his feet lower than in level of the upper part of the stone level of 
the oven, meaning that the lowest level for the upper benches is 110cm, 
an additional 110 cm is to be added to this, safeguarding the use of the 
bath broom creating a minimum height of 220 cm (68).

Lighting in a sauna is crucial for the mystical and recreational experi-
ence. Historically the sauna was without windows. The first windows 
where placed low to show where to place your feet and not become too 
sooty. If windows are placed in a sauna it is important that the view is of 
a completive landscape. It is important to remember that in Sweden it 
is often dark when taking a sauna so artificial light is often needed. It is 
fully sufficient to only have this placed low, not to blind the visitor. If the 
sauna has no artificial light at all a lantern hanging outside the window 
can be more than enough (69).
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MATERIALITY : the best material to use in a sauna is wood. It has the 
best qualification for this purpose since it is proven, easy to use and quite 
cheap. The traditional sauna was made from timbered redwood or spruce 
logs. This is also the most common material in panels. Use the best qual-
ity since you don’t want twigs or tree sap. For the benches it is best to 
use a porous wood that does not take on much heat. Best for the flooring 
material is to choose material that is water resistant since the floor heat 
rarely goes over 30C. Windows in saunas should be insulating glass but 
placed too close to the sauna oven also these can crack due to heat (71). 
The ionization of the air in the sauna is also to take under consideration 
(70).

HEALTHWISE  - physically if you spend 10 minute in the sauna with a 
temperature of 100c:

- Respiration increases, to culminate when you enter the cold water and 
go back to normal due to cooling.
- The shallow blood vessels are widened to try to cool the body down but 
due to this the body temperature increases with 1/2 degree. This is also 
the reason for sweating.
- A high blood pressure is somewhat helped by the heating and cooling 
process while a low blood pressure remains the same. The quick cooling 
causes a jump in the values.
- The load on the heart can be compared to an easier physical effort like 
a swift walk. The pulse increases by 30 beats per minute during the ten 
minute heating to revert during cooling. Also here the quick cooling caus-
es a jump in the values and this can cause a risk for people with heart 
conditions. Therefore it is important to consult a doctor before entering 
the sauna if you have these conditions. In Finland a rule is to not visit the 
sauna any earlier than six months after a heart attack (72).

Boat pool:
Example SALTSJÖNS MARINPOOL:
2500kr / year
06:00-09:00   100kr
10:00-17:00  450kr
18:00-01:00  300kr 

Having your own boat takes time and money for maintenance, still most 
people don’t use their boats as much as they which to. To rent a boat is 
a carefree alternative but very unpractical if you want to go on excur-
sions frequently and on short notice. In a boat pool you pick the size on 
the boat, how much you want to use it and what the price can be. After 
that you book it as much as you feel like, without worrying about main-
tenance and care.

Share and annual fee: The share you buy is your time share for the boat 
season, for e.g. your share is 1/6 th. This you can divide on different 
boats in the same league. The season lasts from the middle of April until 
the end of October. High season is from Midsummer until the second 
week in August and you are guaranteed boat time during the high sea-
son each year. Prices include taxes and no other additional cost will be 
added for mooring, winter storage, service, maintenance, insurance, 
equipment or boating classes/courses (http://marinpool.se/medlemskap2/).
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INSPIRATION TIME - how others have done it
Urban areas for swimming, play, learning to swim, interact with water, 
jump, challenging and development.

Copenhagen:  Köbenhavns Havnebad Islands Brygge - PLOT (BIG) 
	 	 2002-2003,	a	floating	harbour	swimming	bath	
  created as soon as the water was clean enough to use   
  for swimming. An area that also contains street 
  basketball, ramps for skateboarding, beach volleyball,   
       picnic areas, barbeques, places for rest, places for 
  sunbathing, promenades etc.

Copenhagen:  Copencabana - Havnebadet Fisketorvet Vesterbro 
  provisional bath, earlier Islands Brygge

http://www.dac.dk/da/dac-life/copenhagen-x-galleri/cases/havnebadet-islands-brygge/  2015-02-22,kl 15:38 http://www.dac.dk/da/dac-life/copenhagen-x-galleri/cases/havnebadet-islands-brygge/ 2015-02-22, kl 15:39

http://blogg.resia.se/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Islandsbrygga.jpg 2015-02-22, kl 16:29 https://kbhbader.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/40498645.jpg	 2015-02-22,	kl	16:04

https://www.google.se/search?q=copencabana+havnebad&biw=1600&bih=780&-
source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=Pe7pVPDpEIqqywPepoKQDQ&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAg#img-
dii=O5cvs5WdUDzQhM%3A%3BtBTb-qJKOc71aM%3BO5cvs5WdUDzQhM%3A&imgrc=O5cvs5WdUDzQ
hM%253A%3BbqGJCoEWBmBh3M%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fs3-media3.fl.yelpcdn.com%252Fbpho-
to%252FO6GBjc0ZOxU4Ur7UYtPFgA%252Fls.jpg%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.yelp.com%252F-
biz%252Fk%2525C3%2525B8benhavns-havnebad-fisketorvet-copencabana-k%2525C3%2525B8ben-
havn%3B250%3B250	 2015-02-22,	kl	16:07

A N O T H E R   M A R I N A:

A	P	P	E	N	D	I	X		3	:	o	t	h	e	r			r	e	f	e	r	e	n	c	e			p	r	o	j	e	c	t	s
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http://www.danielsenarch.com/projects/Offentlig/koralbadet.html 2015-02-22, kl 16:14

http://www.danielsenarch.com/projects/Offentlig/koralbadet.html 2015-02-22, kl 16:16

http://multimedia.pol.dk/archive/00604/koralbadet_1_604129a.jpg	 2015-02-22,	kl	16:20

http://politiken.dk/kultur/ECE1480324/nu-aabner-koebenhavns-nye-havnebad/ 2015-02-22, kl 16:22

http://politiken.dk/kultur/ECE1480324/nu-aabner-koebenhavns-nye-havnebad/ 2015-02-22, kl 16:24

Copenhagen: Köbenhavns Havnebad Koralbadet - Sydhavnen
	 	 Kasper	Danielsen	Arkitekter

Copenhagen: Kastrup Soebad - White

https://www.flickr.com/photos/janmartin/7745150804/sizes/z/in/
photostream/ 2015-02-22, kl 15:29

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/542261611354548980/ 
2015-02-22,	kl	15:27

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/542261611354548980/ 
2015-02-22, kl 15:24
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Bornholm: Hasle Havnebad 
  White

http://www.white.dk/da/projekter/162-hasle-havnebad/billedfremvisning#	 2015-02-22,	kl	16:38
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Copenhagen: Havneholmen
  Bridges and different levels where you can   
            meet the water. Only to sit down or maybe 
  park your boat.

http://www.dac.dk/da/dac-life/copenhagen-x-galleri/cases/havneholmen/ 
2015-02-22, kl 15:49

http://www.dac.dk/da/dac-life/copenhagen-x-galleri/cases/havneholmen/ 
2015-02-22, kl 15:51

Sweden:  Uddevalla beach walk
  Walking on wood structure along the  
  water. Lights to make the area walk  
  able even on dark hours.

http://www.uddevalla.se/images/18.5ff22f2c11096e-
abd16800020241/1338980972577/strandpromenad.jpg	 2015-02-21,	kl	19:12
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http://architecturalmoleskine.blogspot.se/2013_04_01_archive.html							
2015-14-21.	17:20

http://www.kcap.eu/en/projects/v/hafencity/						2015-14-21.	17:21

Germany: Hamburg, Hafencity, KCAPArchitects&Planners
  New development with a new marina where jetties are   
  organically shaped.



Sweden:  Malmö, Bo01 beachwalk 
  Västra Hamnen

http://whatsupmalmo.se/kultur/miljomedveten-guidning-i-vastra-hamnen/194/ 2015-02-21, kl 19:09 http://ideasgn.com/tag/spa/	 2015-02-22,	kl	17:53http://ideasgn.com/tag/spa/	 2015-02-22,	kl	17:55

http://www.furniturefashion.com/architect_peter_zumthor_2009_pritzker_
prize_winner/	 2015-02-22,	kl	17:57

Switzerland:		 Therme	Vals	-	Peter	Zumthor
  Water provides for relaxation. Heat meets cold, sauna meets water. 
  A good views is a plus which adds on to the experience
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Last but not least: 

A big   T H A N K   Y O U  to You! 
For your interest in my Master Thesis regarding a New Marina in Laröd.
I hope you have found it as interesting as I have :)

Kind regards
Mathilda 
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